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IIVTRODUCTION.

The excavations of this season began on September ^^^ 1907, at the monastery

of Saint Jeremias , and it was the discovery of the church there Wi\h the great series

of capitals, carved blocks and inscriptions that made the main interest of the year.

But this v^as not the only site attacked. The monastery is not far from the Step

Pyramid, and it seemed economical of time to make a trial there too, so a conside-

rable area to the east of the pyramid was cleared and the casing of the lowest step

discovered; a part of the temenos wall was also examined and found to be covered

with a casing wall of fine limestone of a recessed pattern.

The temple of the Teta pyramid besides, which had been started before, had to be

continued as far as time and money permitted; and finally the search for mastabas

for sale to foreign museums forced us to clear, at least partially, a whole series of

tombs which would otherwise have been left to a future opportunity.

The Coptic results were by so much the most important that more time was given to

the monastery than to the other sites and more space is required for them in the report.

We have called it the monastery of Saint Jeremias; the attribution, due originally

to M. Maspero'^', will not now be doubted; the position of the saint by the side of the

Virgin in the paintings, the mention of his name first in the invocations on grave-

stones, and the commemoration in one room by an inscription of the fact that he used

to sit there, form a cumulative and adequate proof.

This enables us to give a probable date for the foundation of the monastery, for in

the history of John of Nikiou, Jeremias and Anastasius appear as contemporaries.

The passage is so important for the study of this building, that it is reprinted here

from Zotenberg's translation'^'.

Le pieux empereur Z^non etant mort, Anastase, I'empereur chr^tien qui vivait dans la crainte

(le Dieu, lui succeda sur le tr6ne : c'^tait I'un des chambellans de I'empereur, qui, par la grtice

"' Ann. Setw. (1902), III, p. 186; cf. also Ann. Serv., VIII, p. 98.

'^' ZoTENBERG, Chronique de Jean, dvSque de Nikiou, Paris, i883, p. 368, chap, lxxxviii.
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de Dieu et par I'effet des prieres de nos peres egypiiens, devint empereur. En effet, I'empereur

Zenon I'avait exil^ dansl'ile de Saint-Irai, situ^e dans ie fleuve de Menouf. Les habitants de la

ville de Menouf, par humanite, le traitaient avec bont^. Amonios, de la ville de Hez^n^ dans la

province d'Alexandrie et les habitants de cette ville, se liaient d'amiti^ avec lui, I'honoraient et

lui temoignaient une grande affection. Or, un jour les gens de Menouf et ceux de Hez^nd

convinrent, comme Anastase ^tait en disgrace aupres de I'empereur Z^non, de monter a son

intention sur la hauteur an couvent du saint theophore Abba J^r^mie, d'Alexandrie. En effet,

sur le territoire de ces deux villes demeurait un homme qui avait 6t6 favoris^ par Dieu de la

connaissance de toutes choses. lis parlaient de la sainte vie de cet homme de Dieu; ils voulaient

etre benis par lui et d^siraient qu'il pridt pour eux le Christ, son maitre. lis se rendirent done a

la demeure d'Abba J^r^mie, I'homme de Dieu, qui les b^nit tous, mais n'adressa aucune parole

a Anastase. Gelui-ci, an moment ou tous partirent, fut tres afllig^; il pleurait amSrement, disant

en lui-meme : tcG'est k cause de mes nombreux peches que I'homme de Dieu en b^nissant tous

m'a refus^ sa benediction n. Les gens de Menouf et Amonios, de la ville de Hezenti, retourn^rent

aupres du saint homme de Dieu et lui firent part du chagrin d'Anastase. Abba Jer^mie I'appela,

le prit k part avec ses amis fideles et avec Amonios et lui dit : crNe t'affliges pas, en croyant et

disant : ttC'est k cause de mes p^ch^s que ce vieillard ne m'a pas b^nin. II n'en est pas ainsi; au

contraire, je me suis abstenu de te benir, parce que j'ai vu la main de Dieu sur toi. Comment

oserais-je, moi qui commets taut de peches, b^nir celui qui est beni et bonor^ par Dieu? Dieu t'a

choisi entre des milliers pour ^tre son oint : car la main de Dieu, le Seigneur, est marquee sur

la t^te des rois; et il a mis sa confiance en toi pour que tu sois son lieutenant sur la terre,

afin que tu proteges son peuple. Seulement, quand tu te rappelleras mes paroles et que tu auras

realist la prophetic, execute fidMement le mandat que je te donne aujourd'hui, afin que Dieu

te sauve de tes ennemis, a savoir : ne commets aucun p^che, n'entreprends rien contre la religion

chr^tienne, la religion de Je'sus-Christ, et n'adopte point la foi chalcedonienne, qui offense

Dieu. 11 Or, ces recommandations qu'Abba Jt^r^mie donna a Anastase, celui-ci les re^ut et les

grava sur les parois de son coeur, ainsi que Moise le prophete recut de Dieu les tables de

I'alliance sur lesquelles ^taient graves les commandements de la loi. Quelque temps apres,

Anastase fut rappelc^ de I'exil auquel I'avait condamnd I'empereur de cette terre en vertu de son

pouvoir, puis il fut nomm6 empereur. Lorsqu'il fut sur le trone, il envoya un message aux

disciples du saint abb^ J^remie et les fit venir aupres de lui. Parmi eux se trouvait Abba Vfirydnos,

qui ^tait parent d'Abba J^r^mie. Or, I'empereur leur demanda avec instance d'accepter de lui des

provisions pour la route et pour le monastere; mais ils refuserent, leur p^re saint J^remie leur

ayant defendu d'accepter aucun objet, si ce n'est de I'encens pour ce'l^brer la messe et pour offrir

le sacrifice et quelques objets sacr^s. Anastase envoya aussi des gens dans I'ile dans laquelle il

avait eie autrefois exil6 et fit construire par eux une grande et superbe ^glise, consacr^e k

saint Irai; c'e'tait auparavant une petite ^glise. 11 y fit porter beaucoup de vases d'or et d'argent;

a ses amis de Menouf et de Hez^nd, leur confera des magistratures et fit entrer quelques-uns

d'entre eux dans le clerg^.

John of Nikiou wrote about 63 o A. D. It is clear that he believed Jeremias to have
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lived in the time of Anastasius. Now Anastasius reigned Agi-SiS, so the saint must

have hved in the second half of the v**" century, and the monastery was probably

founded about A 70 A. D. No evidence has been found seriously to contradict this

view. Some of the paintings, it is true, seem rather better in style and to retain more

freedom in drawing than one would have expected at so late a date. And it must not

be forgotten that it is possible, if not very likely, that a monastery had existed before

the time of Jeremias, and that he received the honours of the founder from his great

services or remarkable character and that the original founder was forgotten. On the

present evidence, however, we may assume that the foundation of the monastery and

the earliest buildings that remain date from about ^']o A. D. Some of the brick

structures probably go back to this early date and so do the earliest parts of the

church, the earlier apse, the marble bases, perhaps some of the limestone capitals,

as those of the north aisle.

But this church was destroyed
,
probably not very long after the Arab conquest

,

and before its destruction it had suffered from mutilation of the sculptures ; the figures

of men and animals had been carefully chiselled out; the order probably came from

the Muslim ruler, but the work was executed by Christian workmen who did as little

damage to the reliefs as possible.

The church was rebuilt, at what date we cannot yet say, but before 800 A. D.,

and the final ruin seems to have come in the x**" century. But more evidence on these

points was found in the subsequent digging and will be published in a future report.

The existence of a monastery of Saint Jeremias in the neighbourhood of Memphis

has long been known.

The earliest mention of it is probably not very long after its foundation. It is men-

tioned in the itinerary of Theodosius A. D. c. 52 0-53o : ctltem in Aegypto est civitas

Memphis ibi sunt duo monasteria , unum est religionis Vandalorum sancti Hie-

remiae, Romanorum sancti Apollonii eremitaew, quoted by Krall (Corp. Pap. Rainer,

JI, p. 79), who remarks on the word Vandalorum, « der Autor wirft die Monophysiten

mit den Arianern zusammnenw.

John of Nikiou , c. 6 3 , mentions it (v. supra) and Safi al din 'Abd al mumin (t 7 3 9 )

,

says of it : aj^ 8(>Jj:j j-«a/o ^jej] ^yA 'wii<: |i-*iaj iju^j^jJi^.

This reference I owe to Prof. Moritz.
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It is mentioned again by Ibn Abdelhakem, who died A. H. 268 = A. D. 881-882
,

see Stern in A. Z., XXIII (1 885), p. i/i8; Abu Salih, c. A. D. 1200 (f° 68 a, ed.

Evetts) seems only to copy Ibn .Abdelhakem. Probably the ruins were already buried.

Interest in it was revived in 1878, when Revillout read a paper on certain docu-

ments in the Louvre at the Oriental Congress at Paris in that year (ictes du Congres

internat. orient, 1878, II, p. 471 et seq.; Ill, p. 55 et seq.), which are mostly

requests made by monks to the head of the monastery to grant passports supported

by guarantees to certain persons named. He pubUshsd them in full in his Papyrus

copies, Actes et Contrats, 1876.

To those published by Revillout, Krall added in i885 four more documents (at

Berlin) relating to the monastery, two of them being passports {Rec. tr., VI, p. 63

et seq.). Silvestre de Sacy [Jourii. des Savants, 1826, p. /i68) had long ago published

two Arabic passports written on papyrus (see Stern, A. Z., u. s., ^. 1^7). All the

Coptic documents belong evidently to one and the same period and are dated by Stern

about the first half of the vni*'' century (u. s.
, p. 1 55).

A letter probably written by an inmate of the monastery has been pubhshed by

Maspero in Ann. Serv., Ill, p. 1 85. He dates it in the vi"" or vn*"" century.

Now that there can be no doubt that the site is the monastery of Saint Jeremias, we

can with confidence refer to it a number of monuments scattered in various museums

,

chiefly stelae. I owe the following list to Sir H. Thompson :

NAME OF DECEASED. PDBLICATIONS.

Cairo Sarapion Gayet, M. A. F., Ill, p. 26, n" 3 ; Crum, Copt.

#o?i. (Cairo Cat.), n" 8324.

— ApoHo Gayet, op. ctt., Ill, p. 27, n" 6 ; Crum, op. cit.,

n° 8547.

— (Lost) Gayet, op. cit.. Ill, n° Zn.

— Macare the gardener — -^ III, p. 3o, n° 45; Crum, op.

cit, n° 8326.

— Jeremias Pesoou Gayet, op. cit., Ill, p. 3o, n" /ig.

— Apa Zacharias, etc — — III, p. 3o, n" 5o; Crum, op.

cit., n° 832 0.

— Apa .Jeremias Bouriant, Rec. tr., V, p. 63, n" 3; Crum, op.

cit., n" 8319.
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MUSEUM. NAME OF DECEASED. PUBLICATIOKS.

Cairo Phcebammon

(Lost)

Joseph Mena

Nishteroou, the deuterarius

.

(Lost)

Alexandria. 976. —
— 2^9- 16PHMIA.C and neTpe

— 280 . KAOYCAN6

Vatican Elias, etc

British Museum . . Phcebammon .

— . . Abeg, etc. . . .

— . . Apa Hor, etc.

Berlin Abraham , etc.

Collect. Amherst. Papa Anoup. .

- Al(?)

Bologna (Greek) . George . . . . ,

(?) Dioscoros (?),

BiONDt, Ann. Serv., VIII, p. 98, n" 28.

— — — n" 96.

— — — n° 2 5.

— — p. 96, n" 26.

— — — n" 27.

— — — n" 28.

Rev. rOrient chretien, X, p. 9 59.

p. 95l.

Mallon, Gramm. copte, p. 182.

Stekn, a. Z., XVI, 1878, p. 95; Revilloct,

Rev. eg., IV, 1885, p. 10; Marruchi, Mus.

egiz. Vat. , 1 8 9 9 , p. 3 1 6

.

Hall, Coptic and Greek Texts, p. 5.

— —
P- 9-

— — p. lis.

Sterd, a. Z., XVI, 1878, p. 96; Berlin Avs-

fiihrl. Verz., p. 885 (transl. only).

Birch, ^4. Z. , X, 1 879, p. 191; Revillout,

Rev. eg., IV, p. 9.

Revillout, Rev. eg., IV, p. 8, n° 19.

Lefervre, Inscr. gr.-chret. , n° 662 (bibl. ibid.).

WiNSTEDT, P. S. B. A., XXIX, p. 899.

There is also a' wooden fragment with part of the usual invocation list including

Apa Jeremias (Greek) in the Musee de Perigueux (said to be from Ashmunein),

published by Cledat, Bull. Inst.fr., II, p. 70, and Lefebvre, Rec. (Tinscr. gr.-chret.,

n° 228.

Our Apa Jeremias is occasionally invoked elsewhere (e. g. Hall, u. s., p. ikh);

but on the other hand, the David described as the painter mpma naha lepHMUC

[Bull. Inst. Jr., V, p. i3), and the Pshoi of Jeremias (Strzygowski, Catal. gener. dii

Musee du Caire, Kopt. Kunst, p. 120), both at Bawit, refer more likely to a monastery

of Apa Jeremias situated a little south of Antinoe (Corp. Pap. Rain., II, n" LXXXVI)

and therefore nearly opposite Bawit.

I have to express my gratitude for the help given by various friends. That the

greater part of the interest of this report is due to the work of Prof. Spiegelberg and
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Sir H. Thompson will be obvious to the reader, but the services rendered by them

were not confined to the preparation of the pages signed with their names. Both have

been most ready in supplying information when asked and one of them (Sir H. T.)

also spent some time at Saqqara and took a share in the field work. Mr. Hubert Brown

was with me most of the winter and did a lot of planning and photography; Mr. Fitz-

Roy Darke made the pen and ink drawings of the two capitals and aided me in plan-

making when his official duties allowed. The frontispiece is from a watercolour by my

wife.

J. E. Q.



EXCAVATIONS AT SAQQARA,
1907-1908.

MONASTERY OF APA JEREMIAS.

In the previous season a few cells had been cleared (see Excavations at Saqqara, 1906-1907)

and there seemed good hope of discovering more further to the west; to the east nearly all the

ground had been dug over, some of it to surprising depths, by the industrious sebakhin. So the

rails were laid and two areas, the first just to the west of our old cells and chapel, the other a

little to the north, were gradually excavated; between them lay a rather high mound which

was left for the time. The sand and hrickdust were thrown to the east on the old workings of

the sebakhin and, later on , to the south, on ground we had previously tested and found unimportant.

It is perhaps worth mentioning that most of my predecessors at Saqqara have not employed a

railway; their spoilheaps were therefore limited in size by the distance a small boy could carry a

basket without dropping too much of its contents, and have a certain recognisable shape, — a

mound with one gradual slope up which the boys tramped, the soil in other directions lying

steeply at the angle of rest. The wagons of course leave long flat spoilheaps like railway

embankments, which will not, as time goes on, improve the landscape but will be recognised

easily by the diggers of the future.

A group of rooms to the north of the rails were first cleared, then a branch was pushed

south, and on deepening we found ourselves, not in hrickdust but in sand, either therefore in a

natural depression, an open court of the monastery or in some important building. On October

1
7*'' we found our first limestone capital which was soon followed by others and it was clear

that the site was a building; it was not at first clear that it was a church, and a group of columns

still standing outside the main building was puzzling. But proofs accumulated as time went on

and we even got a quarry-mark ccthe church 11 on a block of the foundations. Now the whole

building is cleared it seems strange that its nature can ever have been in doubt, yet there were

weeks at the beginning when the learned who inspected the woris would by no means commit

themselves to a statement that the ruins were or were not those of a church. The first laid track

cleared the church and the group of columns to the south of it, then a second road, running

south, was used to clear the row of chambers to the west, and three other tracks to the east served

to disclose the group of 1 706 and the detached complex to the north.

THE CHURCH.

The general appearance of the church is shown in plates 11 and 111. In them most stones of

importance can be seen very near to the positions above which they were found. The sand, the

Excavations at Saqqara, 1907-1908. '
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nninscribed and broken blocks from the walls and a quantity of red bricks have been cleared

away, but all stones bearing inscriptions or graffiti or those with any peculiarity in shape that

might serve towards the restoration of the plan have been left in place.

When the floor was cleared it was seen that of the north and south walls only a short length

remained; the rest of the walls, the whole of the building at the east end and most of the walls

of the narthex had been removed. Yet of the mouldings of the arches a great quantity remained

and the tale of the capitals must be almost complete. It is plain that the church was finally

destroyed by people in search of building stone, who took away first all the squared stones and

left the curved and irregular pieces.

The four foundation stones of the building were in place, so the extreme length and breadth

of the church with the narthex were readily determined; they are, very closely, ho metres by 20.

(The south-west stone had perhaps been moved a little.)

Though the general lines of the ground plan were easily drawn the further restoration of the

church was difficult, for little above the floor level was left in its original state.

The church was basilican in form with two narrow aisles of 3 m. 3o cent, and a nave of very

wide span (10 m. 95 cent, clear, 10 m. 80 cent, from centre to centre of the columns) and a

returned aisle. The main entrance was from the narthex, a wide door of three bays; there was

another on the north, leading to the monastery, and a third on the south side giving access from

the covered colonnade or mandara. The internal length from the screen to the west door was

2 5 m. 5o cent, and the breadth 18 m. o5 cent.

The columns were fairly regularly spaced on the north side; on the south they were more

crowded; two at least had been added to the original structure. The material was generally

limestone but the two pillars on each side of the west door were of granite and there remained

three columns of marble, relics, as we suppose, of the earliest church.

At various points on the floor of the church were the bases of piers (?) of dry masonry into

which were built blocks from the walls, bases and even capitals; three of these rough piers are

on the central line, the other three in the lines of columns; they are of the rudest construction,

and, if they ever formed part of the church can only have been built at a time of great poverty

when the roof was threatening to collapse and the monks could raise no funds for water and

transport; labour they could always provide, we may suppose. But it is possible that these are

only temporary stays or scaffolding, put in by the Arabs who demolished the building.

The floor consisted of a single layer of thin oblong slabs of hmestone laid lengthwise to the

church and directly on sand. In some places very poor repairs had been carried out, a missing

slab being replaced by a rude mosaic formed of bits of other stones, including gravestones from

the cemetery close by.

The pavement is for the most part intact but towards the west, in the axis, is a great hole

which was dug out at the time of the destruction, for some blocks derived from the walls were
found in it. There must have been some reason for the paving to be disturbed just at this spot

and it is likely that here was the Epiphany tank.

Another hole had been dug in the north-east corner but west of the haikal; two good capitals

were found in this. I can see no reason for its being made unless the Arabs once thought of digging
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out a wall on which all the columns rested, made an attempt and then gave up the scheme,

deterred by the expense.

Of the walls little but foundations remained; in the west wall the northern half is still

three courses high; of the north wall at the west end

there is a short length on both sides of the door, and on

the south side (pi. II) there is one face of the wall with two

pilasters remaining. The position of two other pilasters is

shown by the gaps in the footing so the distances could be

measured; from centre to centre the pilasters are 9 m. 89 c.

apart.

What is left of the walls is enough to show how curiously

bad their construction was. The face of a wall is neatly

finished; long and short blocks alternate as if they were really

bonded and the joints are close; but when we look at a wall

in section we see that it is built in two separate faces with

little or no bonding, that the space between is fdled by a

miscellaneous mass of red bricks and limestone chips with a

lot of mud mortar, and that the facing blocks are not really

bedded fairly on one another; the sides of the blocks are

bevelled so that the contact is only along the front edge;

behind this the stones gape apart and are wedged up with

chips of stone and with mud. This arrangement throws

excessive pressure on the front of the block and often causes

flakes to shear off.

The capitals were found in the sand at varying but not great

heights above the floor— up to one metre. There must have

been at least this depth of sand in parts of the church during

the last destruction and this fact makes it probable, though

not certain, that the building had been abandoned some little

time before the quarrying began. The singular variety of types

among the capitals must indicate successive restorations. The

acanthus capitals in the north row are of one kind (pi. XXIII)

though there is considerable variety in their proportions; they

are well and simply carved with the chisel, without apparent

use of the drill, and are probably older than the vineleaf

capitals, in the earhest and best of which the use of the drill is

already apparent. They are all however of Toura limestone

and were made locally; there were no capitals of marble left, if indeed any had existed. On the

south side of the church the capitals were more varied but for the most part of the vineleaf

type (pi. XVII-XXI).

The Corinthian capitals were not symmetrically placed; one was near the west end, another

TFyTT«^«*P»^"^^^

Fig. 1 . — Design on a column.
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at the east, nor did the position of the three palm and acanthus capitals give any indication of

their original arrangement.

Some of the capitals have two vertical slots cut through the ornament, evidently to hold wooden

screens; traces of these screens are still to be seen on the floor and are indicated on the plan.

The columns were nearly all of limestone, hut two, one on each side of the west door, were of

granite and three of marble remained from the earliest church. Two of these were complete,

3 m. 17 cent, and 3 m. 26 cent, in height. All the columns were of the same shape, slightly

tapering and with a small necking at the top. Some had a rough chisel-dressed surface and had

been plastered and painted; others had a smooth finish on which the painted decoration was

laid directly (pi. Xl and fig. 1,9). All those of limestone were broken. Some bore Coptic graffiti

incised; on one or two were marks in red ochre made by the Arab destroyers; one of these was

the name Rashid.

Most of the bases were of limestone and of the form best seen in plate III above the right

side of the stair. Some stood on blocks of wood. Two bore hieroglyphic inscriptions on the side,

one of them a cartouche of Nectanebo K But three were of marble, two of them octagonal

(pi. XXIX, 5) and one square, all of much better design and execution than those of limestone.

The marble is streaked gray in colour and is certainly foreign , presumably from Asia Minor. It

seems that these bases, like everything else of marble, had survived from the ruin of the first

church.

Above the capitals there must have been a series of round arches framed in a continuous

moulding which ran from the spring of one arch to the next; of this moulding a great number of

pieces remain.

The capitals must also as in other Egyptian churches have been linked one to another by

wooden beams; a rude sketch of two arches, faintly drawn on a flake of stone, gave evidence

of this.

As to the upper part of the wafls little can be said; it may have been built of brick; a conside-

rable quantity of bricks, 5ooo at least, were found on the site. It is probable that the smaller

capitals with slots come from windows. At the east end there was certainly a window of stained

glass.

Of the roof no fragment was recognised with certainty, but the span of the nave is so great

that only a framed wooden structure could cover it. That little or nothing of this was found is

regrettable but not surprising; the Arabs would take the large beams for scaffolding, the smaller

pieces would serve as firewood for the guards and workmen. One heavy plank was found in the

mandara and some thin painted boards (pi. XXXIX) were probably used to cover the beams
above the capitals.

At the east end is a line of great blocks of alabaster raised m. 1 5 cent, above the floor and
forming a low bench; in the centre and at the south this is well preserved and more detached

blocks were found in the hole dug in the floor in the north-east corner; no doubt the bench went
right across the church. Across the north end of the part preserved was found an oblong block

of dark basalt, the base of a statue, with an inscription of Khaemuas. This stone was not in situ

but had probably some connection with the bench; it may have been a step into the haikal.
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The texts engraved on the sides of this base are as follows :

i:^J[Shi:Z<3^"A:^>SC^ik^!tffiP^,P(ia^~M

% I w I -^ T «^A)i

(Dimensions i m. lo ceat. by o m. bk cent, by o m. 87 cent.)

The front and upper surfaces of the alabaster are pohshed and shiny; the back edge (the east

side), is dull. It is m. 53 cent, high, so the floor inside the haikal was lower than the floor of the

church and the priest must have stepped down to approach the altar; this is surely a unique

feature.

Against this matt surface the wooden screen, the hegab, must have been fixed; several

fragments of it were found close by (pi. XL, 3, and pi. XXXIX, 6, 7); it will be noticed that the

woodwork was rather rough and that there was nothing here like the later mosaics of ivory and

wood in the Old Cairo churches.

In this quarter too were found several fragments of a lattice window of plaster with irregular

bits of coloured glass stuck on outside; the technique is exactly that of the mosque windows of

later centuries and was evidently learnt by the Arabs from the Copts.

Of the floor of the haikal no stone remains in place but a quantity of fragments of marble,

o m. o5 cent, thick, show what its nature was, and of the plaster foundation below it some

part still remains.

To the east of this two curved stones of the apse, painted red, were preserved, enough to

enable us to complete the half-circle on the plan. The foundations below them were of the

roughest, merely an oblong mass of unburnt brick; and this too had been dug out, doubtless by

men searching for treasure below the altar; only a shell of brickwork remained.

But this apse is not the original one; further east and at a lower level (pi. IV) are two courses

of solid stone, the remains of foundations of very different quality. Above them, on the north

side, a single curved stone from the apse remains; when the centre of the circle was found by

trial and the curve continued the red line by which the mason had laid out his work was found

on the south side, though all the stones of the wall had gone. (I owe this observation to Sir

Wilham Richmond.) We can then be sure of the position and size of the original apse and see

that there was space to admit two side chapels, though they would be small,— also that, as is

always the case in Egypt, the curve of the apse was not visible outside the church; the east wall

was straight.

The space between the east walls of the first and second churches is then in part filled by the

foundations of the earlier apse. North and south of these are two stairs of red brick, three steps
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high, syrametricaHy placed. On the floor on which the north one rests were found a large number

of the slightly curved stones which must have formed a semidome (pi. XLIII, i). Here too was

the heap of cubes of glass from a mosaic and some fragments of bronze (pi. XLI, 2). Most of

the glass lay together in a heap not quite close to the wall; many fragments were scattered over

the floor; they appeared to have fallen from a dome rather than from the face of the wall. After

being washed they were sorted out into diff"erent colours and weighed. The following table gives

the weights of the different colours in grammes and shows that the background of the picture was

golden.

Opaque cubes, sulphur and greenisli-yeliow 4 1 2 gr.

Opaque cubes, cream white and other light tints 583

Opaque cubes, grass-green and light blue (semitr.) 1 i5o

Opaque cubes, red and pink 890
Opaque cubes, very dark vague colours i5o

Transparent cubes, dark-blue 54i

Transparent cubes
,
gilt 1710

The tesserae are m. 006 mill, to m. 010 mill, in the side, often very irregular in form.

The gilt ones are much better shaped ; they are made of amber and

^________^_______ bottle-green glass covered with a layer of gold leaf over which

a shp of clear glass, i/3 mill, thick, is superposed.

In the north half of the west wall two courses of stone remain and

below them a course of beams of wood; the lower stones had been

plastered and where the plaster has fallen away the surface is seen to

be blackened and split from the action of fire.

Another result of fire is visible in the state of the bases of the two

granite columns, which are worn and rounded. The columns are

3 m. 22 cent, high, the bases m. 5o cent, and m. 55 cent,

above the floor. Close to the wall stood a large support for water jars

(pl.XXXVlII,3).

The door into the narthex consists of three bays separated by two

columns with simple bases supported on blocks of wood.

NARTHEX.

The narthex is divided in three by a wall of brick, evidently a late

_

addition, and by a second wall of stone of which little remains but the

Fig. .. — From a column, fouudatious; thcse, however, are as solid as anything in the church. In

the north part the external walls remain two courses high; in the south
they have nearly disappeared. Of the pavement also but few stones remain. In the middle of the
west wall a threshold of granite shows the position and width ( 1 m. 3o cent.) of the doorway.

In the northernmost of the three divisions a capital was found of palm and acanthus type : in
the middle, opposite the church door, was a cylindrical tub of limestone, m. 97 cent, high,
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o m. 97 cent, in exterior diameter and o m. i o cent, thick, lying on its side. Traces of piaster on the

outside showed that it had heen embedded in masonry up to o ra. 3o cent, from the mouth ; such

an object would not be moved far from its original position which was probably just to the north

of the entrance, in the angle formed by the cross wall of brick and the outer wall on the west.

Near this was a small column of marble, i m. 65 cent, long, in section rather a square with

rounded corners than a circle. In the southern third of the narthex is a bricklined shaft which is

probably Coptic. Of the walls here nothing remained except on the east side a few blocks and in

the corner the foundation stone, a large basis of a statue with an inscription in the name of

Khaemuas; this, with other blocks of Khaemuas, will appear later. Outside the narthex to the

west was a court or passage of irregular shape the other side of which was formed by a heavy

wall of complex construction; the western half of it was composed of the side-walls of various

cells but these had been thickened, evidently for purposes of defence, and many fine decorated

stones, obtained from the ruins of the church, were reused as building material in this outer

buttress wall.

MANDARA.

This was an L-shaped covered court or platform to the south of the church, on the same level

with it and higher than the ground to south and east, from which it was approached by steps

(pi. Ill and V). Here no less than nine columns remained standing, though in the church itself

all had been pulled down. We may suppose then that the roof was very light.

The pier of masonry seen on the right in plate V looks as if it belonged to another and

earlier structure, but this is not certain; something stouter than the columns may have been

needed at this corner. The pier is built externally of masonry tied with two belts of wood work;

the inside is of brick. On the north side is an invocation of saints (pi. XLVI, i) and below

is a triangular niche in which a lamp has stood. To the right of the pier in plate V are seen

two columns and still further a wall, which the work of the tiext year showed to belong to a

water-tank.

The mandara was paved with slabs similar to those used in the church but had been more

I'epaired and among the blocks used in these repairs were several gravestones (pi. XLIV) dated

to the middle of the vui"' and the beginning of the ix"' centuries. As we cannot suppose that a

grave would be robbed for building stone until after 5o years or so from the death of the brother

buried in it we see that repairs were going on at any rate as late as 85o A. D.

The mandara was approached from the east by a double stairway (pi. Ill); the narrow way

on the right may have led directly to a gallery for women, but no trace of the upper stair that

would be needed was seen.

The roof extended over the stair, for the bases of two columns remain on the side walls.

Against one of these leans an oblong stone with a roundel above enclosing a cross; a similar

cross must have stood in front of the other base. On one of the stones of the wall below this is

an Arabic graffito (pl.L, 4) probably of the x''' century, a profession of the Muslim faith by a certain

Abu el Abbas ibn Ahmed ibn Mohamed ibn el Waltd. This is important as bearing on the date
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at which the monastery was destroyed for we cannot suppose that while it was still inhabited

any Arab could have engraved his protest undisturbed.

THE BRICK BUILDINGS.

We now turn from the church to describe the complex of buildings in brick — cells,

storehouses, stables — which surrounded it. The most striking feature of these buildings as a

whole is their irregularity, due both to the original plan and to the constant alteration to which

it was evidently submitted. Walls are not straight nor vertical; the angles are not right angles : the

walls were often built too thin and soon leaned over at alarming slopes; when this happened they

were not taken down and rebuilt, but a buttress was added to prevent any further bending.

These buttresses, projecting masses of brickwork of various shapes, form a characteristic feature

of the site.

The walls are always of mud brick, but corners and door jambs are often of stone; in poorer

rooms the doorway is of brick into which one or two blocks of limestone, pierced for a bolt-hole

or carved to serve as a latch, are inserted.

The long magazines had barrel-roofs of brick ; the smaller chambers were roofed with palm-

logs supported by a single pillar.

In nearly every room there is some sign of change of plan or of reuse : rooms have been filled

in with rubbish to a certain level, then reemployed; windows and doors have been blocked up.

This blocking of doors and passages is very striking; it seems that as the power of the monastery

declined and the risk of attack increased, thoroughfares were felt to be a danger that could be

avoided, so passages and doors were blocked on every hand in order to make the building as

much of a maze as possible.

The purpose of some rooms is sufficiently plain — the cells with painted niches in the east

side and numerous cupboards in the walls, the bakery, the winecellar, the cowbyres. The room of

the founder was marked by an inscription; the wall of the guardroom close by bore the rude

portraits of the watchmen; long chambers with barrel-roofs are presumed to be magazines; one
large hall may have been the hospital; but for many rooms no definite use could be assigned. In

describing them it will be convenient not to follow strictly the sequence of numbers, which
represents only the order in which the rooms were cleared, but to take the buildings in groups,

first those near the church on the north and west, then the detached block further to the

north.

North of the church.— There was originally a clear way all round the church, paved on this side

at least; the stout wall at the end of the north corridor is a late addition as is clear from the
careless way in which it was built. In the corridor stood the large basin on a granite stand
(pi. XIV, k). A door with granite threshold gave access to the church; two ways led into the
monastery, one through the hall (706), the other by an unroofed passage (709) at the east end.

Between them is the buttressed south wall of a group of chambers (7 o4, 708) all built at the
same time. The buttress, made of stone below, of crude brick above, was added later.
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703. Chamber of crude brick, covered with white piaster; it has two windows in the north

wall, two in the south. Along the middle (north and south) line of the floor was a row of blocks

which appeared to be architraves but that they were too heavy. One was 9 m. 5o cent, by

m. ho cent, by o m. 3o cent. Some pieces of palm-logs made it more probable that the roof

was a light one. The floor was paved with well-worn stones, one o m. 6o cent, by o ra. 3o cent.

Near the south wall was the fine capital of plate XXII, i

.

The entry was paved with slabs like the rest of the room; these did not rest on the sand but

were supported by three planks obtained from an Old Egyptian coffin, and below them was a

hollow containing three pots, a small bowl, a large wide A vase with round base and a qadus

(one of the vases used in a water-wheel) : the last two were filled with chaff. With them was a

wooden lid which fitted the qadus, bearing in incised letters the name AnAiepHMiAC.

One of the slabs in the pavement bore on the underside the inscription n" ko (pi. XLVIII, 7).

70A. Bakery. Fragments of wood and reed from the roof. Two windows in north wall. Upper

part of walls much blackened. Part of a window frame of stone was found in the filling. Chamber

contained a stone mortar m. lib cent, cube and an old Egyptian alabaster mould for making

ushabtis. In the south-west corner was a heap of ashes.

707. Cupboards in north and south walls; in one of them was a wooden comb. Walls

2 m. 5o cent, high only, but they are denuded to the sills of the windows; the probable height

of the room was then about 3 i/4 metres. The pavement was of stone.

710. Contained the fine capital of plate XVI, 1, a small marble pillar, part of a limestone

window-frame with xmt on the upper bar, and an unfinished epitaph on a paving-stone

(pi. XLIX, 1).

709. A small cell, the east wall of which is later than those to west and south. The pillar in

this wall is central to the chamber in its original state and must have supported the roof before

the alterations were made.

The wall to the west is double; in the middle of it is a face of plaster painted red on the west

side. The decoration on the walls is more elaborate than on any room yet found. On the south-

west and north walls is a series of half-length figures of the Virtues and under them a band of

interlaced ornament. Each Virtue has her liame written above; on the south side they are

eexnic, thictic and xArxne ("0, on the west three whose names are lost, then ovnoMONH,

tmntpm[n2ht], -TzxpeojaHT and another; on the north side there are traces of two figures

(pi. IX and pi. X, 1, 9, 3); on the east side is the niche with the painting of Our Lord (pi. VIII

and frontispiece); to the left is a palmtree, to the right two decorated crosses and, below the

band of.interlaced ornament, two peacocks facing each other.

The construction of the east wall is of the roughest; no attempt was made to get a vertical face

(pi. X, 9). The character of the painting and the evidence from the building would alike lead us

to attribute this chamber to a later date than the chapel (B) described in the last report.

714. The other half of the old room which was divided in two when the paintings of n" 709

Excavations at Saqqara, 1907-1908. 3
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were made. It contained part of a good capital of the type of that in plate XXV, hollowed out

to form a mortar or basin; it was in poor condition. A double pilaster capital of simple type

and a large number of potsherds were also found. There was no trace of plaster on the walls.

713. Room with plaster floor. No stone of the pavement remains and on the west the plaster

foundation is broken through so that its section can be seen. It consists of two layers, each

o m. 09 5 mill, thick, with a course of bricks embedded between them. On the east side are

remains of a stair. At i m. 90 cent, from the floor is a series of holes at equal distances into

which beams may have fitted and supported a light platform. At the west side a few stones are

laid round the oblong hole broken through the floor; the place was perhaps a trough for fodder.

There is an oven in the south-east corner.

705. To the west of this block of rooms is a more important one (yoB), a hall through which

access was obtained to the room of the abbot and to the monastery; the north wall should not be

shown unbroken in the plan as a door was found later. At the south end the doorway was an

elaborate one; here were the two handsome door-jambs of plate XXX, and the Nekhthorheb

stela, laid face upwards, formed the threshold. As in the gateway of the hospital (pi. VI) though

the walls were of brick, the sides of the doorway were built in stone with two bands of wood

inserted, a broad one below and a narrow one above. In this door the wood was better preserved;

in the deep band at half the height of the column a piece remained with some traces of carving,

and outside them on each side of the door a block from an Old Kingdom mastaba (representing

a group of fishes), had been inserted, clearly for the decorative effect.

Below the pier of masonry on the west, outside of the door, stood the cross with two steps of

plate XXXVIII.

Opposite the other side of the door in the corridor a late wall ran north and south for

9-3 metres and at the south of this was a stair leading up eastward. These two features

seemed very late and are not indicated on the plan. The roof was supported by two columns of

limestone, 9 m. 85 cent, high, which are still standing. Two capitals lay below them, both of the

type of plate XXII, k, one of them very large.

Inside the room had been plastered and covered with paintings, of which considerable traces

remained on the east wall. Below a line of upright figures of saints was an inscription (n° 1 o4)

mentioning crour southern housen. Along the foofc of the wall ran a stone bench supported on

bases carved like pilaster capitals (one in plate XLIII, /i)and tliis widened near the door to a rough

platform half a metre high, made of parts of columns and other stones, evidently a very late

structure. A well-carved candelabrum or stand for a basin (pi. XXIX, 6) lay also near the door.

A stand for water-jars (pi. XXXVIII, It) fragments of an altar slab of marble, the inscriptions

n"' 61, io4, io5 and the only two Greek inscriptions found (pi. LI, 1 , 2), some bits of wood
carving of an interlacing pattern, a double pilaster capital of limestone and parts of two small

marble pillars (0 m. 19 cent, in diameter) complete the list of monuments from this room.

706. This was the room of the watchmen, as the rude pictures and the graffiti on the wall

(pi. XI, 3) informed us.
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711. A stair leading up from yoB westwards.

712. A chamber with walls 3 m. 3o cent. high. This is a height frequently attained but seldom

surpassed in these walls of brick and was probably not far from the general height of cells. The

walls are painted Pompeian red to a height of i m. 70 cent.; above this comes white plaster. On

the west side was a rather elaborate cross in a wreath, m. 55 cent, in diameter, painted

on the plaster. The wreath was of red colour and fastened with a tie below; leaves spring from

the junction of the two crossbars and in the four spaces left between the arms of the cross and

the encircling wreath are the words ccdcon and nika.

The stone cross of plate XXXVIll, 5 (left), is also from this room.

773. A chamber of some importance as the decoration on the walls and the inscription on

the floor alike testify. This inscription (pi. XLIV, U) states that tcthis is the place where Apa

Jeremias used to sitn. When the stone was removed for transport to the Museum another pave-

ment was found below it at a depth of m. 4o cent. So it is possible that the inscribed slab

commemorates only the spot where Jeremias' cell once stood and that we are not to suppose that

he ever inhabited the chamber of which we see here the ruins.

The room has a dais at one end raised by a single step above the rest of the floor. From the

edge of the dais rose two columns and on the east wall was a pilaster. This does not mean that the

dais alone was roofed; the good preservation of the floor and the paintings shows that this cannot

have been the case. There were too in the fdling some pieces of palm-logs which must have come

from the roof.

The west wall had already threatened to fall in antiquity and had been held up by two

buttresses; these we took down, for several good capitals had been employed in building them

(pl.XUI, 9).

Three of the four walls had been plastered and painted ; on the north wall there was no trace

of such ornament left; in this wall too and in the north part of the east wall the bonding of

bricks diff'ered from that in the rest of the room, so they are probably restorations.

The paintings are shown in theplates, the south wall in plate XII, the east in plate XIII, 1; on

the west little was left. Above there were traces of human figures standing among flowers, then an

inscription of Saints' names and below them on a white groundjust the names N6Ba>xoA.ONOCop

and A-pY^^oc, evidently a description of a scene which has disappeared, perhaps destroyed

when the buttresses were built.

The rooms west of 778 are not numbered as they did not contain anything of interest.

To the north is the pair of rooms (170^, 1706) separated by the elaborate stone screen of

plate YII and beyond them are the three magazines (1 7 1 9-1 7 1 /j ) which were but partly cleared

in this season.

1704. A long room seen, partly dug out, on the right of plate YII. There is a door in the

south-west corner but at 1 m. 85 cent, above the floor : it gave access to the cowbyre (1701). At

this same level there is a series of holes in the west wall which may be the traces left by the beams

of a very light roof. Fragments of very thin paving slabs found low down in the filling also go
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to show that this was at one time a two-storeyed building. The walls are exceptionally high

(4 metres). The pavement was of stone. A stand for waterjars with lion-head spout was found : it

was in poor condition.

In the north wall were two windows, in the west a cupboard the roof of which was a console

of palmwood (pi. XL, i); higher up, on the level of the door was a graffito on the plaster

(pi. L, i). In the filling were a number of fragments of glass and part of a vase of earthen-

ware with a painted inscription in Arabic.

Between this room and the next to the east (1706) was the screen of plate VII, consisting of

four piers and two columns; the bases of the columns and of the false pilasters on the piers are

m. 70 cent, above the floor of the two rooms. Another floor must once have existed at the

higher level. The screen is evidently a late insertion; the pilaster built into the south pier on the

west side (pi. VII, right) shows that stones from an earlier Coptic structure were employed in it.

The spaces between piers and columns were originally closed by wood- work but later were

blocked with walls of mud brick. The columns in the east and west row were still standing;

two of them were of marble (2 m. 65 cent, and a m. yS cent, long), the others of limestone.

Two capitals were found (one in plate XXIX, 1).

The south wall is separated from the north wall of room 778 by a space too nari'ow to have

ever been used as a passage; in the wall is a doorway which had in the latest times been blocked:

it is just opposite another blocked doorway in the founder's room (773).

In the north wall are four doors; of these the westernmost was blocked; it had led into a

passage; the three others opened into long magazines.

In the east wall a door which had not been recognised when the map was made should be

shown; to the north of the door the wall is of brick, to the south of stone, of better work than

the rest of the room. At the middle point of this wall a stone basin 1/2 metre square and

o m. 3o cent, deep, is sunk in the floor.

We proceed now to the series of rooms on the west of the plan.

1702. Used as a cowbyre in later period. Divided into three by brick walls with stone founda-

tions (pi. XIII, li, left). In the filling a pilaster capital from a gateway and part of an acanthus

capital like those in the north aisle of the church (pi. XXIII). The lower part of the walls, below
the level at which the cows stood, is covered with white plaster.

1701. A similar room (pi. XIII, h, right) dug out only to the level at which the cattle were
kept. On the right is the doorway into chamber 170/1. There is a blocked door in the north-

east corner.

770. An unimportant room. The walls are covered with thin plaster : in them are three

cupboards. The door to the north was blocked. The south door had stone jambs. On the south
side of it was the inscription n" 76.

771. Contained a piece of a stone window-frame, some fragments of glass and one of the

wooden toys in the form of a cat (pi. XL, 5).
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774. This space was perhaps an open yard : there is no pavement left and the walls surround-

ing it are of various types of work. The half-wall between this and 776 is of stone and contains

two Egyptian blocks reused, one from a New Empire tomb, the other from a mastaba. In the

eastern half too (775) are several inscribed blocks reused. On the two gateways are several

graffiti in black and red ink. One, difficult to decipher, is in Arabic and written by a Muslim.

The blocked doorway in the south wall formerly led into the open space west of the church

before the heavy buttressed wall was built.

782. This is shown as a passage but was later filled in and formed with the rough east wall a

single buttress. In the west wall were four narrow slits, in pairs, plastered internally, once windows

FlE. 3.

to the two small rooms 779 and 786. This wall was plastered, and painted on it was the rude

picture of a ship with crosses on mast and yard (see fig. 3) also a graffito in Coptic (n" i43). In

the filling was the small ostracon of plate XLII, 3, with the Blemmye(?) inscription.

779. Room with blocked door at north-west corner; in the blocking a stone with an inscrip-

tion (n° 77). Two pillars of limestone are still standing, one with its capital, but their bases do
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not reach the plaster floor, k the room another block (pi. XLV, k) with the name of Jeremias

the Archimandrite.

785. Blocked door in the north-east corner. Height of walls 3 m. 6o cent. The threshold of

the door in the north-west is at the level of the lintel of the other door. The room had then

been occupied at two different levels. In it were a capital, two pieces of bas-relief (pi. XXXV, 1,2)

and a fragment of an ivory comb.

The stair south-east of this room led up to the roof or to an upper storey that has now

disappeared.

787. A cell with a blocked door in the north-east, another in the west and a third, with stone

jambs, to the south. The floor is paved; one of the stones bears the inscription of plate XLIX, 4.

In the north a all were traces of an airshaft, in the east of an oratory, while in the south and

west walls were cupboards. The jambs of the door are visible in plate XIII, 3.

788. A small space bounded on the east by the heavy buttress wall and on the west by the

last cell. In it is a small stair of mud brick (pi. XIII, 3).

789. Probably an open passage. In the west wall is a blocked door, on the east the heavy but-

tress wall; from it a jarstand and a good piece of cornice were recovered. Two of the flat

blocks of plate XLV, 1, with inscription in high relief, were found here. The small one, beginning

nxTpiApKHC, was from the church side of the wall. The floor was paved and in it was an inscribed

block, an epitaph of the usual type mentioning a nicDTNpi^oYi ("ot photographed). Above the

floor was a fine decorated block with floral ornament and human figures. It was found in the next

season and will appear in a plate of the next report but is mentioned here to complete the account

of this room. It is a block 1 ra. 35 cent, long by m. 45 cent, high and m. i5 cent, thick; in

the centre is a cross; on each side are two circles of foliage; inside these are four heads,

those of a man, an ox, a lion and again a man. Below is a line of text A.o5.xeYicxcNiKA-^A.2BiK-

TCDp-^A.6iNMNU)Om6Ha)Hp6AMHN. Auothcr block, a small one, bore the names ujiNevTe (»'«)

and MHMA. arranged in the four angles of a cross and (9) in a square surmounted by a cross the

name aha. koxgg ncycN nexpe arranged in four lines.

Another stone bore the inscription Mxpex^.MOY6 and yet another (pi. XXVI, 3) the laurel-

wreath pattern in relief.

793. The door jambs were of stone; in one was a pilaster capital inverted and employed as a

base (pi. XXXII, 1, top). The floor was of plaster m. 06 cent, thick; a hole had been broken

through this in the middle and below it appeared two walls of red brick, apparently of earlier

Coptic work. In the south-west corner was an upright cylinder of earthenware, m. 60 cent, in

diameter, with a quantity of ashes below it. In the walls were five cupboards.

79/i. Another small room. The door is decorated with pilaster capitals placed o m. 70 cent,

from the ground, not therefore in their original position. The floor is of plaster; from it rises a

stone with an L-shaped hole drilled from the top and from one side— used, we may suppose, for

tying animals.
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795. A small square chamber with stone pavement and, in the centre, a slender pillar of

limestone : the walls were once plastered white. In the north-west corner was a bench. A fragment

of a stone window-frame decorated with floral ornament, some fragments of amphorae, an

ostracon and the skull of a wild boar were found in this chamber. The ostracon bore a row of six

names each followed by a high numeral: abpxzxm a, zepMiNe xi\ nANGCNHYA biktcup aC)

^riX AI6 m MOYT6 AIA.

79G. A room divided in two by a row of columns down the centre, the spaces between

these having been later blocked with masonry of brick and stone. In this wall , inverted and

used as a base to a half column, was the smallest of the vineleaf capitals (pi. XXII, 2). Another

of the columns had been obtained from the tomb of a certain Ptahmes. It is a papyrus bundle

column, 2 m. o5 cent, high, with a text on the abacus : (»—>-) 1 ^ cu^ "
i ffi

^ 1 ^"^
^-w ^ ft flO>|(l|

TIb ^- A A III liii^ f

-•^^ /' tt 9 fjl
11 ^'^*^ another of seven vertical lines on a tablet below the pendent ties :

I I I

I M
-ffipdl

1

798. Has a stone floor sloping down to the east and, in the south-east corner, an L-shaped

manger.

The cells north-east of the church marked on the plan with the letters A-J have been described

in the report of last year. We now turn to the detached group further north. The space between

has since been found to contain other parls of the monastery; in no direction indeed had the

limits of the buildings been at this time reached.

726. The most important room in this group has been provisionally called the hospital, but

the evidence for this attribution is slight, being only the presence on the doorjamb of the

inscription (n° 9) which mentions the hospital.

The room was certainly an important one; its size, the good stone pavement and the elaborate

doors to north and south sufficed to prove so much.

The floor is of good limestone slabs, laid north and south, fairly regular in size. The lengths of

a group of contiguous blocks were, in centimetres :

i33, i3o, i3o, i33, 98, ii5, 118, 110, 111, 128, 128, 118,

and the breadths : AS, h'd, /i3, h'd, ig, /19, ig, /19, 69, ia, /i2, ia.

No graffiti were observed on the floor.

The walls were of brick, plastered and painted red; on the west side part of the wall was of

good stone, apparently being part of an earlier building; one of the blocks, certainly reused.
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bore the name of Nectanebo P*. In the north-west corner was a room formed by the addition of two

walls of careless construction, the upper part of them consisting of a row of amphorae daubed

over with mud. Down the middle is a row of columns; several capitals of a simple type were found.

The room was probably covered by two barrel-vaults or by two rows of small domes, for at

the south end were some of those thin bricks with deeply channelled faces which were specially

made for building arches without wooden centering.

In the north wall were two cupboards and in the norlh-east corner a stone shelf. The north

door (pi. XIV, i) was blocked with masonry; when this was taken down one of the stones compo-

sing it was found to be a fragment of the original east doorjamb for which the block with the

shell and two whorls had been substituted.

In the east wall, going from north to south, there were to be noted two large cupboards, a but-

tress built up against the red plaster, then another blocked door, two more cupboards and two

niches, a larger and a smaller one; before the first on the floor were three incised crosses, once

probably containing metal but now filled with plaster; on the edge of the slab forming the base

of the smaller niche the names of the two founders were incised.

The southern gateway must have been elaborately decorated; its appearance as found is seen

in plate XIV, 2, and in plate VI; the blocks overthrown from it and found just to the south fill

plate XXXI.

The east end of the south wall is formed by the stone pier. Next to this is a cupboard low down,

then a pilaster in the line of the columns then two cupboards, the first bricked up, the second

bearing on its back wall the only graffito discovered in this room anok nxcoN K\&:wm.\i\i:mm,.

In the west wall were three more cupboards.

Buried below the floor at a point a little north of the middle and near the west wall was a very

large vase 1 m. 20 cent, high and 3 m. 10 cent, round, covered with a heavy limestone lid with

a hole in the middle. This was not observed till the second season and is not marked on the

present plan.

Of small objects there were few; the most important were a small round-topped stela

o m. 12 cent, wide, representing a kneeling man facing left and adoring an Apis; between

them is an altar and below are six fines of inscription : (

—

A \ M^ ® F^^H ! Ivi T •

IT.^ ^ n ^ "k "V ^^.^ ' Ki 1 "^^
*«»\ t }

""^ 5-7 I -A^ A—I

^^p^1Ptz:I '^m'

728. A chamber with a peculiar niche in the east wall (pi. VI).

The line on the plan between this room and 722 represents a change of level in the floor;

it was not clear if a wall had stood there or not. The walls were plastered and painted; on the

north side was a frieze of standing figures of saints. In the east wall were two windows with

sloping sills; below one of them was an inscription (n° 96) in large letters; it had been covered
with whitewash and was well preserved. Just below it was a graffito in small characters Apin-
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M66Y6NnMA.KApiocnA.YxencijNA.nANix\6NTAqMTONMMoq • • -OYT and above it aabs another :

Under this was a cornice moulding in clay painted with a design in dark ochre and blue; this

had fallen away before the photograph was taken.

Below each window is a cupboard. Between them is the niche, which differs from the other

niches found in the cells in that it contains no table or altar and that the curve (pi. XIV, 3) is

pierced by a window. This is nearly square, and has a sloping sill, plastered and painted. On the

reveal of the window is a design of a dove with ribbons floating from its neck and a leafy branch

before it; on the sill are five circles with red rims and red spots on a slatey background.

The pillars are dissimilar; that on the left has spiral flutings and the flutings are triangular

in section while the grooves of the chevrons on the right are square. Holes are pierced at the

tops of the capitals as if to support a curtain.

The conch has been covered with a thin layer of plaster and then painted brightly. The feather

pattern inside is blue with yellow outlines; the oakleaves(?) on the rim were alternately red

and green. The wall at this part is built of redbrick in order to support the weight of this stone.

The objects found loose in the sand were a small pilaster capital (type of plate XXXII, 2,

top), a small bottle of very thick lightcoloured glass and a doll of bone.

722. In the two corners of the north side were the remains of brick ovens, on the west side a

built caldron and a bench. The north wall was decorated with the pattern shown in plate LIII

of the last report and, less completely, in plate L, 2, of this volume, a scalloped red band with

green leaves in the U-shaped spaces and also above the knobs on the sides of these curves.

On the wall were two grafliti (n°' 1 13 and 116) and in the filling was a stone (pi. XLV, 3)

with a Coptic inscription written backwards.

727. This was, in the next season, found to be a large and important room, the refectory— but

in this year only a small part of one wall was cleared. On it however to the north of the doorway

was the, important inscription (pi. L, 2, n° 91) giving the month and day of the month on which

the two founders were born, ordained and died. To the south of the door was the best painting

found as yet, the head of an archangel in a medallion (pi. XI, 4) and below it a graffito (n" 1 1 5)
giving the names of some of the Alexandrian patriarchs. This part of the wall was in an unfor-

tunate condition; the graffito was too faint to be photographed and the painting fell before it

could be copied in colour.

729. This must have been an open space to the south of the hospital(?). In it were found a

series of blocks from the doorway (pi. XXXI). Below the west and north walls were benches of

stone; on the west wall was a graffito (n" 1 17) in large red letters.

743. A small room with a pillar still standing in the centre.

lih. This contained the stone with an inscription in the Fayumic dialect (n° 4i, pi. XLVIII, 8)

also a pot full of seeds of safflower (Carlhamus tinctorius). These were identified by the workmen

and their opinion confirmed by Mr. Fletcher, the Director of the Agricultural School.

Excavations at Saqqara , 1907-1908. 3
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Among the rooms on the east of the hospital we may note the following :

735. The west wall is of brick; on the east only the foundations are left, but they are of good

stone. In this quarter it appears that some earher and better building has been reused.

732. A descending stair leads out of this room in the north-east corner.

The pavement is of stone. Above it were three loose stones, each decorated with a long

incised cross, almost of the Latin form — a plain pilaster capital, two lamps of the squat jug

type (pi. XLII, 2, both ends of middle row) and two of the blocks of stone used for boltholes in

brick doorways.

737. This room was roofed by a barrel vault made of unbaked bricks (o m. a/i cent, by

m. i5 cent, by o m. o55 mill.) with diagonal grooves on the faces. There were quantities of

broken pottery and one complete amphora. A circular wooden stamp or lid bore an incised cross.

7^0. Contained part of a lintel with two crossed fishes as ornament (pi. XLV, 6).

733. Cell with a small niche or oratory in the east wall : the table had been broken off and

the niche partly bricked up and converted into a cupboard. 0n the curved surface of the back

was a small painting of Christ seated with one hand raised in benediction (pi. X, h). On each

side was an angel with hands raised. The floor is of stone; the walls were plastered and a dado

of dark red, i m. 6o cent, high, ran round the room; above it the walls were white.

In the north wall were two air-shafts, in the west wall a cupboard. Along the south wall was

a bench o m. 70 cent, high, built mostly of brick but at the east end of stone; in this a stone

vase was imbedded; the lid was in place. A simple capital lay on the floor.

Turning now to the space north of the hospital we have :

739. This was an open yard with a shed on the west side; part of the stone floor of the shed

with spaces cut out for the bases of pillars remained in place.

7d2. A long barrel-vaulted storeroom, probably a winecellar. The spring of the arch still

stood and in the V-shaped space between it and the wall were considerable quantities of potsherds,

probably constructional. The vault had perhaps collapsed in antiquity, for in the wall, at a level

above what is left of the arch, were a series of holes for the insertion of wooden rafters. In the

fdling, at a high level, was a rough stone mortar m. 80 cent. high. There were also a lot of

vases more or less broken.

7/i6. Probably another winecellar. A stair led out of the room in the north-west corner. The
lower steps were made in a pier of unbaked brick : the upper part was built on palmlogs which

stretched from this pier to the north wall and were further supported by transverse baulks.

In the filling were two curious objects of limestone, perhaps stands for draining vases after

they were washed. They consisted of a short cylinder (0 m. 2 5 cent, long and m. 09 cent, in

diameter) rising from a round tray m. 22 cent, in diameter and m. o3 cent, deep; the execu-

tion is rough and there is no sign of heavy wear.
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725, a long magazine and 72-4, part of a large court, became more intelligible during the

next season and may be left to a future report.

East face of TET^ pyramid

QUARTZlTE

I

I

I

I

"6;

TEMPLE OF TETA PYRAMID.

The excavation here was continued, but still probably not a quarter of the temple has been

cleared; the great amount of stone to

be moved makes this work both ex-

pensive and slow. The accompanying

figui-e (4) and the photograph in

plate LIII show the present state of

the site. On the right (pi. LIII) is the

small pyramid of Neferkara(?), des-

cribed in the last report; the top of

the pyramid, as it now stands, is at

the level of the XIX"* Dynasty floor.

Between this and the main temple is

a passage over a metres wide; the

pavement here has gone, so the pas-

sage looks dark in the reproduction;

in it lie several stones from the

rounded top of the temenos wall. To

the left is the floor of the temple;

in some places one, in others two,

layers of stone remain; in others the

pavement has been entirely swept

away. The XIX**" Dynasty cemetery

extended over this part of the site as

over the small pyramid, and from its

level stone-lined shafts had been

dug, which pierced the temple pavement; the linings of these shafts have been left in place and

now stand up above the pavement like little towers.

Low down on the left a channelled stone will be seen; it is part of a drain that ran below

the pavement.

The lowest courses of three walls can be distinguished; near them are coffins of earthenware

and wood, let down from higher levels. In the plan the temenos wall of the small pyramid is on

the left; on the top is the east face of the Teta pyramid, determined at last by three blocks of

the casing, found this year in position. The limestone walls of the temple, the quartzite blocks

used as thresholds, and the walls and columns of the XIX"" Dynasty chapel with the shafts con-

nected with it are distinguished by difTerent hatchings and by dead black. It will be noted

that alabaster was used for the pavement of the central part of the temple.

3.

^

rEMPLE WALLS

10. TRACES ONLY

QUARTZITE BLOCKS

HISH LEVEL WALLS. M.K.

I z 10 METRES

Fig. h.
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Of the bas-reliefs very few pieces of any size were found, though single hieroglyphs

fragments of Maker ornament and stars from ceiling blocks were fairly common. The

better blocks are shown in plate LIV; with them should be mentioned a fragment with

the three semicircular signs seen behind the king dancing, another with the head of the

goddess Satis, a third with offering-bearers.

Two granite door-jambs in the north-east quarter, near the Bir el Qutala, bore the

names of Teta incised. One is in fair preservation, a block i m. 85 cent, by o m. go cent,

by m. 8o cent, and gives one name of the king not hitherto known. It reads :

Near these was a small ttbrickn of alabaster o ra. o35 mill, long, from a foundation

deposit, at some height above the Old Kingdom floor.

The death-mask of the king (pi. LIV) was the most valuable single object found and,

except for the head of a statue (pi. LVI) and the ceremonial maces, almost the only

small monument left from the earliest period. One of the maceheads is of red and white

breccia o m. o55 mill, high, pear-shaped and with its surface carved in lozenge-shaped

anc

©

i:

u

knobs; it bears the

inscription (—>-)

+5^ V 1.

H

A fragment of ano-

ther, found close by,

was inscribed (»—>-)

P i^
1

1

1

1

Both of these were shiny and darkened from being carried in mens' hands. Part of a third

was found bearing again the ka name of Teta. Two of these maces were shown in plate V of the

last report.

The monuments of later periods fall into the same classes as those distinguished in neighbouring

ground last year, — (a) high, narrow coffins of XVIII"' Dynasty or earlier, (b) chapel and tomb-
shafts of the XIX"' Dynasty, (c) poor burials of the same period without coffins, wrapped in mats

and («?)mummiform coffins of a later date, perhaps Saitic. Of the Coptic period little remained.

a. Only one coffin of the first class was found (n" 358) : it lay in the passage between the

small pyramid and the temple. The body had been disturbed, but three gold rings of thin metal

were found among the bones : they were of the well-known broken circle type (? ear-rings),

broad and corrugated, the flutings running round the circle.

b. The XIX*'' Dynasty level could be easily traced over the site, and of one of the chapels the

pavement, the bases of columns and one course of a side wall were seen.

The pavement was at about a m. ao cent, above the temple floor; a block from the roof of

the temple had been reused in it.

The mouths of the stone-lined shafts were at the same level as the floor of this chapel : four

of them, all robbed in antiquity, were examined.
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354. Shaft 2 m. 55 cent, by 1 m. 58 cent, in plan; long axis east and west. Depth 7 m. 20 cent. No chamber
below. In the shaft the base of a bowl of blue frit of uncertain date.

359. Top of shaft at the same level as the last. Depth of shaft 9 metres. Two chambers below to west, one
inside the other, both small with a low roof (0 m. 80 cent.).

360. Shaft cut through north wall of small pyramid yard. Depth 6 m. 80 cent, from foot of wall; original

depth therefore about 9 metres. Two chambers below to west. Contained a wooden head-rest with fluted pillar

and broad base.

381. Shaft filled with sand. Two chambers below to west. In the second the alabaster vase of plate LVII, 5
,

with the cartouche of Rameses II incised (pi. LVIII, 5). Two eyes of steatite once inlaid in the coffin, four pots

(not given here) of New Empire types and part of a lower millstone of quartzite that had been used as a hone for

bronze tools, formed, with a group of ushabtis, the remaining furniture of the tomb. The ushabtis, 75 in number,
were of green glaze inscribed in ink with the name )^/^ ^ or ^ ^ H.

The two stelae of plate LVII, k, doubtless came from one of the chapels above these shafts.

c. A certain number of poor burials were found wrapped in mats, generally at a slightly lower

level than the mummiform coffins.

358. West of shaft 354 was a body wrapped in a mat (pi. LVIII, 2); it lay north and south on a slope and
below a wooden coffin (358 a) and had evidently been moved in antiquity. The arms lay at length over the body,

the hands together. The bones were very strong and well preserved. The objects found with the body, one of

them a very complete draught-board, are shown in plates LVIII and LIX. The date is in the reign of Sety I".

383. 1. Mat of black twigs. Head south. A male. Arms lay by sides.

2. Head south. Age 19 to 21.

3. Wrapped in date-palm matting. Head south.

h. A child. Head north.

5. Wrapped in a mat of grass. Head north.

6. Mat oigerid (midrib of palmleaf) with ties of grass rope. Much cloth remains. Head north.

8. The body was cut off at the knees by the wall of a shaft of the XIX"' Dynasty (354).

9. Man with a stick decorated with inlaid bark. Head north.

10. Gerid mat. Head west.

d. A series of poor burials in mummiform coffins, evidently of a late period, were found, laid

in unlined graves; nothing was seen of the superstructures, if indeed they ever existed.

365. Four coffins east of a XIX"' Dynasty shaft (354) and lying at about the level of the top of it , later there-

fore in date than the XIX"' Dynasty : the heads in all cases were to the west.

1. Red pottery coffin. Rody tightly wrapped.

2. Anthropoid coffin of wood, painted black with figures in white, the face green. Although the body formed

a neatly wrapped package there was great disorder in the bones; the three bones of the pelvic girdle were at the

level of the chest and separated one from the other.

3. A child, in plain coffin of tapering, oblong shape. Fayence eye tied in a lock of hair on the forehead. A

lot of minute blue heads in the centre of the body and below the feet.

4. Mummiform wood coffin; face of mud. Wrappings had disappeared. No Beigaben.

5. Crossed bandages; mass of yellow salt in mouth.
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Tlie following interments belong to the same class.

37 a. A poor burial near the Btr el-Qutala (plan p. 19) and at about the level of the pavement over that

shaft. There are two coffins; the outer one is mummiform , of thin boards; the sides of the wig painted blue, made

of wood thickly covered with clay; a necklace of elaborate lotus bud pattern is painted on the coffin, below that

the wood is yellow; there is a vertical column of inscription but no name. The inner coffin is similar, the painting

a little ruder, the wig lapels this time green.

The bones lie loose inside a thick shell of black decayed wrappings. On the clavicle a stain of silver; near the

neck some beads, an eye and two drop-shaped earrings, all of silver.

38Zi. Another group of these -coffins. The lids were only just below the level of the XIX"' Dynasty f|i^

pavement and there were no paving-stones left above them. t^m^

1. Mummiform coffin of stout wood, plain. On the lid in faint black a column of inscription ending h\\\

The face of clay. The wrappings came off in a pad, leaving the bones clean below; they were exceptionally ^—

^

wellpreserved and strong. A red powder was noticed near the fingers, probably resin. Hair remains on I

the chin. Arms at length; hands together in front. On the back of the coffin in black line a figure of *

Amentet, JW above her head, a stand "T below her feet.

2. Coffin with face of mud, painted a bluish pink, a colour rather characteristic of these poor late coffins,

the wig painted in black and yellow stripes. On the chest a necklace roughly painted. Down the centre a column

of text in black on yellow background; feet destroyed, no name; coffin empty.

3. Same type of coffin; face bluish pink; wig with red, blue and white stripes.

li. Similar but in poorer condition.

5. Poor coffin, ground colour white. Face of mud, bluish pink. Wig black and yellow. Four genii below the

necklace. A column of text but no name.

6. Child's coffin. Face of mud, not painted.

7. Another child. Coffin painted white; face of mud. Head west. An eye of fayence near the head.

8. An adult. Face and wig of coffin painted white; the chest and the column over the legs also white, but

unfinished; the necklace was not painted nor was the column of text written. Wrappings of blackened cloth.

Traces of the white ant.

9. Mummiform coffin with face of mud lies close to the wall of the XIX"' Dynasty chapel at about the ground

level of that period.

391. Mummiform coffin of wood made of small pieces with clay liberally used as luting and to round corners.

Face of wood, very rude. Three similar coffins were close by, all lying with their heads to the west.

MASTABAS.

While the excavation of the monastery was proceeding a search was also carried on for

mastabas suitable for sale to certain museums which had applied for them. It should be explained

that the mastabas of Saqqara have in the past suffered severely from the depredations of dealers

who bribed or terrorised our guards, dug out a tomb by night and sold what blocks they could get

away to the agents of the great museums, often at high prices. If there were no sale for these

reUefs there would be no illicit digging with all the destruction that the process entails. It was

decided therefore, some years ago, to offer complete mastaba chambers at a low price to the

principal European and American museums, in the hope that afterwards an appeal might be made
with good hope of success to the authorities of these museums to help in the protection of the

monuments by refusing to buy detached blocks obviously stolen from important tombs. This
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policy has now been followed for several years and a series of good complete tomb-chambers have

been sent away.

Several more were needed this year. To find them was a task that demanded time ; many tombs

must be cleared before one is found which in the quality and variety of the scenes depicted, the

size of the blocks, and in their freedom from salt has all the virtues required. It has thus happened

that we have had rapidly to uncover a whole series of tombs, most of them already known and

described in Mariette, Mastabas, and to make plans aud photographs, so far as this was

possible. It was not possible to dig or plan them completely for neither money nor time sufficed to

dig all round the tombs; we could only search for the chamber and the serdab. The area

examined this year was the long strip between the north temenos wall of the Step Pyramid and

the sandy hollow, probably an ancient road, to the north of it. A few tombs outside this area

were also pointed out to me by an old workman whose long acquaintance with this cemetery dates

from the time when he worked as a basket boy under Mariette. A plan of the work was prepared,

on a scale of i|ioo; it forms a long ribbon, not very useful in its present state nor convenient

for printing, and is held over until the features north and south can be filled in.

Of two at least of the tombs detailed accounts with illustrations must at some time be published;

the following short record is intended to show what tombs have been observed and fixed on the

plan. The numbers in the goo's are references to our field-notes.

901. Mariette, Maslabas, D, 1.
"1 ^^0-=:*.

902. Lepsius, Denkmdler, II, 6o-64 bis. ys ' ''

Lepsius, Denkmdler, Erganzungsband, I, p. i65.

Champollion, Notices, II, p. i85-486.

A long narrow corridor runs north from the north-east chamber in the plan in Lepsius and

from it open the serdab and another chamber. This corridor is roofed but seems to be the passage

between the tomb of Rashepses and another tomb to the east. The walls are covered with scenes

in painted relief; the sculpture is rough but the painting is exceptionally well preserved and some

of the scenes are well worthy of reproduction in colours; a flax harvest, a pottery kiln, a scene

of inspection of linen and a group of animals including a stag are especially noteworthy.

The serdab had been robbed in antiquity but the fine portrait head of wood (pi. LX) had

been left, as well as part of the base of a limestone statue bearing the incised inscription

"Vtv
"

/ft P P ' some fragments of wooden models and a tablet of wood which must have

been held by a seated scribe.

In the corridor low down, lying closely packed on a sloping bank of sand were a lot (i a or

more) of poor bodies wrapped in mats; on the finger of one of them was a scarab of XIX* Dynasty

type and above them, lying loose in the sand, were the following objects : i" a headrest with ivory

studs and tenon, the stem fluted; 9° the handle of a sotep with bronze hoof; 3° two leather-

bound fragments of staffs and 4° two coarse wooden ushabtis. These bodies were at a level below

the base of the painted scenes and so had not been disturbed by previous visitors. For visitors
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there have been; the corridor has been long known and was shown last to the Empress Eugenie

in 1869.

To the south-east of the tomb was an open court entered by a door in the north-east corner,

and on the two sides of this doorway two copies of the rescript of Assa (pi. LXI, 2 ,
and p. 79)

had been engraved.

903. Mariette, Maslabas, D. 3 : , Vfj'
This tomb was this year taken down and sold to the Metropolitan Museum of New York.

904. A rough stela of local stone with a cartouche of (^TTULl^ •

905. Mauiette, Mastahas, D. 9 : tjV *^^^^-
The tomb has sufl'ered since Mariette's day; the east wall has disappeared.

906. ® «V.

A small tomb chamber, 4 m. 5o cent, by 1 m. 10 cent., with two stelae, the north one of

masonry and in poor condition, built of local stone; the south one a single block of Toura stone

(pi. LXI, 1).

907. Mariette, Mastahas, D. 6 : ® s\.

The north wall has now disappeared.

908. Mariette, Maslabas, D. 5 : ^ 0^.

The stela has suffered with the lapse of time and much of the inscription copied by Mariette

has disappeared. On the south wall are parts of two registers, not noted in Mariette Mastahas,

painted on plaster : in the upper one are four seated girls, singing; between them are two

harpers, the word I above each : in the lower are seven dancing girls, their hands raised

above their heads; to the right are three girls clapping their hands. The horizontal lines drawn

in red to guide the draughtsman have been left. The distances of these lines measured in

centimetres from the top are given below :

Top of bead o

Lower line of hair on forehead 10

. Base of neck 4o

Below shoulder 58

Navel 1 o3

Below hips 1^8

The lower part of the bodies has disappeared.

909. ^ Ji^l^-r,,.

Of this tomb but one block remained; it was from the gateway and represents the lady seated,

with her name in large characters in front of her. The wife of Rashepses bore this name.

910. Mariette, Mastahas, D. 8 : (^^^J Q.^.
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Stela now in very poor condition ; it would hardly be possible to copy all that Mariette has

made out.

911.

A long [km. 2 cent. +) and narrow (o m. ^5 cent.) chamber with, formerly, two stelae. The

north one, of good limestone, is lost; a few fragments show the material of which it was made.

The south one, built of blocks of local stone, bears on the drum the name • 'IK T ^jk (^)-

912.

Chamber containing a lintel of white limestone with the inscription "Vti 'Jp|||o ^^«'

913. "31J-
This is a new tomb. The main chamber, 3 m. 76 cent, by 1 m. 26 cent., is in rather good

preservation. The colour is exceptionally bright, the roof is complete; only on the south side

have a few blocks been displaced and they are probably all left in the tomb. But a great deal of

salt has exuded and crystallised on the surface of the stones and many blocks have been cracked

by the great pressure above, for the tomb now lies under a great heap of chips thrown out at

some time in antiquity from the temenos of the Step Pyramid. The stela is in good preservation.

The scenes consist entirely of bearers of offerings, slaughter of oxen and pictures of food and

menus, with good vases and flowers : they contain no scenes of manufactures or hunting. Some

photographic copies were taken but it would not be safe to stay long enough in the tomb to

make water-colours; the pressure must first be removed from the roof and the walls strengthened,

or else the whole structure be taken down and set up again in a museum.

There is another chamber to the north serving as an entrance, with scenes in line only.

The serdab too was found; in it were fragments of the covering of lifesize statues, made of

wood and thickly coated with plaster.

An oblong chamber; its west wall of good white limestone, with scenes in relief, the three

other walls of local marly stone with the scenes only painted, well-drawn but in a bold and

sketchy style. The west wall has been sold to the Metropolitan Museum of New York. The three

other walls, which must suffer a good deal each time they are exposed to the air, were copied

before they were again fdled in (pi. LXII-LXVI).

North side. — Scene of matmaking, pi. LXVI, 9. Above, not worth copying, traces of men

and bulls.

East side, nm^th of door. — Fishing scene, pi. LXII, 1. Above this a stretch of water and on it

a papyrus boat with feet of large figure which must have faced south. Near the door another

figure, just distinguishable, faced north. Between the two water and fishes.

East side, south of door.— Donkeys, harvest scenes, pi. LXII, 2. Above the part copied were

the feet of a large figure and behind it a dog.

Excavations at Saqqara , 1907-1908. 4
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Doorvoay, north side.— Below vases, tables, offerings; above, men dragging a statue, all much

defaced.

Doomay, south side. — Lower register. Statue in a shrine. Figure offering incense. A
[jj.

An offering bearer.

Upper register. Two bulls and six men dragging statue, one pouring water.

The lower register is in red outline only; the upper in colour.

South end of chamber. — Upper register. Musicians (pi. LXVI, i ).

Lower register. Two men carrying offerings of fruit; feet of a third figure.

West side. — Beginning at the south end we have :

1. Offering bearers (pi. LXVI, 3). The work is in relief.

2. Stela of the man (pi. LXIII).

3. Scenes of music and draught playing (pi. LXIV).

k. Stela of the man and his wife (pi. LXV).

5. Offering bearers again (pi. LXVI, k ). Painted only.

916. f2.1= -

A stela only, 2 m. 60 cent, by 1 m./io cent., of marly limestone, forms the west wall of a recess.

Above, the man sits before a table; below him is the hne : (•—*) JH^ T x_Ll
On the drum is the name : '^ 1-

On the inner jambs : J^ I

j

^1 Hit »\<==*^
On the outer jambs : /j|m7-:^[g-|I^^ i ^> i^r^^-|| P.

919. jJV^'^ll-,MARIETTE,Masto5fflS, D. 7.

The inscriptions mentioned in Mariette Mastabas, p. 188, have been recovered. Photographs

on plate LXI, 3, /i, 5. Copies and commentary by Spiegelberg, p. 82.

920.

A tomb close to the tomb of Thy, not therefore in the same line with the rest. It is almost

entirely destroyed. The lower courses remain of a long chamber which contained the stelae; there

is also a square entrance chamber, the walls of which were once covered with excellent reliefs.

But the blocks were evidently of too fine a quality of stone and had been early quarried away;

only the lowest course had been spared, and this for the reason that the blocks were so massive

(1 m. 2 5 cent, high and m. 55 cent, thick) and so firmly held in place by the stones of the

pavement that they were very difficult to remove. Of the reliefs there remained two ships,

geese, cranes, hornless cows, a boat going to market, vasemaking. The last scene has been

published in the Musee cgyptien, t. Ill, 1"'' fasc.

The name of the owner of the tomb was not found.



THE

COPTIC INSCRIPTIONS
BY SIR HERBERT THOMPSON.

The inscriptions have been arranged as follows :

A. Inscriptions cut in stone or wood (n"' 1-88), divided into two sections :

a. Those which are reproduced in the plates, arranged in the order of the plate numbers;

h. Those which are not so reproduced and which are arranged according to the number given to the room

in which there were found.

B. Inscriptions in paint or ink and graffiti in two sections similar to the foregoing (n"' 89-157).

C. Ostraca (n"" i58-i68).

A. — INSCRIPTIONS GUT IN STONE OR WOOD.

1. Inscription on wall incised and painted red, from room 778 (pi. XIII, 1).— Later a cross

was nailed over part of the inscription.

icix nxic

TGHA yiAS.

A, CIB X6 OJ

5 nxco Nxnx

>i< AHA lepHM

lAC XnX GNCD

X An A. AX61/

HApXHMATp
10 ITHC ICD2AN

HC M6 recDprc

N6qa)Hpe

Jesus. . . the Christ (i. xpc), our (?) mother Mary, Ama Sibylla . . . ; my brother Apa ^ Apa Jeremias,

Apa Enoch, Apa Alex(ander)''' the archimandrite; John and (1. m6n) George his sons.

Apparently two commemorations, the first consisting of the five upper lines commemorating

a monk Apa . . . whose name is lost. Later a metal cross was nailed over this, and another invo-

cation to Saints Jeremias and Enoch added in favour of Alexander the archimandrite and abbot of

the monastery, and his (spiritual) sons John and George, whom we know from n° i5o to have

been the priors of the monastery under him.

'' The name is written out in full in n° i5o. He is no doubt the same as the fholy AJexanderji of n° 5 and his name

occurs on a stela at Cairo {Arm. Serv., VIII, p. 96; Murray, Saqqara Mast., pi. XXXVI).

.4.
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2. Limestone block (pi. XIV, a).

nxcN A.nxo nojenxcoN

A.BPA2A.M niCDT DMA.

NGTCyCDNI neNCON XX65.

nepqrixKONi

1. nxcN, 1. nxcoN. — 4. nepqr, i. npeq^.

My brotherW Apollo t^) the son of my brother Abraham , the father of the infirmary t^', our brother Alex(ander) »',

the attendant.

3. Limestone stela (pi. XV, li, right).

nicDT ncijHp[6

n6n[N]A. 6[toY'^

\s xn\ lepHMAC

XnX 6NCUX

5 ARA cDp ney

Cl)Hp6 AHM

TON MMO<H N

COY Ncoy

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch; Apa Or, their son'^', went to his rest on the

day on the day [sic) '^'.

4. Limestone block (pi. XXXI, 6).

{sic)

ecoMAC : >i» AN.A.P6AC : nerpoc : mageoc : HE« ixkcdbboc >i< lOy-^^c : * ciMCONni^ ^ ctUTHp : <i*

Thomas : 4« Andrew : Peter : Matthew : >i« James ^< Jude : ^ Simon the K(ananaean) ^ (the) Saviour >i<.

A list of names of apostles carved over the niches where their figures stood. The figures have

been chiselled out.

The arrangement is curious, as the block is complete on the left hand and incomplete on the

right, and it might have been expected that the Saviour would be in the centre, which with seven

on one side he cannot have been.

Further, the order of the names seems capricious and is at variance with all known lists

'' This was the common title for a monk and the possessive pronoun cfmyn has no personal meaning. nxcoN
merely =/>'a'er. The abbreviated form nxcN is unusual (cf. Bull. Inst.fr., V, p. i6).

'"' The short foim A.nxo (xnxo)) is frequent.

''' Lit. place of the sick (M. A. F., IV, p. 283; cf Lbmm, Kopt.Mt.ic., n" L, p. io88; Crdm, Copt. Man., n° 8/199).
'*' For this abbreviation, cf. n° lio; Crum, BriL Mus. Cat., n° 386 and xxs in n" 6 and 7 of the Passports (Revillout,

Acles et Contrais, p. io5-io6).

'''
t. e. the spiritual son of the saints invoked , as so frequently on Coptic stelae.

'"' Possibly for NCoycooY "on the sixth day (of the month)?!.
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(ScHERMANN, Prophcten und Apostellegenden, T. U., xxxi, p. 198-289). Lists of the Apostles' names

are also found at Abydos (Bouriant, M.A. F., I, p. 383-38/i; Murray, Osireion, p. 89).

5. Limestone blocks (pi. XXXVI, 1). — Three blocks, parts of a cornice.

AJnA lepHMIAC XnX GNCDX OAPIA MApiX T6MAAY CIBY^^A

<j>AriOC A.X6!^A.NA.pOC

Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, holy Mary, our'^' mother Sibylla, holy Alexander'^'.

6. Limestone block (pi. XXXVl, 7).

. . . HKOHC PAHA reOjprC c|>A HJLIAKCDN lepHMIAC c|)AM

At side :

nAHAKipe

<|>Mt96

.... ^^^papa George. .
'*' the deacon Jeremias the carpenter(?). . . (at side) npapa Kire, the carpenler(?) (*'w.

Plate XXXVI, 8; seen" 69.

7. Limestone. Fragment of niche (pi. XXXVII, 8).

o

SN6MCIJ6IP AHA 26PMIN6 "^ON AHA

.... of Mecheir, Apa Hermine'*', the brother (of?) Apa . . .

8. Limestone. Fragment of niche (pi. XXXVII, U).

. . . 6MTON MOM N[c]OYI<e N6MU)6ip XM[r]

. . . nAnNOyTG nATeujNn ahmton m[o]m.'^

2. NH ligatured.

. . . went to his rest on the 29"' "' day of Mechir. xMr'*'.

. . . Papnoute, the gardener, went to his rest. . .

'')
I take TGMJkXY to be a way of writing t^mx^y, and not TM^xy.

'"' Galled Alexander the archimandrite in n°' 1, i5o.

''' Possibly xadrjytinfs.

'*' Perhaps abbreviation for <|>xMU)e rrthe cai-penleri.

<°' The third letter of this word is more like a i) than uj.

'•' The name is not common. Cf. Abu Salih, ed. Evetts, p. iji 1, note; Journ. Theol. St., V, p. 566.

(') Or a 5'".

'•' For this much discussed symbol see Smirnoff, Berl. Phil. Woch., 1906, p. io8a; Hall, Greek and Coptic Texts, p. a;

Lefebvre, Rec. des inscr. grecques-chretiennes , p. xxxn, etc.
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9. Limestone block (pi. XXXVIII, U).— A stand for water jars.

nxc
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this inscription shall [remember him and] d' God shall remember him also at his fearful judgement seat for

ever. Amen. Amen <*'.

Enoch son of Nishteroou*''.

11. Limestone stela from room 761 (pi. XLIV, 1, right).

. . . .ncijxNJAZTHq 10 cj)Kr epenxoeic cyxNAZT
MNA.HT N2Ap6aj2HT HB ZXpOH A.YCO NqTI6MTO[N]
NA-ojeneqNA.! xpioy NA.q 2nkonm nabpazam

J
icak

NO<y NNX MNTG'^Y^H
J
lAKCDB NBTp6BUJU)n6 ZNTGK

5 NnMXKxpioc <|>ixoe xhcia NNOjepnMice oyoN nim 6tn
6OC na)NnMAKApioc i5 Acucy niczai eBeepneMMeye n

T
xn\ KYpe HNo ntabmton TenNoyTe cpneBMeye acuq 2n

NMOq NnooY n^i a.(?) nesBHMA. n20t6 ojxeNez zi,

ecDPS" inj!l./io 6toy(c) pq Ano a.iok/ mhn q"e 4<«I"i<

9. eroY written with ex below and oy above, both ligatured.

There are probably two lines missing at the top, cf. n° 10.

compassionate, merciful, long-suffering, great is bis mercy : have great mercy on the soul of the

blessedPhilotbeos,sonoftbeblessedApaKyre, the clerk, who went to his rest on this day (*', Thoth i6"'(?),

in the i5"'(?) indiclion t^', in the year 190 '^', from Diocletian 523 '". May the Lord have compassion on him

and give him rest in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob '*', and cause him to be in the assembly of

the first-born (^'. Every one who shall read this inscription shall make remembrance of him and God shall

remember him also at his fearful judgement seat for ever. Amen. Amen.

'"' Restored from u° u .

W qe = 99 = 4fi}7i» by numerical summation of the letters, A. Z., XXIV, p. 102.

'*' Cf. M. A. MuKBAY, Saqqara Maslabas, part I, 1906, p. 29 (also Biondi, Ann. Sere., VIII, p. 96). Nic9Tepoo[Y] is

regarded by Mr. Grum as probably a Middle-Egyptian variant of Niapsrcuoy (Z. 366). I should he inchned rather to see

in the latter a corruption of the former. Cnim quotes a late Greek form vKjIepHos from Migue. It is a common name in

Ptolemaic times under the earlier form vsxdepeoos (MAiurFY-SMYLY, Petrie Pap., Ill) and still earlier vs^dpapovs = nhi-f

erw trHe [i. e. Horus) is mightier than they [i. e. his enemies)". Cf. Hess, Roselta, p. iy and Spiegelbeug, Rec. trao.,

XXVIH, p. i83.

'*' Cf. note 2 , above.

'*' The reading appears to be tf 19"' indictioni, hut as the indiction was a cycle of i5 years, this is impossible (save in

the exceptional case. Pap. Lille, p. 108; cf. Wilcken, in Archiv Papyrus/orsch. , II, p. i35). Hence we must assume an error

on the part of the stonemason, probably for le as A. D. 807 was the iS"" year of the indiclion.

w Of the Hegira = A. D. Nov. 27. 8o5 — Nov. 16. 806.

''' A. D. 807 (Aug. 29) — 808 (Aug. 28). The 21" Thoth was therefore Sep. 18. 806 or 807, as the two reckonings

do not agree.

'*) A common phrase; cf. Ann. Sero., IV, p. i63; VII, p. 80; Hall, Greek and Coptic Texts, p. 8, 8; A. Z., XLIV,

p. 72; LErEBVRE, Inscr. grecques-chreliennes , a" 48, 67, etc. The symbol between the names is often used = xai (here mn)

in MSS of the Byzantine period, and cf. Lefebvke, /. /., n" 69, 64i-642.

<•' Hebr., xn, 9 3.
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12. Limestone stela (pi. XLIV, 2).

[<j< nicDT M6Nnq)H]p6 MGNnenNX eToy

[xA.B MixAHX rxBpiJHxexnA.MxpixA.nx

[lepHMixc xnx 6ncd]x xmx cibyaxx nxnx

N6TOY-^AB THJpOY XpiOyNX MNTG-^yXH

5 ]nNO NTXqGMTON MOH

]a.10k/ Y5.Z XMHN

[0 Father and the So]n and the Holy Ghost [Michael (?) Gabrijel, holy Mary, Apa [Jeremias, Apa Eno]ch,

Ama Sibylla, pa;ja. . . . , all [the Saints] : have mercy on the soul [of the blessed(?). . . .], the clerk, who went

to his rest , from] Diocletian ^67 '". Amen.

1 3. Limestone Mock (pi

7. i. rrx4>6YC.

XLIV, 3).

eJNCDX m[6]nI6PHM1XC 6YTXXO 6T6

.MN xnx TpMOYTG GY^XXO 6TCXNIC

<SXMOY>^ MJ^iepHMIXC NBXpCD2

neNCON xnxu) nxnMXNOY^M
^X2 lepHMixc nxx5.o

neNCON nA-ixKCDN xnx Kype ncy

nA-ixR/ <j>oic9 n6rpx<j>6Y9*

6nx<j)l MHnT M6COpH 6 INA./

^X2 <j>oiBXMMa>N nnOTxpioc

[E]noch and(?) Jeremias who load the(?)

and Apa Terraoute '^' who load the timber (?)
P'

Gamoul and Jeremias, the foddersellers(?) '*'

our brother Apollo who belongs to the refectory ^^1

the teacher Jeremias the mason l^'

our brother the deacon Apa Kyre the son(?)

the deacon Phoish the copyist *i>

epaphi^''^ in the month of Mesore 5"' indiction

the teacher Phoebammon the clerk.

f) A. D. 751-752.

'^' Termoute is properly a woman's name and probably stands here for nxTepMoyTe by a frequent confusion of the

last letter of the title xnx with the initial ones of the name; cf. Hall, Texts, p. i45 and e. g. xnxJ)a)M for xnx nxi)CDM

,

Am^lineau, Musee Guimet, XVII, p. 58.

''' The usual meaning of txxo is to load goods on an animal or ship — hence perhaps (tremoven; cf. Grum, Ostraca,

Ad. 22, p. 61.

6TCXNIC for NTCxNic (?). This word in Coptic use seems to have only two possible meanings ; a wa plank of timbem

as in the Song of Songs, vni, 9 (sah.); Acts, xxvu, 44 (boh.), or b rewriting tabletn as in Triadon, 5o6. But I know no

authority Coptic or Greek for using the word in the singular in the sense of sawn timber.

'*' Cf. Peyron, Lex., Exro2, and Crom, B. M. Cat., a" 699, 587, 1171.

m Cf. n'-64, 116, 128.

<°' 1. nxx£oc = AaSos, a form frequent in the Greek papyri; e. g. P. Tebt., n° 278; cf. n° 107 and Hall, Greek and

Coptic Texts, p. 182.

''' I do not know what this word means.
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14. Limestone slab, from room 778 (pi. XLIV, li).

nAine hmxn
2MOOC NAHA

* lepHMIXC >*

Below between the arms of an ornametital cross ic xc - x cu.

This is the seat of Apa Jeremias.

From the careful and ornamental nature of the work, this probably does record the place

where the Founder of the monastery used to sit.

15. Limestone (pi. XLV, 1 ). — Three fragments of inscriptions in high relief.

I .... n]pO<|>HTnC N6N[eiOT6

]nenpo6CTOC n[

a .... ]nxTpiApKHc[

. . Apx]lMAA.piTHC x[

3 ... He n6N6ICUT MAeOyCAAA n6N6ia>T NtD26 N66IOTe M. . .

eJniCKonoc ngtoyaab THpOY-J^nA antcdnioy nApx[

1 prophet(s) , our fathers .... the prior ....

9 patriarch [archjimandrite A[pa(?)]. .

.

3, .... [S]eth, our father Methusala, our father Noah, the fathers. . .

.

.... bishop(s), all the Saints, Apa Antonius the '''. ...

16. Limestone slab (pi. XLV, 9).

f nAine nMANZMOOc

npAZT// Tc n67cc qe

This is the seat of the fullers : the teacher Paul, the fuller : Jesus the Christ. Amen.

17. Limestone block, from room 729 (pi. XLV, 3) (above). — Gut along three sides back-

wards.

•f
AHA eNCOX O A

nOC MIXAH

\

Apa Enoch , the holy Michael.

For inscriptions written in a reverse direction, cf. Lefebvre, Rec. desinscr. gr.-chr., n°' 70^,

754, 8o3.

'' Perhaps nxpxHroc NT6NiCYNa>-A.ix ffFounderof thecommunities" as he is styled in Tuk, Pontificale, p. aig-aao.

Excavations at Saqqara , 1907-1908. 5
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18. Limestone block (pi. XLV, 3) (below). — Inscribed along two sides.

nituT nojHpe nenNX gtoy-^ab

AHA. lepHMIXC \nx GNCUX

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch.

19. Limestone block, from room 1706 (pi. XLV, 4) (top).— Carved on two sides.

In relief :

a. n\iDTNe%

Incised :

b. KYPXKOCM . . •

neTpe koy<

a. The father (?) of. ..

b. Cyricus. .(?).-• Peter the Less.

20. Limestone, two blocks from room (?) (pi. XLV, 4) (below).— Incised on tbe edge.

a. cipHpe ne nivk eToyAXB

b.
-f

AHA. lepHMIAC ApXIMANTp/

.... Son , Holy Spirit . . . Apa Jeremias archimandrite.

21. Limestone stela, fragment (pi. XLV, 5) (above).

. . .AB AHA 16. . . .

AHA MIX. . .

IOT6 MHAT . .

... .A nAHNOY'r . . .

5 . . . HACON C9OI NTAq .

.... MnAcijONC qe . . .

. . . .MOq(?) . . .

[0 Father, Son, Holy Spirit], Apa Je[remias. . . .], Apa Mich[ael our] fathers the pat[riarch8

. . . . Ap]a Papnoute my brother Shoi who [went to his rest on the — day] of Pashons. Amen'^'.

22. Limestone stela (pi. XLV, 5) (below left).

>i< nicuT naj[Hp6 ne

HNA 6toy-'^[ak

AHA lepHMIAC

AHA GNOJX Api

5 OYNA M6T6'4'

HXH MHACON
lepHMIAC NT

'^' Cf. n" 10 (p. 3i, note 1). The fragment of the lowest line indicates that a second person was commemorated on the

same stela.
*
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5. The stone mason seems first to have cut the middle stroke of n the wrong way and then corrected it.

Mere"^, I. mnte-^.

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch : have mercy on the soul of my brother Jeremias

vfho [went to his rest ].

23. Limestone stela (pi. XLV, 5) (below right).

>ff ncuT ncij(?) . . .

nenNGYMX. . .

T6NMAY MX- • •

T6NMAY CYB- • •

5 neNicoT xnx. . .

n6Nia)T \nx. . .

1. ntuT, 1. nicDT.

Father, Son , [Holy] Spirit, our mother Ma[iy] . . . , our mother Sib[ylla] . . . , our father Apa
,

our father Apa

24. Limestone block (pi. XLV, 6) (above).

ra-iak/ recupre

. . .The Holy [Spirit] the deacon George.

25. Limestone block (pi. XLV, 6) (below).

A n^A2
recDpre

The teacher, George.

The large A probably corresponded to an cd on the missing half of the stone. For n-^xz,

cf. Ann. Serv., VIII, p. 87, n^'xNxxpiN; ibid., p. 89, Ten-^ixw.

26. Limestone block (pi. XLVI, 1).

xnx YepHMixc * xnx e[N]cDx 10 xnx cxpMX're

\n\ XMBPO -rNMAAY MX'/

CIOC : XnX piX TNMX

2CDp:xnx' XY ciBYXX//

5 ncijoi xnx nnxnx

nXNICNHY '5 ICD2XNNHC

MixxHX// nnxnx ne

rxBpiHx// XMT Tpe neqcON//

•i« MHNX
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Apa Jeremias, Apa Eaoch, Apa Ambrosius '", Apa Hor, Apa Pshoi f^), Apa Panisneu i", Michael, Gabriel,

XMT, Mena «", Apa Sarmate t^', our mother Mary, our mother Sibylla : the Papa («' John, the Papa Peter his

brother.

27. Limestone stela (pi. XLVI, 2).

>i« nicDT ncDHpe ne

HNA eTOY-Jk^K AHA 16

PHMIXC A.nX 6NCDX O

xnoc MixAHA o Arioc pa

5 BpiHA OAriA MApiA HN

lOJT AA.AM neWICDT A

B6A neNicDT zHe neN

ICDT IAP6T nGNICOT M

AeOyCAAAA N6NIOI

10 6 NHATpiApXHC NGNIO

T6 NAnocTOAOC nxy
TABTe MnB6CBYT6pOC

NGNIOTe MApTypOC

n6NICDT AnA AnOAAOJ

l5 AHA ANOyn AHA <J>IB

AHA MAKApe AHA COY

pOyC AHA IGJZANHC M

nAK6 AHA MCDyCHC

AHA ABPA2AM n.XCDCU

20 pe AHA AnoAACD noyo
6IN N6TOyAAK THpOy KA

TANeypANA ApioyNA

M6N AMA COyCANNA

TMAAy NTNOJMMONH
25 ACMTON 6MMOC NCOy

«KB//NnACDN6 NA.1k/ IB//

•reCCCDNG MApTOypiA AC

MTON MMOC NCOy//H// 6N

ZAeojp na,ik/ icuch<|>

3o neycijHpe AqMTON mm
oq NCoy

tDHpe, I. ojHpe.— 5. o, L e. — 9. 101, 1. iot.— 11. nxy, 1. nxy. — 12. nsec, 1. npec.

Father, Son , Holy Spirit , Apa Jeremias "', Apa Enoch , the holy Michael , the holy Gabriel , the holy Mary (»),

our father Adam, our father Abel, our father Seth, our fatlfer Jared '*', our father Methuselah, our fathers the Pa-

triarchs, our fathers the Apostles, the twenty four Elders'^"', our fathers (the) martyrs, our father Apa Apollo '"',

'' Ambrosius and Hor are coupled together also in n" 87 and 76, and in a Leipzig Ms. (Crum, P. S. B. A., XXIX,

p. ago). They seem to be connected with Upper Egypt (ibid.).

'"' Probably the well known disciple of Macarius the Great, Z. 48, etc.

''' Cf. Georgu, Demirac. S. Coluthiet reliq. act. S. Panesniu., 1793.

'') This name is inserted, evidently later, in smaller letters. No doubt, the military Saint of Alexandria.

'') This Apa occurs also in n°' 36, 75, 76. The absence of his brother Pamoun renders it unhkely that he is the Martyr

of Grhm, B. M. Cat, n° 3i4. Perhaps he was a local Saint.

W DpeffgtiTepos. Crum, B. M. Cat., p. ^78, n.

'') This stela has an unusually long list of Saints invoked. The two local saints, Jeremias and Enoch, have their custo-

mary place, immediately after the Trinity and before the Archangels and the Virgin.

'*' In these invocations the Virgin usually comes after the Archangels. Perhaps it indicates the continuance of an ancient

practice begun long before the Council of Ephesus (43i).

'"' Gen., v, i5-2o.

<'»' Apoc, IV, 4.

'"' Apollo, Anoup and Phib are the patron Saints of the monastery of Bawit(CLEDAT, Lemonasthre et lanecropok de Baouit,

Mem. Inst, franc. Arch., XII, passim). For Apollo, cf. Crum, A. Z., XL, p. 60. He is the saint commemorated in the

Synaxarium on Paophi a5 and Mechir 5 (cf. Crdm, P. S. B. A., XXIX, p. agi) and Phib is his companion, ar. Ablb, of the

former date, as is proved by the Calendar in Cledat, u. s., p. 5 , where Phib is commemorated on that day.
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Apa Anoup, Apa Phib, Apa Makare l^', Apa Sourousl^!, Apa John of Pake I^', Apa Moses ("', Apa Abraham the

strong IS), Apa Apollo the Light '«' (and) all the Saints according to their names; have mercy on Ama Susanna
the mother of the greal(?) convent '", vfho went lo her rest on the 22°'' day of Payni in the twelfth indiction.

Her sister Martyria went to her rest on the 8"" day of Athyr in the indiction. Joseph their son went lo his

rest on the . . . day.

28. Limestone stela (pi. XLVI, 3).

nicuT ncijHpe n hmiac aha gncdx
6nNA 6TOYAAB n6 n6NCON c|>lB AqGMTON
NICUT ATAM HGNICD MMOM NCOYMNTACe M
T MixxHx neNitu 6COYPH recDpKG neq

5 T rABpiHX AHA I6p lo IU>T ABMTON

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, our father Adam, our father Michael, our father Gabriel, Apa Jeremias,

Apa Enoch
: our brother Phib went to his rest on the 16"' day of Mesore. George his father went to his rest.

39. Limestone stela, a bloe in floor in 762, stair south-east of cloister (pi. XLVII, 1 ).

nexcn cgnK mocdtk pacdtk toojk oy-^

* niojT MNnujHpe MNnenNA 6toy ak ccdtm e^iOK NnpKpme [nnjp

<i< 10 (JAIO KCU 6BOX TApOYKO) NHTN
AAB AHA lepHMIAC AHA GNCDX AHA 6BOX NT6TNCDN2 ZMnNOYTe
nANHCNHY 'kMA CIBHXXA AHA AnCDX neTNAOJO) NNIC2AI ApiHAMG

5 XOJ HNICDT A.AA.MNN6TOYAAB THPOY Y^ ''^NOK nipq6pNOB6 nnAHA
ApinM6Y6 MnKGNOC THpq MRNICDT [a.]aA. npqOOJ KCD NAI 6BOX
AA.AM KAN6NN086 NAN 6BOX AMHN l5 AMHN <)>AO<j> KT INA./ 16

The Christ.

'' Amid the numerous Saints of this name it is difficult to be sure which is meant. As far as one can judge, the invocation

is addressed to Saints of Upper Egypt and if so, Makare of Egypt and he of Alexandria may be excluded. On the other hand

the famous Bishopof Tkoow(lf. i.F., IV, p. 99) would bs quite within the district, or it may be one of the less known ones

e. g. the martyr celebrated ou Tybi 27 (Wiistenfeld, and Abu Sahh, 77 «(?)) or the xnx MxKxpe of the Bawit Calendar

(u. s.) under Pashons 28, or the martyr rtof Menufn (Maian, on Payui 5 , cf. Guidi, Synax. Ethiop. for that day).

''' Apa Sourous is oecasionaHy invoked elsewhere; cf. Bull. Inst.fr., Ill, p. 85; Davies, Der el Gebrawi , II, p. 46; Rec.tr.,

V, p. 63. Who he is I do not know, unless perhaps he be the monk whom Pachom chose to be head of his monastery at

Pakhnoum near Esne (Amelineau, Vie de Pakhome, p. 78).

''' This name occurs also in Davies u. s. pi. 29 (ni'MnxKe).Mr. Crum has given me a reference toBocK,iMate'miM;, p. 38,

n° 5o, from Gebel et-Teir (icdz. mhakh) and tells me that he is found on a graffito at Denderah (icd2. mrxkc, un-

published) , and that the name of the place occurs in a Ms. in the Rylands Coll. and on a fragment in the British Museum

,

and adds tri should say it all points to this John being a local Saint in the Eshmunain-Siut district and to nxKe being a

place thereaboutSTi ; cf. also Ann. Serv., IX, p. 221.

''' Probably the archimandrite of the monastery near Abydos (Crum in Mdrkay, Osireion, p. 89).

'*' An Abraham distinguished by this epithet seems to be elsewhere unknown. It does not saem appropriate either for the

hermit disciple of Pachom {Synax. Paophi^o), or for the head of the monastery of Der Hadah (Amelinead, Geogr., p.3i3).

'*' I have not identified this ApoUo the Light (lux). The name occurs again on a Calendar of Saints' festivals recently

discovered at Sakkara.

''' The mason has blundered and made a letter which resembles cu at first sight but is probably o plus another letter.

If so, it must be g. What or where the trgreat conventu was we do not know. There is no other trace of a convent in these

inscriptions and the title tmaa.y precludes almost any other meaning being given to monh.
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>f Father and the Son, and the Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, Apa Panisneu'^', Ama Sibylla, Apa

Apollo, our father David t^', and all the Saints : remember all the race of our father Adam, forgive us our sins.

Amen thyself(?), examine thyself(?) ''', be contented(?) '*', control thyself alone(?), obey, be bumble (*',

judge not, condemn not '*', forgive that you may be forgiven and that you may live in God.

Whoever shall read these words, remember me the sinner the Papa David who cries out (tForgive men. Amen.

Paophi 23 indiction i5(?).

30. Limestone stela (pi. XLVIl, 2).

+ nicDT nujHpe nenwA. AqeMTON moh ncoy"-^'

eTOY-^B A-nx lepHMiAC mbcoyph znoy'Phn zxmhn
\nx GNtDX T6NMA.Y MA. ICDZANHC" AM6MTON MO
PIA.// AMA CIBY^A n6NCO H NCYOJCOYTICA. NGMOJ

5 N 6NCDX ncipeNnAztOM 10 ip eq

7. The last two letters of iphn and the last three of 2ikMHN ligatured. — 9. Ncyo, I. Ncoy. — 10. eq, 1. tie.

f Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, our mother Mary, Ama Sibylla'"; our brother

Enoch the son of Pachom went to his rest on the 1" day'" of Mesore in peace. Amen; John went to his rest

on the 2 4"^ day '^) of Mechir. Amen '"".

31. Limestone stela (pi. XLVII, 3) (XV, 6), (left).

nicDT no) 10 neNCori nex
Hpe nen pe neYo^npe

NA 6TOY nci)6NAnA 6NCD

AAB 2AM H X AqKACMMA
5 N MIXA.HX r eapAi noy nc

ABpiHXAn i5 OYA.OYT CAC1JB6

A I6PHM1AC NHACDNI 2NOYI
AHA 6NCDX pHN6 2AMHN
AMA CIBY^XA

l3. CMMA, 1. CCUMA.

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Amen. Michael, Gabriel, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, Ama Sibylla : our

''' Cf. n'a6(p. 36, note 3).

'") David the King, iavoked no doubt by reason of the deceased's name being also David.
''' L. MOCIJTK.

'"' L. rxcy-fk; cf. Hebr., xni, 5 (sah.).

<'l = eBBIOK.
'*' Cf. Peyron, Lex., exeio rarely used for rexeio.
''' Ama Sibylla is one of the most frequent names in these invocations. No historical female saint of that name is known,

and it seems unlikely that any woman, however saintly, would be so constantly invoked in a monastery. Perhaps the Sibyl
is meant, who was regarded as the authoress of the Sibylline Oracles, most of which probably had their origin in Alexandria.
In a passage from a rtHistory of the discovery of Christ's tombr, at Turin (cf Lemm, Kl. Kopt. Stud., p. /t3i, Saa) she is

regarded as a prophetess and is styled the sister of the biblical Enoch, who as the reputed author of the Book of Enoch, had
also a great prophetic name.

<*' coyAi, note the bohairicform for sah. coyA.
'•) Instead of writing out xoyTAqre the scrihe has stopped short at xoyr and then added the figures 24.

<'"' eq, doubtless a masoii's blunder for qe = 99. Cf. n° 10 (p. 3i, note 2).
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brother '1' Peter, their sonl^', the sonl^' of Apa Enoch, laid down his body. .
. ''"' on the 27"' day of Payni in

peace. Amen.

32. Limestone stela (pi. XVII, k).

nicoT-nc^Hpe

nermk gtoy-^^b

XnX TepHMIXC AHA

BNCUX T6NMAXY
MXpix' T6"nMA.AY

cikxxa' \n\ CDOV

neycQupe a.mka.

COJMA 62PAI NCOy
:>COY.XOMT6 MUX
a)N6 zl^OYGipHNH

2AMHN

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, our mother Mary, our mother Sibylla'*'

Shoi("?) '^' their son, laid down his body on the 9 3"*"' day of Payni in peace. Amen.

33. Limestone stela (pi. XLVII, 5).

Apa

nicDT na)Hpe neiiNX

6TOYAA.B AHA 16

PHMIAC AnA 6NCDX

ANoyn nciOYP

AMMTON MMOM

NCOY JtOYTAqT6 N

MCl^ip ZNOYGIPH

NH 2AMHN

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch : Anoup, the eunuch '*', went to his rest on the

2 4"' day of Mechir in peace. Amen.

3d. Limestone stela from the east end of the corridor n" 766 (pi. XLVIII, 1).

«{« riNCON BIKTCDP n

Cyri-^^Aa MHNA - ItU

CHC|> KOY' MJCCDPMA

BKTOJP riMAXON

5 NTON recDpre

MBNAX

AHA Kipe KOY' "^

Our brother Victor, the son of the teacher Mena : Joseph the less (^', Victor the.

. . . '"', Apa Kire the less.

(10) George

''1
i. e. the monk.

'^'
I. e. the (spiritual) son of the Saiats invoked.

'''
i. e. the bodily son of an Apa Enoch (not the same as the one invoked), who had been married and had a family before

he entered the monastery.

'*' I do not know what i-ioy means here.

'*' The forms of this name vary much , see Index.

'•' cDOf, 1. qjoT; cf. n° ai ; in Bull. Inst, jr., Ill, p. 85, ncuoi is wrilten for ncyoi.

''' xoyxoMxe = xoYTqjOMT6; cf. C. P. /?., II, n° XLVIII, 5.

'*' Cf. CiEDAT, Le monastere et la necropole de Bamiit, p. 121.

™ Perhaps 6<4XcupM for the more correct npeqxcupM trthe drivem (cf. Robinson, Apoc. Gosp., p. 20, 1. a4-5).

'") L. [nejNCON (?).

<") L. M0NAX[0CJ(?).
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35. Limestone block (pi. XLVIII, 2).

nicuT ncgHpe ne

nN6Y Hh MX 6T

OY-^->^B tc nexc

APIOYNX MNT6
5 -^ixH NiCAK MNKl'

plKOC NTGTfre

fixe

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Jesus the Christ : have mercy on the soul of Isaac and Cyricus.

36. Limestone block (pi. XLVIII, 3).

>i< nicuT nci^Hpe nermx

BToyxxB xnx VepH

MIXC 'i> xnx 6NtDX "fr

xnx cxpMXTX 4« xnx
5 XMBpOCIOC >i« xnx 2GJP

xnx ncpof^xnx nx

NICNHy <i' 2XMHN -i" XMT

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, Apa Sarmatal'', Apa Ambrosius, Apa Hbr, Apa
Pshoi, Apa Panisneu. Amen. xmt'^'.

37. Limestone stela, fragment from room 713 (pi. XLVIII, h).— Greek.

Ar
... A eN KAN
[AnjAYCON AY
TIN EN IPINI A

5 MIN *

1, 9. L. iya-jrtjTii (1. ij) sv K{rjpicfi){'>.). — 3, U. L. axiT^v iv sipvvy otftv"-

. . ,beloved(?) in the Lord(?), give her rest in peace. Amen.

38. Limestone stela, fragment (pi. XLVIII, 5).

6t]oya.xb xn[x

cJncdx x[nx

xn

•Holy [Spirit], Ap[a Jeremias, Apa EJnoch, A[pa

''' For all the saints invoked here, cf. n° 26, notes.

(') Cf. n» 8, note 8.
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39. Limestone stela (pL XLVIII, 6).

>i« xnx AN

na)opn n

BCDK 6BOX
(?)

IN 2<n\ 2NT

Apa An the first went forth [in the] Apa's cell(?)ti' in the. . .

.

AO. Limestone stela (pi. XLVIII, 7).

* niCDT nujip MNTG^'Y'*^"

UHK 6TOYA.B nMAKApiOC

nfiicDT xn\ \e mhnx ntxm

F6MIA.C nNe(?) 10 6MTON MMOq

5 lOJT \n\ GN NCOy KO <j>AM

CDX ApHOYNX INA.

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, our father Apa Jeremias, our father Apa Enoch : have mercy on the soul of

the blessed Mena who went to his rest on the 29"" day of Phamenoth. . . .indiction.

il. Limestone stela from room 'jkU (pi. XLVIII, 8).

«}« niGJT M6Nna)HXi nene. . .

6TO66B xnx epM . . .

xn\ 6iNa>x xn[A.. . .

xpioyNeei m6n . . .

5 NTMAKXpiX M . . .

C6MTAN MAC. . .

qjip 2AMHN . . .

Father and the Son and the Holy [Spirit], Apa Jeremias(?), Apa Enoch, Apa : have mercy on [the

soul] of the blessed M . . . . , she went to her rest [on the — day of Me]chir. Amen l^'.

d2. Limestone stela from room 710 (pi. XLIX, 1).

>i< nicDT ncijHpe nenNA 6

TOyAAB AHA I6PHMIAC A

nA 6NCUX nApxHArre

XOC MIXAHA GAriA MApi

5 A AHA TABpiHA HApXH

Arrexoc NGTOyAAB

THpoy

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, Archangel Michael, holy Mary, Apa Gabriel

the archangel, all the Saints '''.

<"> L. xriNxnx(?), see n" 48. Perhaps this is a form of grave stone. Cf. n" iSa.

<^) The dialed is Middle Egyptian, the only unusual speiling being eroeeB for exoyeeB.

'') Below a space of 4 3/4 lines is left Wank , evidenlJy never used.

Excavations at Saqqara, 1907-1908.
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A3. Limestone stela (pi. XLIX, a).

f fc nexpC AHA lepHNIAC

AHA. 6NtDX GAriA MXpiA

AMA CIBY^A AHA nAI6

NGTOYA-AB THPOY P06IC 6

4« Jesus the Christ, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, the holy Mary, Ama Sibylla, Apa Paie(?), ail the Saints,

watch over '^'.

dd. Limestone stela (pi. XLIX, 3).

f niojT ncynpe nenrJA 6t toxoC" 6TOY-^b

OYAAB" neNlCDT AHA 16 AMA NON6 TeY^?6

PHMIAC'/ AHA BNtUX" UBH PB" ACKACCDMA

NICDT MIXAHA// TABpiHA" 10 2pAI COY^OY"
5 TMMAY MApiA'/ AMA CIB "KA" NGCIJIP"

YAA" N6IOTe NAnOC

11. N6cyir, i. Mecyip.

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, our father Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, our father Michael, Gabriel, our

mother Mary, Ama Sibylla , the fathers the holy Apostles : Ama None , their daughter, laid down her body on

the ai**" of Mechir.

Ab. Limestone block (pi. XLIX, k).

>i' nicDT ncijHpe nenNA gtoy^^b aha i6phmi[ac

AHA 6NCDX ApiOYNA MN TE'^Y'^" NHACON

Ka]0Y^ NTAqMTON MOM NCOYZ nAXGJN

MApiA T6qCCDN6 ACMTON MOC NCOYH HA

5 XCDN 1NA.IK A T6PMOYT6 T6YM^
AY ACMTON MOC NCOY

9. H and N ligatured. — 4. n and m ligatured.

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, have mercy on the soul of my brother CoUuthus

who went to his rest on the 7"' day of Pachon : Mary his sister went to her rest on the 8"" day of Pachon in the

first indiction : Termoute their mother went to her rest on the day ''^'.

h6. Limestone block (pi. XLIX, 5) (above).

•i* TABpiHA AHA I6Ph[mIAc]

fC CD AHA 6NCDX

nAT6pM[OYT6]

. . . Gabriel, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch Paterm(oute).

''' The name of the person for whom the stela was prepared was never filled in, three lines below the inscription being

left blank.

'"' The inscription is left incomplete.
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The left half of the stela is missing. On it must have heen a large a corresponding to the cd

on the right half.

47. Limestone block (pi. XLIX, 5) (below).

mixa.h[a]

nAnx nAY^ti" XM[r

Michael . Papa Paul xMr.

48. Limestone, from room 700 K.

nioiT ncijHpe ne

nNA 6TOYAA.B AHA

lepHMIAC AHA 6NCDX

TMMAAY MApiA TNM
AAY CIBAAA neNCON H

nAHA KAOY^ nATpiNA

nA AqeMTON mom ncoym
TH// NNMClJip 2N0YIPHN'#

2AMHN INA.11^ 6

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, our mother Mary, our mother Sibylla : our brother

the Papa CoUuthus of the Apa's Cell (?)
d'. He went to his rest on the 1 o"" day of Mechir in peace. Amen. The 5""

indiction.

49. L mestone.

. .nNA GTOY^'^^B

. .0 AriOC TABpiHA

. leJpHMIAC AHA 6NGJX

. .neNCON eiciTOjpe

. .MTON MMOM NCOY^

.6Ip]hN6 2AM HN NA.n</S

. .OY6p]a)6NOY'<6 AqMTON

. . <J>APm]0YT6" nNCON A,AY6IA,

.... '/ nNCON nAC

. . . OY^ AHMTON MMOM
. . .M AMMTON MMO<< NCOY
AMmJtON MMOq INA.K B

[0 Father, Son , 0] Holy Spirit holy Gabriel . . . [Apa] Jeremias , Apa Enoch . . . . : our brother

'' Lit. : (rhe that belongs to the ceil of Apa n, presumably Apa Jeremias. Cf. n° 91 where Apa alone seems to stand for Apa

Jeremias and n° 1.89; also n° 89 (?). Perhaps the founder's cell (pi. I, 778) was kept as a holy place or chapel with a monk to

look after it; his seal there was marked on the pavement, see n° i4. We meet with a similar description in Cledat Baouit

where (p. io5, 197) »>nx ici>2\nnhc is hicdt ntpi nxnx fttlie father of the ceil of the Apan and as the title occurs

twice with following text, it is certain no name of the An*, is lost or omitted. Among Ihe same inscriptions Gerontius is

celled nepcDMe NxpT (p. io5, 127, and one Abraham p. lao) without further definition and also he is nicox NTpi

(p. io5), as is also Mes (p. 107, 1 08 ). There is also a nicor nt(?) a-ixkcunix ntm . . . (p. io5) (cf. Lemm, Kl. k.

Stud., p. 435), and on p. 107 a certain Victor is nATpi ngkoy' "he that belongs to the cell of the childrenn (the monas-

tery school?). In Crum(B. 3/. Cat., p. 478) we find wine alloted to Tpi nn6koyi with a Greek equivalent ha. t&v (iixpuv

-sraiSiW; and Grum adds in a note another reference to a niajx Nxpi nekoyi, so that it would seem to have been a

recognised title. In a large monastery pi must have meant a separate building or large room rather than a cell.

6.
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Isidore went to his rest on the i*' day [in] peace, Amen, indiction 6 [Ouerjshenufe went

to his rest [Pharmjouthi : our brother David : our brother Pas Kam]oul(?) went

to his rest m went to his rest on the . . day went to his rest. Indiction (?) 9.

50. Limestone.

ni]tDT nci)Hp6 neriTTk 6toy
a]ab" exnx MApix nApxxr

rjexoc MixAHA n^pxArre

x]oc rABpiHX" \n\ lepHMi

5 Ac] AHA 6NCUX" AMA CIBYX

AA aJhA lOyX. . . . 6NTAAOY

1. OY written with small o over the y- — 6. Final oy, the same.

Father, Son, Hoiy Spirit, holy Mary, archangel Michael, archangel Gabriel, Apa Jeremias,

Apa Enoch, Ama Sibylla, Apa Julius (?)
'''.

51. Limestone.

MTO M6MMOq N

COY-^OYTOY6 6M
nApMOYTG" recDp

re neqcUHpe a^gm

5 TON 6MMOq N
li. cDHpe, i. (j)Hfe.

. . . went to his rest on the 21" day of Pharmuthi : George his son went to his rest on '2'.

On edge of same stone

52. Limestone.

f nAYxe we%m ainiiam

.CDT nu^Hpe nenN

.

. .YBXB nCNICDT. . .

. . ICDT KAKpiHA. . .

. . MIAC AHA 6NCDX . . .

. .A T6NMAY MApiA. . .

. ..X6N nACON 6NC1}. . .

. . MOYN A^ieMTO

. . . . IT N6. . IP

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, our father [Michael, our] father Gabriel, [Apa] Jeremias, Apa Enoch
our mother Mary my brother Eno[ch] went to his rest on the i3"' [day] of Mechir.

''^ Perhaps the well known Saint of Akfahs {Synax. Tholli 22).
'^' The inscription was left incomplete at the end.
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53, Limestone.

i< nicDT ncijufpe n]

enNA 6TOYA.B [ncNi]

U)T MIXXHX G[AriA]

MApiA// \MA CIBy[aA a]

5 n\ lepHMiAC"

. . . .neNCON lep. . .

. . . nco[y] • • •

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, our father Michael, holy Mary, Ama Sihylla, Apa Jeremias

brother Jer[emias(?)] on the day ....

our

U. Wood.

"Ji niojT najHpe nenNA gtoyaab xnx lepH

MIAC" \n\ 6NCDX QXnX MApiA A.MX ClBY

W N6TOYAB THpOY NTAY6pnOY
CDCl) NRNOYTG ApiOYNA M6NT6

5 •^HXH NHMAKApiOC HAN^YN
6NT MTAqeMTON

NMOq . . M-IZ .A.

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, holy Mary, Ama Sibylla, all the Saints who

have done the will of God : have mercy on the soul of the blessed Panaun who went to his rest

.... 1 7 (indiction ?) 4.

55. Limestone.

Isaac

. . TAI

. M6I .yXXR 1 . . .

. NCON OY6Pt96NOY•^6

,B6:n6NCON nnAHA ICAK

.ON MOB NCOYKH'/

. NA-Ik/t F"

Gab[riel] [all] the Saints our brother Ouershenufe

. went to his rest on the a 8"" day .... indiction 3.

our brother the Papa

56. Limestone from room 700,

CKACOJ

A2PA6I Kr nACCDN

C 2HNOY2HPHNH AM

HA ^

2. L. nxujcuNC. — h. L. (am)hn.

laid (her) ''' body down, 28 Pashons, in peace, Amen.

'' If the first letter c is correct, the tombstone must commemorate a woman.
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57. Limestone fragment from room 700 G.

KCDP \

TON MOB N

Y"7" N2X

Kor, he went to his rest on the 6"' day of Ha[thor] . . .

58. Limestone from room 700 K.

^< niGJT ncDie

pH nenNGOYM
A. GTOY-'^K xpHn

M6BH MAPHX UU)

5 6ICAK NTACK. .

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, remember Mary the daughter (? 1. tcijn) of Isaac who laid (down her

body) . . .

The spelling is very erratic; the necessary corrections are obvious.

59. Limestone from room 70^.

enNA 6T0
AHA An

HA

MA CIB

5 6 Aq6M

[0 Father, Son, 0] Holy Spirit .... [Michjael, Apa [Jeremias], Apa [Enoch], Ama Sibylla : . . . .e went

to his rest

60. Limestone slabs.— Two, side by side, with continuous inscription, let into floor of cell.

c xc poeic enAcoN ^01

HP MBNeeoTpe neq

cjjHpe. . .qn . Noq

<i> Jesus Christ, watch over my brother Phoi . . er 'i' and Theodorus '^' his son

61. Limestone block from room 706.

riAYAe npqpoeic

On top edge of same :

ANOK OACON ApCDN

Paul the watchman.

I, (my) ''' brother Aaron.

(I) 4>oicTHp(?) = (pa)<77)7p. — f) eeoTpe (cf. n° 89). — <'' Cf. n° 2, note 1.
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This second line is rudely cut as far as n\; the last seven letters are added in faint black

writing, i. e. they were traced for cutting which the mason never carried out.

62. Limestone slab from room 708.

. . . .Hpe nen
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Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, holy Mary, Archangel Michael and Gabriel, Apa Jeremias,

Apa Enoch, Apa Nesneu, Ama Sihylla, (and) all the Saints who have done the will of God, beseech our Lord

on behalf of the soul of our blessed brother Callinicus, the clerk, that He may have great mercy on him in our

places W where he is, as (He had) on the soul of the thief '^' and Lazarus. He went to his rest in the month of

Epiphi. .1" in the li* indiction, in the year of the epoch of [Diocljetian /lyS (?)'*'.

66. On limestone pillar from room 762.

-f
fc xc poeic

6()>lX0e60C

<j)XYt9 2A.MHN

Jesus Christ, watch over Philotheos the .... '^' Amen.

67. Limestone pillar from room 769.

^ fc xc poeic

nSNCON ICl)

CH<j) <j)AMGje

IC X ^
5 lepH

Jesus Christ, watch (over) our brother Joseph, the carpenter. Jesus Christ .... Jere[mias].

68. Incised on edge of fragment of granite bowl from room 752.

.

.

.XH\ ^ \n. . .

.

. . . [Michjael i« Ap[a]

69. Limestone block from room 766 (pi. XXXYl, 8).

a. .\n]\ I6PHMIA.C AHA 6NCDX \n\ lepHMIXC nA.pXHMA.NT AHA ltD2A . . . .

. . . Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, Apa Jeremias the Archimand(rite) '*', Apa Joh[n] ....

b. . . .HNA niCUT M6Ta)<l>N6 Ap6 . . .

. . . hna; h and n ligatured, cucunb, i. ojcdne.

[M]ena , the father of the sick , . . .

.

<') Tonoi. It is not easy to see what this meaas. As the prayer is for a dead man, the Tonoi can hardly refer to any

shrines or monasteries. And yet it is a strange expression for heaven. Even if it has a reference to John, xiv, 3, the Greek word
would not be expected as it is rendered by ma in both versions. Besides the phrase is trour topoin.

''' Luke, xxm, ia , 43.

''> The ig'" or 2 9'\

'*' The only doubtful cipher is the last one; therefore the dale must he between 471 and ^79 = A. D. 785-763 and the

li"- indiction year lying between those limits is 761-762. This would be Diocl. 477-/178 and as Epiphi would fall in 468
the last figure was probably h. However the dale is certain within the limits of the 9 years given above.

''' The reading is certain.

'") From this it would seem that Jeremias the Archimandrite is a distinct person from the Founder.
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70. Limestone fragment from room 7 5 5.

. . . MHNIC

neNCON 10YCT6
MT6KXHC1 . . .

.... our brother Justus '''.... of(?) the church (?)

71. Limestone slab from room 7 55.

On edge :

>i< nsNCON njunx nAioy

Our brother papa Paiou l''.

(2)

72. Limestone Mock from room 756.

>i> niojT MNncijHpe
"" 6T MAP

MNn
5 pHlh

a. I. hUx eTOY*-^B (?)•

73. Limestone block from room 758.

<|>IK NNOIKONMOMOC nAMOyi

Phib to the mconomi^''\ Paiaoui(?) '*'.

74. Limestone fragment from room 760.

nicDT nu). . .

nenNA. 6t - . .

xnx lepH . . .

[\n]x emv. . .

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch . .

.

75. Limestone from room 761.

AM . . Anx

OC MIXAH . .A

'') Named doubtless after the martyr Justus, for whom see Grum, B. M. Cat., n' 338.

ffl Cf. n° 11,1. i4(?).

<') Cf. Murray, Osireion, pi. XXXVII haoya and nAoy-
'*' OiKovdiios = Fmnhi trsteward, a monastery officialn; cf. Af. A.F., IV, p. 267. Lefebvre, Inscr. gr.-chr., p. xxxvii.

'^' More probably nAMoyN.

Excavationt at Saqqara, 1907-1908. 7
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epoc xnx cxfMX

ecDpre nequjHpe

5 NCON XnOAACO .

HH 2A. HN : ne

MC9ip'/6= 1NA.1K

qoq Nco

the hoiy (?) Michael Apa Sarma[te] George his son our brother Apolio ....

[in] peace Amen : our brother (?) ... 5"" [day of] Mechir in the ... indiction entered into

his rest on the — day (1. mom ncoy ) • • • .

76. Limestone block (part of door jamb) from room 770.

nicDT ncijH[pe] nnNA 6toy-^a.b

n6NM6piT N6ICDT GTOY^-^B

nzArioc \nx i6pHMiAC»i< Anx

6NCDX>i»AnA AMBpocioc4< A.nx

5 2CDp ^ nnxnA xnoxxcD ^ \n\

[c]apmxt6 <i* \n\ c|)ixA.iA >{< xnx x

.noxxcD >i< xnx cj>iB xnx XNOyn

CIBYA

A

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, our beloved holy father the holy Apa Jeremias, >{< Apa Enoch .j< Apa Am-
brosius ''' ^ Apa Hor «i< the papa Apollo t^' ^ Apa Sarmate ^ Apa Philaia ^< Apa Apollo '^)

HE< Apa Phib, Apa

Anoup, Sibylla.

77. Limestone fragment from room 776.

. . . . HpeN nenNGYM atoya^-^b

. . . . A6 TGMAY MApiA ApiRAM

. . . 2ANHC

[0 Father, 0] Son and (1. mn?) the Holy Spirit (1. gtoyxi^r) our mother Mary : have mercy on

me .... John.

78. On side of door in room 781

.

\- IC02AMNHC KOY'

<|>AMClje •^A
and in red paint

:

eNCDx riAn-Y <|>mc96

John the Less, the carpenter, the teacher (1. fxz ?); Enoch Papou (?), the carpenter,

'"' For most of these Saints see notes lo n° 26.

'°' Perhaps Ihe same as ahoaxcd noyoeiN of n° 27.

mCf. n'27(p. 36, note 11).
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79. Limestone fragment from room 78/1.

e60A.tDpoY KOI

Theodore the Less (koyO-

80. Limestone (sebakh).

\- nicDT ncijHpe hny^ GToyxB
nNicoT MixAHx nApxHArexoc

nsNicDT rxBpiHx \n\ lepHMixc

nNHDT XnX GNCUX N6TOYAAB THB/

5 KXTXNYOypXN XpiOYNA. MNTH
^ixH NnxiojT nxnx rocc

KipOC NTX H IX.

h. I. xHpoy. — 5. 1. KXTXN6Yr-^N. — 7. i. ntxmmton Moq(?) ncoyi-^--

Father, Son, Holy Spirit, our father Michael the Archangel, our father Gabriel, Apa Jeremias, our

father Apa Enoch, all the Saints by their names : have mercy on the soul of my father -papa . . . kiros '^' who
entered into his rest(?) on the i4"= (?) [day (?)]

P).

81. Limestone (from sebakh).

ni[a)T ncipHJ ncoN nicdch4>

p6 n[6nNX 6toy] 10 xhkxiojma. 6

A.A.B NN [^]?^i NCOY^OY
xnx lepHMixc Tcxci^qe mm6

5 AHA. SNOJX * COpH 2NOY6ipH

neNCON nTO nh zxmhn
X6M10C NXTety i5 KZ

NH neYojHpe

Father, Son, Holy Spirit Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch >I< our brother Ptolemy the gardener

(1. nxTeajNH), their son, the brother of Joseph, laid (1. amkaccumx) down his body on the a^"" day of

Mesore in peace. Amen. 27 '''.

82. Limestone, two blocks (sebakh).

nicDx] nojHpe nenNNX 6toyaa.b m[i]xahx rxBpmx

t6mxy]maPia xnx i6phm[ixc x]nx gncdx xmx ci

by-^a] neNCON zHx.eixc n. . . zcop neqcynpe

XqMT]oN MOq NCON nXpMOYTC 26NCY

5 ]6 2XMHN

[0 Father], Son, Holy Spirit, Michael, Gabriel, [our mother] Mary, Apa Jerem[ias, A]pa Enoch, Ama

t'l Dioscorus (?).

'^' The inscription is badly cut and more than usually erratic in spelling.

<'' Probably the age of the deceased. Cf. n° 1 20.
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Si[bylla] : our brother Hech.eias W the . . . Hor his son, went to his rest on the day (i. coy) of Phar-

muthi in peace (1. 2eN2YrHNe?). Amen.

83. Limestone (sebakh).

NMX
wy [\n]\ Ml

X\H\ n6N[co]N TA-YPINB

neYt9Hp[e xqJMTON mo
5 q NCOY^OY'''S^'9 MMecopH

neNCON ri6Tp6 KOyi

neqcoN ammton mm
oq N

In red ink :

-f
>}« ina.ik.

our mother (tgn mxay ?) [Mary, our] mother [Sibylla], Apa Michael : our brother Taurinus,

their son, went to his rest on the 29*'' day of Mesore; our brother Peter the Less, his brother, went to his

rest on

8-4. Limestone (sebakh).

>i« ic xc

ApiON

X TG'^IX

H NXnA.

5 Kipe Hh

Jesus Christ, have mercy (1. xpioYNx) (on) the soul of Apa Kire.

85. Limestone fragment (sebakh).

Hpe nenNA eT
piA NTAC6MT

nxpM20Tn

Apex TGCcyee

5 IOC N

OY

[0 Father, 0] Son, Holy Spirit Mary(?) who went to her rest [on the— day of] Pharmuthi

[M]artha her daughter

86. Limestone (sebakh).

// ApeMiOTn 2NOY
M eipHNH 2AMHN

n ina,ik/z neNCON
A n T6M . . . xpinJkM . . .

5 C MN CM

Phamenoth in peace Amen
,
7* indiction ; our brother remember me ....

'"' Perhaps zHxiceixc; cf. Murray, Osireion, exicxioc.
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87. Limestone fragment (sebakh).

53

ei NX

eqNco

AM
ONMOCNr
6M20Tn
TONMO
UJONC"

OY"ZM

1. I. eMTON M. — 2. 1. OM nco[y]- — 4. I- [^cmtJon moc nc[oy].

.... went to his rest on the — day went to her rest on the — day of Phamenoth .... went to

his [or her) rest .... [Pajshons : .... he went to his rest on the 7"" day of ... .

88. Limestone (sebakh).

* nicDT n

6TNC
. nA.

. N . . .OyM^ M6N
T6n['^]lXH TIOCK6 6

TAqeMTON MOM CO
. .p. NAeCDf

2. 1. [n]6nN6[YMA 6toy-'^'^b]-

Father, [Son , Holy Ghost] , Apa [ Jeremias , Apa E]n[och , have] mercy on the soul of Tioske (Dioscorus?)

who went to his rest on the i a**" (?) day (1. coyTb ?) of Athyr.

B.— INSCRIPTIONS IN PAINT OR INK, AND GRAFFITI.

89. Red paint on limestone from room 753 (pi. XLVI, k).

BIKT AKOYM ZXXApiA.

2HAIXC ae[Ax]o neKCDT icuzxnhc

icDCHcj) neecDcj^ icuch^ naxMOje

reojpe nKxce abpx2am apmats

5 <j)IA0e60C M6NnA[Y]A6 n6MCON

oeoTpe MAKApe n. . . .nee.

M6C ojiNOYTe nKAce ApinAMe

OY NAKAne ANOK ANA.P6AC ncij

fJMAKApe neKCDT KCD NAV 6BOA C6

10 ICD2ANHC niZMOY ANOYn lepHMlA 6T

2. I CD 2. orig. written 8cd2. and corrected.
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Victor, Habbacuc(?) H', Zacharias, Elias (the) old man, the builder, John, Joseph the Nubian t^), Joseph the

carpenter, George "' the grave-digger(?) (''', Abraham, Armate (^l, Philotheus and Paul his brother, Theodore,

Macarius , Shenoute the grave-digger(?); remember me in charity, me Andrew the son of Macarius the

builder; forgive me '*', John the '", Anoup, Jeremias. . . .

90. Black in ink on plaster of wall in room 170^ (pi. L, 1).

I cy
2Mnp[x]N Mn[NOY]T'6 t^djopn m[6]n2cdb nim an . . . .

ApinAM66Y6 NT6nNOYT6 t^TA.2AH eB[ox] ....

5 2NN1C2A.I Nq6pnAM66Y6 epenNOYTG

. . H . 6 MnAXoeic r^icDT xriAM i^JAnx ncx . . .

NA.NOYC 2NTMHT6 rJNG.X. . . .

necMOY 2i^nq6-

«!. With God.

In the name of God, first of all things I(?) remember me and may God bring me to a [good] end ("'

in these words and may he remember me.

It is a good thing in the midst of the . . .

The blessing(?) in his. . .
.'^'.

91. Black ink on plaster of wall in room 727 (pi. L, 9).

^ fc nsTcc nGNJXoeic r 5 xq MnpecBYTepoc : coy-XOy

COY*<TOOY N2XGCDP .(|>OYMI TCNOOYC NTCDBG AqGMTON
— J- 6

C6 Nxnx : COY^ MriAcyoNC MOq : coy'^ N2Aea)p cpoYMic

AYCiJB^tDq : cOYMnACUNG xy Nxn. . .cdx : coyk N6nH<j> xy->>^n

3. Quibeli on revision believes the n to be an m with very shallow centre stroke. If so, it musl be an error for n since all

the following pronouns are masculine. — 4. The b is more like c or o.

''' At first sight the names invoked seem to be those of Saints "and marlyrs, and most of them could be identified as

such (1. 5 is especially suggestive), but they would form an unusually heterogeneous assemblage; and as several names are

distinguished by occupations, it seems better to regard them as members of the monastery (perhaps the Elders) whose

pardon is asked by an erring member or members akoym suggests xmbxkoym-
(=> Cf. n" i46, as.
'''

1. recupre.

''' The reading of tha second letter (or letters) is doubtful : but it is probably the same word as in line 7. Its meaning

is uncertain; Mr. Grum has suggested the above as possible.

'°' Perhaps an error for cxpMxxe.
'"' At the end of line 9 are two letters ce which belong however, I think, to the final group of the line below. What

they mean, I fail to see.

<'' ni2MOY, cf. n° i58. Meaning unknown; but Mr. Grum suggests it may be for hcxnemoy "Ihe seller of sallr, (a

term found in GMdat's Baouil, 11, p. 100) and quotes an instance from the Rylands MSS of nsMpic being used where one

would expect ncxNEMpic (Grum, Cat. Copt. MSS Rylands Libr., n° 137).
'"' A frequent phrase on tombstones, which is completed by the addition of ecpxNXM {Rec. tr., XX, p. ijli; Bull.

lnst.fr., II, p. 59), ecpujxY {Bull. Insl.fr., V, p. i3), or kxxcdc {ibid., V, p. 16).

''' These lines must be a quotation, but I have failed to identify it. necMOY without the context may be either tfthe

blessing Ti or aher death".
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* Jesus Christ our Lord the fourth day of Athyr. . the birthday of Apa I"
: ihe first day of Pashons

he was tonsured t^'
: the day 1^' of Payni he was made presbyter : the twenty second day of Tybi he went to his

rest
: the eleventh day of Athyr the birthday of Ap[a En]och : the twentieth day of Epiphi he was .... '^'.

92. Black ink on piaster of wali in room 798 (pi. L, 3).

ApinA,]M66Y6 A.NOK MA.pKOC ni6XA.x nU)N . .

. .]a.mcdn np 2:tDrpA,<|>oC" icD2A.NHC Koyl npocv*

Remember me, Marcus, the humble, the son of . . . [Phoeb]ammon(?), the elder, (the) painter : John the

less makes adoration.

93. Painted inscriptions by wall-paintings (pi. LV). — In the line above the Virgin and Child

with archangels and three Saints.

(sic)

THxriA nNCON nnAniw neTpe hamaphc- xnx ewcDx- hncon. . . .

The holy [Mary], our brother papa Peter, the man of the South country '^'; Apa Enoch, our brother

Apa Enoch carries a papyrus roll(?) inscribed : njccucuMe MncDNA.2 rrthe book of lifen. To

the left and right of the Virgin's head are fragments of the names of the Archangels Michael

(left) and Gabriel (right).

Under a medallion with a portrait, half destroyed : ftnicdt \n\ nANecNHy ffour father Apa

Panesneun.

9^. Inscription in red paint on dado line in room 700 F (pi. LVIII).

•f ic nexc poeic enACON xnx Kype ne'^AXTHC xyo) nKAOHreTHC

Jesus Christ, watch over Brother Apa Kyre, the singer {\(/aXTi;s) and teacher (KadrjyrjTrjs).

'') It is highly probable that Apa alone stands for Apa Jeremias, the Founder, the more so as his dates are followed by

those of Apa Enoch in Ihe last line. Cf. n° 48 , note 1 . Quite recently a slone inscribed with an account of the wine required

for various church festivals has been discovered at the monastery in which the largest (and equal) amounts are allotted to

the festivals of (f Apai and Apa Enoch, Apa Jeremias being nowhere else mentioned. The dates of the festivals are not given,

but from those which are known it is evident that the list is in chronological order and the festival of wApai comes next

after the Baptism of Christ on Tybi 11, which quite fits in with the death day, Tybi 22, given above. There is hltle doubt

that trApan in both inscriptions is the Founder.

<') Cf. Ameuneac, Pakhome, p. 368; Mon. de la Basse-&gypte , p. 33o; Leipoldt, Schenute, p. 116; Chron. John of

Nikiou, ed. Zotenberg, p. 3 17.

''' The number of the day of the month is omitted.

'') For the commemoration of dates of ordination , death, etc., of a founder on the wall of a chapel, cf. that of Shenoute

in the White Monastery {Joum. Theol. Studies, V, p. 554).

<•) Cf n" io4, note 1.
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95. Graffito over Virgin and two archangels in a niche in room 700 B.

f nApxxNrexoc mixahx jcin62MOT nNOyTe excp. . y^x^^ne

XNOK niexxxiCTOC nnxnx neeani) nnoyre gtonz 6. . .

1. xinesMOT, etc., cf. Hall Texts, p. i3a; Bull. Insi.fr., Ill, p. 92.

archaAgel Michael confer the grace (of) God upon me (i. excDi) unto loving kindness (1. ey^rxnH?), on

me the most humhle fa^a Pegosh, God that liveth for ever (1. enezi).

96. Graffito on north wall of room 700 B.

-p ApinXCDHNXrAHH . . .

XNOK XIXXMMCDN TM6
NNO ojneNH ....

1. 1. xrinxMevC?); at end [eroi]. — 2. tM6, I. nie[x/](?).

Rememher me in charity, me Lilammon the humble (?) clerk

h. ^ oec qonecuNT n<]>yz^

TON M .X . . . ne

97. Graffiti in room 700 B.

a. xr.oc Kxxx.oc Noe MxpTH .

Holy .... great martyr. God

98. Graffito on the walls of room 700 B.

nNOYT6 poeic 6xixxmmcdn niex NSYnoNO Nxnx lepHMixc NCiooy

God, watch over Lilammon, the humble under-clerk of Apa Jeremias '".

99. Graffito on stone in the floor of 700 B.

^ fc XC p061'#

XNOK urn

ncenxKm

Jesus Christ, watch (over) me, P . . . . the son of the Vic[torJ.

100. Graffito on a pillar in 700 G.

^ nNoyTe nx

Kxeoc xpin

xMeye xnok

God, good One remember me.

''' The word suggests the place name ciooyT (Assiiit); if so, rrApa Jeremiasn can only stand (as often) for a monastery

of that name. If he were a person, we should expect him to be described as npnciooYT.
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101. Inscription in top of east capital in 700 H.

57

XC AHA I6PHMIA6 A.

6NCDX AnA AnOACD NOA
Beiow

1. 1. lepHMixc xn. — 2. Perhaps i. xnoxcoN o x[rioc], elc.

[Jesus] Christ, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, Apa Apolio. . .

102. On west capital in 700 H.

In red paint
-f. Below, incised inscription :

Hh nNoyre ha

KAeoc Apin

AM6Y6 ANOK
K

God, good One, remember me, K. . .

nM6
en

A.

nwoY'r

166MOY
n

103. Black ink on plaster wall in room 700 D.

CyCDMB

GNOOY zpHpe n

.6CTIKOC xpuj

6Y OYmtuNe.JCi

. .6KC NX.OiT

. 6COOY 6YPOX
ixoi.toepooY 'frepooY xpcu

i5

6TB6 26NCMOT NZOM .

6Y<i)CDN6 zpHpe Ncyo.

ziZMOY -j-iepoo

6TBencijeNOYM ....

XGNAKpiON 21 ....

2iMOOY -f-ie. . . .

pCD/'

26NnCD

ujtDBee

6BeNN6

The columns are complete at top and bottom.

7. -|-i epooy as in U. B. M. Kopt., n° aS, and Bodbiant, Fragm. d'un livre de medecine (Comptes rendus Acad, inscr. el

belles-lettres, 1887). — 9. cyo . . . perhaps cycuee as in line 16. — 11. ncyeNoyM • • • perhaps o^eNoyxMOMe
(fgangrenous diseases formed on the same principle as cyeNiKxeroc (see Von Lbmm, Kl. Kopt. St., XXVIl» p. 282).

— 12. Xtfv aypios, cf. Griffith, Demot. mag. pap., IV, 6, and for the use of goose-fat Z. 63o cut ncdbt.— 17.!. eMeNHy.

swelling. . . .pound them, flower of ^pply- -^ sick person; take charcoal (? xesc) of

olive wood. . . .burnt(?). . . .of sheep(?) lay it on them, apply (it).

For figures of snakes (which appear to , or on) a sick person , flower of with salt; lay it on them [apply it].

For [f^t(^) ^^] ^'''^ goose with .... and water; lay it on [them, ap]ply.

Wounds (?ncux2) gherkin(?) pounded. . . .

This is an extract from a collection of medical prescriptions such as we have in Z. 699.

Excavationt at Saqqara, 1907-1908. 8
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1 04. Inscribed in black paint under row of figures (in room yoS).

nNCONne aha. neTfe nxnNHi" maphc

This our brother Peter who belongs to our house in the South country 'i'.

1 05. Graffiti on door post in room 706.

l||eneKE"|'E
K III X X -^ E O (1)

n c III e H I c H q

5 III e H E H A

1. For B, 1. <?. — It. For hi, 1. in.

This cryptogram reads as follows :

ApmAMeve
|

NXKAne t6
|
nNOyTe .x.JKa) nancdbi

|

nai 6bo[x]

Remember me in charity and may God . . . forgive me my sins.

The system used is a common one, differing only slightly from that given by Gakdthausen,

Griech. Palaeogr., p. 2 35. Of. n° lii and Grum, B. M. Cat., n° 669.

1 06. Red colour on plaster wall of room 706.

Above row of heads on plate XI, 3.

1 nSAXe MAKGNTG M6NX 7 IGpHMlAC npqp[o6]lC

2 nACON MHNA HAA^OC 8 A.[ay]61.A.

3 -f 2CDp ripqpoeic 9 An . AcijnHp n[pq]po6ic

4 eiciTopoc npqpoeic 10 .ha nAcipTOcij n[pq]po6ic

5 ... .026 npqpoeic 11 caxapia[c] np"q

6 . .pHT npqpoeic

2. He is holding a mason's hammer. Cf. n° i3 (p. 82, note 6). — 5. [nxnjoze, cf. Grum,B. M. Cat., n" 1089, 1199;

A. Z., XL, p. 61.

The lame Makente Mena(?), the brother Mena the mason, -p Hor the watchman, Isidore the watchman,

Papohe(?) the watchman, . .ret the watchman, Jeremias the watchman, David, Apa Ashper(?) the watchman,

Apa Pashtosh the watchman, Zacharias the watchman(?).

''' Can this (apparently) affiliated house in the South country be tha monastery of Apa Jeremias which lay a little to the

south of Antinoe? (cf. Corp. Pap. Rain., II, n° LXXXVI). Cf. also n" 98, 1^9, 167. For nNH'i, cf. n° ikS, c.
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107. Graffito in black below the heads of watchmen in room 706.

>i< ANOK nxY^e .1 i\

A.pmA.M66 NAKAne 6MKH
T6nNOYT6 CI . . TOYN6C
MOl

*^ I, Paul remember me in charity. . . .and may God.

108. Inscriptions over heads on west wall of room 706.

.raise me up.

nxcoN ABpx

2AAM ney
b. xn\ lepH

MIA.C
M

b. Apa Jeremias.

cijHpe N6CA.11

a. My brotlier Abraham , their son . .

.

C.
-f nACON .AXApiXC

ncijHpe NxnA Nxqp 20c

cVtOXOC nKXlAMCOC

c. My brother Zacharias, the son of Apa Nafr the potter (? nspttfieiis).

109. Graffito on wall in room 706.

oyT
cc. . HNA ic nm

nctVakoynia.

6oymitoyn
5 XKA. n62XM/llMVxXHX

110. Graffito in black chalk in niche in north wall of room 706.

ii< XNOK Twnnmm

cxYicx nxxA6^
* ixHNxxNn^Y^A^n

MH . . \\ia)T-ii Noe NXI6

In red paint, by another hand

16F6MIXC

Vnc<sonx

59

*I, Papn[oute(?)]. .. .{<

111. Graffito on stair n° 711.

O6IC ia)2XNNHC

6xni IXC ncYKx/ NXMip/
e

. . .pc M6rxc nA.6cn xor^

Jeremias, bishop(?) (1. enicKone?).

A-IOCTpO^- • NCOYNXY
5 H

N.

nCBOT 6MCD IN

. . . .watch [over me] John Elp. . .as the most noble {evxXsSc/laTos) emir great the lord,

(the) chancellor fi'
. . Diostrophes(?) on the q""* day the month of Mechir, in[diction]. . .

''' A.oyod£Tr;s usually a controller of a department in the Byzantine Empire, later the litie given to the head of the

Imperial Chancery, vide Ducange , Gloss, med. inf. graec. s. v.
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112. Painted on wall of room 712.

Between the arms of a cross in a circular border.

CCDCON

NIKA

An invocation to the Saviour frequently found e.g. inw. 5em, VIII, p. 81; Hall, Texts, p. i36;

Pellegrini, in Bessarione, ann. XII, fasc. 97-99, reprint p. 19; Strzygowski, Kopt. Kunst, p. 119.

113. Graffito in red paint on wall in room 729.

Mnxc.

.

CON <j>lB niCDT MHMA. .

iepHMlAC N6NCNH

MMA.A . M

brother Phib the father of the infirmary (?) ''', Jeremias. . . .

IM. Graffiti on fragments of plaster fallen from wall of 729.

a. . .e60cj)lX0 . . b. TA.NIC

. . MAineT . . . nMAN . .

AMHM

. . .Theophilus the refectory (?) '^'. . .Amen.

115. Inscription in black below medallions in room 707.

6NN6pOMne N6NIO

6YM6NOC:r~: MApKlANOC- K. AXA.A.

neTpoY : ' • ' xxixAX. gnoyoj

XGANXCiOY : H : icdannoy ' © ' KeVcuxNN

5 .61 . . MIC : x/ A.*^^.
. . Vh2

List] of the years (of) our fathers

Eumenos, i3 : Marcianus.Keliad[ion]. . . .

of Peter, 1 1(?) : of Achiilas

of Athanasius, 8 : of John, 9 : the other John

of [Bjenjamin , 3[9(?)] : of Aga[thon]

This is a fragment of a list of the patriarchs of Alexandria, with their years of rule and had it

been complete, it would have afforded valuable information as to the date of the inscription

and consequently of the room on the wall of which it was written. Unfortunately the end of the

inscription is missing. There remain the beginnings of five lines, but it is evident that the lines

were very long and only a small portion of them remains. For lists of the patriarchs see Renaudot,

'' nMXN6TU)a)N6(?). Cf. n°' 2, 69, 117.

'"' nMANOYU)M(?); or the infirmary, nMXNGTcijujNe.
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Hist. Pair. Alex.; Kircher, Lingua aeg. rest, p. 5 1 8 ; Gutschmid, Kleine Schriften, II, p. SgB ; Evetts,

Hist, of the Patriarchs [Patrologia Orient., I); Rec. trav., VII, p. 99; Crum, Brit. Mus. Cat., n" 63.

Perhaps THnJe NNeponne was the original heading. There are six names missing before

Eumenos, which with their years of rule give us the approximate length of the lines.

6YM6NOC, usually 6YM6N IOC, inEus., H.E., IV, 5 sufxerj??. He ruled i3 years, read Vr.

MApKiANOc, so nearly always (Evs., H.E., IV, 11 ^d,px.osy He ruled 10 years.

K. wxM. the last two letters very uncertain. The inscription has disappeared together with the

wall and only Mr. Quihell's hand copy remains. The name varies in spelling : Celadion (xsAa-

Siwv) Renaudot, Eus., H. E., IV, 11; KGAxxj^ioc {Rec. tr. u. s.); k6xxatia.[noc] Crum, u. s.;

K6xA.YA,iANOC, Kircher. After him seven names are missing.

neTpoY) *• ^- Peter I the martyr; he ruled 11-19 years, read Va. or Vb.

AxixxA, Achillas, Renaudot : xxhxxac; Crum, u.s. xpxixxxc Kircher, xpxHxxx(c) Rec. tr. u.s.

He ruled six months and was succeeded by Alexander. This renders the word eNOYti) difficult

of explanation.

After Achillas eight names are missing.

xexNxciOY) *• 6- Athanasius II. He is usually credited with 7 years from A. D. 688-696. Here

his years are said to he eight.

icDXNNOY' *• ^- John I A. D. 696-603.

K6ia)XNN[oY]5 John II A. D. 5o3-5i5. After John II seven names are missing.

[b]6n[ix]mic = Bevtajxtvoff, the patriarch of the Arab invasion A. D. 699-661 (Rutler, Arab

conquest, p. 5oi-5o5, fixes the date of his accession as probably Jan. 3. 693), ruled 38 or 39

years. The second cipher is missing here.

xrx. . . Agathon who succeeded Benjamin seems to have ruled 16 years dying in 677 when

he was succeeded by John of Samanud.

The meaning of the last letters Vhz is not clear.

116. Graffito on wall in room 797.

nexc poeic epoi xnok nxcuNe. . . .nMXNOYtuM

Christ, watch over me, Paone. . who belong to the refectory.

117. Graffito in red paint on wall in room 799.

. nx xBpxaxM >i«

NO.OC XYO>

niCDT MHNIX

ICD2ANNHC HNOY

5 ^proY
[A]pa Abraham ^
The oeconomus(?) and the father of the infirmary(?) '"; John the clerk(?) (^'.

'' 1. MnMx[N6TUJCDNe](?). Cf. Il" 9, 69, ll3.

''' nNOTApioc(?).
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118. Stone block with ink graffito from churcli (ySa).

i< o Jkiioc \n\ leptM . . .

.AMMANIOC ANA.. . . .

.TON MGNeN^OB. .

holy Apa Jeremias .... Ammonius

119. Graffito in yellow ink on stone block from a wall in church (ySa).

*i* \nx recDpre

n^AXMCUTOC

Apa George , the precentor.

^AAMCDTOc, cf. ^'-J^xMcuA.oc, Grum, B. M. Cat., p. 233; hPiGk^ME,Aegyptiaca, p. 223; Budge,

St. Michael, p. 62.

120. Graffito on stone from a wall in church (762).

MIA.C

Y CIBA.

YAKA.

NOYT
5 NrecD

ACyONC
(?)

HN-i" qe

Rr

[Apa Jerejmias .... [our mothejr Sibylla (1. ciB\[.!k]) love (1. oy^xxuh) .... God of

George [who died on the — day of PJashons [Am]en, Amen. 28 '^'.

121. Graffiti scratched on limestone fragments of the wall of church (752).

a. eNCDx ncij6Ni. .qNec

Enoch the son of John(?l. icD2ANec).

b. ne. .pinAMGYi

. NCDK reojpri pojMC

Christ (1. nexc), have (1. ^.pi) in remembrance me (1. ^.nok) George. . . .

'' Probably the age of the deceased, cf. n° 81.
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122. Inscription in black ink beside painted figure on a pillar in church (yBa ).

•i« CT6
<|>ANOC

ZHnOA.!

xk/ np

5 qcuo)

MN C6

YHpoc
nemi)

NOC >i«

^ Stephen, (the) subdeacon, the lector (^', and Severus his

123. Red paint on wall in church (753).

nA.coN r6CD[pre]

nAnMANOYOj[M]

My brother George, who belongs to the refectory (^'.

12 A. Stone block with scratched graffiti from church (753).

^ nNOYTG XpiOYNA.

JJCCDOJpe 2\

God, have mercy on the soul of the deacon (1. ha-i^k/) Djoore. A[men].

125. Graffito scratched on stone block from church (763).

•i* CT6<|>HNAKI

>{< o xnoc

HpTpeneN

«i< Stephenaki(?) >{< the apos[tle(?)] . . . .martyr (? 1. MpTpe), our. . . .

1 26. Graffito on stone block of west wall of church (753).

>i' reojpnoc mh
MHNA

xnoAexiMANAx

<it George monk(?).

<'' nfuaia) = avayvd)arltjs, cf. Grdm, B. M. Cat., p. 264 n.

m Gf. n"i3, 64, 116.
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127. Ink graffito on fragment of pillar in room 768.

>i< Ke 00
6YCnXAXN

6X6HCON

1. 1. xupis 6 S-s6s. — 2. siiTvXayxys.

Lord God, compassionate One, have mercy (on) Apa . . .

128. Graffito scratched on stone block from north-west of church (75/1).

MXKp fc xc xpioyNA me
NA2 MXPAKH

MIN 10 .OYP"

XnX.O MXpAMAZipA

5 Kip nAnxY^e jcizm

TOK MIXAH\

coYnie 6x

Too fragmentary for translation.

129. Graffiti on a broken shaft in the north-west corner of church (7 54).

a.
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1 32. Ink inscription on limestone slab in room 76/1.

-f XNOK KiKTOjp Koyi nxnepNGz

ApinXM6Y6 6NT.nNOYT6 NTA^
2A.M68CXMICHINA.nA. 2AMHN >i«

-f I, Victor the Less, who attend to the oil-press <!'; iieep me in remembrance, and may God bring my end
forth (1. NT^2XH esox) in the house of Apa (? 1. zMnHi N^nx) '^'. Amen ,^.

133. Graffiti on south wall of room 778.

BIKTOjp ANOK BlKTCUp KAyi

niNKCpNCC. .

Victor I, Victor the Less (1. Koyi ?), (the) butler i".

ic xc 'b poeic epoi NAKOine

ANOK nMON OjeNOYTC
ynoNOTApic T . . . .

Jesus Christ <fi watch over me in charity (1. NxrxnH), me the monk (i. hmonxxoc) Shenoute, under-

clerk. . . .

Further to the west :

>i< ANOK MHNA ngynONO MN6NCDX
ncioorj MNcepeioc hno neqcoN
MN lepHMIAC nCqOON NO<?

eoex -xc ic na20<J) :

5 ep.OqNApANMp/

ecoei .Avp/

I, Mena, the under-clerk and Enoch, the , and Sergius the clerk, his brother and Jeremias his

elder brother (1. ne^coN) Jesus Christ'"'. . . .

To right of this : Further to right :

>i< ANOK niex H[<rc xc bohohcon

I, the humblest. Jesus Christ, help!

<') Cf. Corp. Pap. Rain., II, n° CCXLIV; Crum, B. M. Cat., u" 1 107.

'^' Cf. Cledat, Baouit, p. ^5 : NTenuoyre ntx2xh 6box zntmhtg nnscnhoy- The rthouse of Apa'i=the

monastery of Saint Jeremias , cf. n" i 8 , 91.

''' hat. pincema. Cf. n° i55, and Ducange s. v. 'urtyxipvijs.

''' The last two lines seem to contain a date in the ctyears of the martyrs — Thoth)i ; but I cannot explain it.

Excavations at Saqqara, 1907-1908. 9
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13^. Painted inscription on west wall of room 778.

nNCON ICU2ANNHC nKOOp6

nNCON GJ6NOYT6 Y'N2<^P

nNCON AHA. KY- • ne-^^A. nnM . . .nncon n

Below :

NBCDXOA-ONOCOp A.OY>>OC

Our brother John, the feller (of trees) ('?).

Our brother Shenoute, son of ('? 1. ujn) Hor.

Our brother Apa Kyre (?), the teacher (?) of (?) the , our brother P. . .

Nebochodonosor. Servant.

135. Graffiti on plaster of wall of room 778.

^ ANOK A.6niajA.T6K

I,

About m. 4o cent, below :

HE* nNOY nAi a. xyvo MxipcuMe

P02 . . . KUJ . . .

good (1. ^.TASoc) and loving [= <^iXdv6pccTros) God

Close by : In black ink near door :

NApNIKpOCC A.NOK r. .X. HC K0Y"|'

nopexp

I, John(?) the Less, . . .

.

136. Inscription in red paint on wall of room 778.

MH A.TA6

N62 Y^MACI

n6T YOi^OYGi

MOOY MHN
5 TAi'ei ....

Too fragmentary for reconstruction.

137. Graffito from room 778.

nNOY're peic enNCON
NNOT nxic. po)

. . . niiOYTG poeic epoV .ai

ZAMNO

God, watch over our brother .... the clerk, this (?) . .

God, watch over me, this (?)
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138. Graffito in red on block from room 77,8.

nACON 6NCUX npeq

ptDGIC 6N<|)CD. . NnCI^

eineooeo

My brother, Enoch , the watchman ....

139. Graffito on piHar in room 778.

^ PIOYNA MN
nc T6"4^HXY rix

MiN M a>N recupre

NHNX20 10 niCDT nXNTCDX.

5 HNOYTG nxcoN Nxapooy
nAKxeoc

God, good One, have mercy on the soul of my brother (1. hxcon) George the father of

'^', my brother Nahroou.

140. Graffiti on west side of south door in room 775.

a. In large black letters : h. In large red letters :

A-'^ex 6NCDX n n

GNCDX KOyi

Alex(ander), Enoch the Less. Enoch . .

.

14.1. Graffito in black ink inside door on north side of room 775.

J^5K<Se:3CiKXXX^ ^
:2c<|>ceKexxnHqn

^cffKq ^ oeyqcD'^ocD

X-A.Bn ^ e<yi Kes. ^
5 xx^x.e5KJC

This cryptogram reads as follows :

SMnpAN MnNOYTG
I

NCIJOpn ANOK BIK
|
TCUp ni6AA.XICTOC

| N2HK6 ApmAMG
|

OY6 NXMHN

In the name of God before all things, I Victor the humble poor man, remember me. Amen (2)

'' The title nicuT suggests that nANrcox is some part of Ihe monaslery. Gf. n° 48, note 1.

''' In the last line jc ( = n ) should be a. ( = z), giving sxmhn. Tbe alphabet is the same as in n° 1 o5 , except that here

X. (instead of 111)= n.
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142. Inscription in large red letters on west side of buttress in room 776.

lAKCUB

ICOCHCJ)

nxnNOYT^G

NAN

Jacob, Joseph, Papnute ....

143. On plaster of wall of room 782.

XHOK 5 NMONO

cDci^z nNOYTe xo

ApinMeye kox 2m

CON n^nNOY nx zxmhn zamhn

The ends of the lines are incomplete.

I, . . . . the lector (? 1. npqcDcy) .... rememher [me], brother Papnoute, the monk, God, forgive [me]

.... Amen, Amen.

144. On stone of wall from room 792 in black ink.

f fc nexc poeic

nACON nAMOXN
nxcoN recDpre Koyi

nA.Tp. . IN6 KOY'

5 nc]p6NA,nA ZAnr

-f Jesus, Christ, watch (over) my brother Pamoun (i. hamoyn), my brother George the Less, Patr. .ine

the Less ''', the son of Apa Z . . .

145. Inscription ccnear the drawing of Saint Theodore ii in room 1708.

AHA. Q)0 TNAC
AMU)6 ApinAM6Y6 ApiflA

NT6nNOYT6 NTA2AH NT6
6BOA enAN . . YOP- nMHTAZA

5 6N6CNHY : TAMl .GA. p6

6N6IOT6 qe N6

o Arioc eeoA-cup^ MApc

Apa Shoi(?) my brother (?) carpenter, remember me, remember(?) me and may God bring

me toagood(?) end'^'. . . .the(?) end of the brethren ''' the fathers. Amen Saint Theodore. . . .

''' The inscription, if one may judge from the hand copy, is very irreguiariy written. Possibly there are no missing letters

in this line and il should be read nxTfi tieKoyi (the who belongs to the department of the childrenn, i. e. the monastic

school. Cf. n° i8, note 1.

'''
1. ecrxNxq (?), cf. n° 90, note 8.

''' This suggests the Bawit formula quoted in n° 182, note 2 , but I do not see how to read it into the text.
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146. Graffiti on jambs of door in room 1706.

Brown ink : Faint black ink :

ANOK 2Apu>N M ^ nNoyTe poeic epoi

NAr^nH ANOK ICOC

H<J> n . . .CUCIJ 2AMH

I, Aaron. . ^ God, watch over me in charity, me Joseph

the Nubian '", Amen HE*.

Biack ink :
- Scratched :

•f XNOK niXX 6NCUX KOY' nATIAK
XICTOC NT HX

I, the humble Enoch (the) Less, the deacon.

Scratched : BAOY<|>/2^Ne.

* ic xc

poeic

ANOK
Koyi <|>A.Maje

Jesus Christ, watch (over) me Koui, the carpenter.

Ihl. Graffito on jamb of door (3"''* door north side) in room 1706.

"^ MAKxpe Koyi nAnpo

nepqpoeic

Makare the Less, the door-keeper, the watchman.

148. Inscriptions on south pilaster of room 1706.

a. oyHixeqeBpeiM

b. >i< VcDCHcj) neo'CDuj Koyi nex
-XIX .\ NOCT6

Joseph the Nubian the Less, who(?) (Cf. n"' 89, i46.)

c 6IC epoi

IC xc PO ANOK KOX

KOyi '16

Npeqpoeic hnhV

. . . .watch over me; Jesus Christ, watch(?)(over)meColluthus(?)the Less thehumble(?)watchman ofour house.

''' The space is rather large for es only, but cf. n" 89, i48; otherwise il might be npqcuuj.
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d. xn\ MAKxpe

Apa Makare, the younger (?).

Id9. Graffito on north pilaster of room 1706.

tt ic xc po . . . .

N6 ANOK . . .6n

NMA.PHC

6BOX2XM .... NBIKTCDp

5 npeqpoeic Koyn

pe naoKTCD mnbiktcdp Koyi

nNOTXpiOC — 6mV nXY-KHI

Jesus Christ, watch me of the South of Victor the watchman Koupre the ''' and

Victor the Less, the clerk

150. Inscription in purple ink on pillar in room 1706.

ic xpc \nx VepHMiAC mnahx Vcdzannhc mnxra

xn\ 6NCDX AMA. ciBYXXx r6CDpr6 ixienpoecT mnmhnx
poeic enNMAVNOYTe nno najNnMAKxpioc aha. k6

NBICDT XnX AX65.ANA.pOC nCON NnNGICUT MNHNCON

5 nAP/MAN AY<D nZHrOYM 10 XIXAMMCDN HNO -f

Jesus Christ, Apa Jeremias, Apa Enoch, Ama Sibylla, watch over our God-loving father, Apa Alexander (*'

the Archimandrite and Abbot, and over Apa John and Apa George, the priors, and Mena the clerk, the son of

the blessed Apa Kyre (?) *'', the brother of our father '*', and our brother Lilammon '^' the clerk
-f.

151. Graffito on a pillar from room 1706.

MNneNCON ICAAK HNO
MNAnOXXCD KOYI "NO
MNl'epHMlAC KOY' HNO

And our brother Isaac the clerk, and Apollo the Less the clerk and Jeremias the Less the clerk.

''
i. n20Kxa)(?) trthe baldn or (twilh the shaven headn.

''' Cf. n° 1, note 1. The same combiaalion of titles we find in his successor David (Revillodt, Actes el Contrats, n°'4, 8, 9).

According to Stern (A. Z., XXIII, p. 147) reals Vorsleher der Kirche ist er Hegumenos und als der des Klosters Archi-

mandriti).

''' K6 by itself is not a name but it is a frequent abbreviation for «Opis trO Lordn and hence may have been used for

the name Kype, especially as xipios is frequently speit Kvpos.

'*' /. e. the brother of the Archimandrite , and Mena was his nephew.

'*' An uncommon name, occurs also in n° 98, presumably the same individual. Probably xixxMoy (Crum, B. M. Cat.,

index) is another form of it.
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152. Graffito in red paint on Mock of stone in 1709.

T6rX6CI

The church [ixxXrjtria, probably a mason's memorandum).

153. Graffito on east face of door in 171^.

fxne Koyi niAx . . .

. . .rape the Less the. . . . have [mercy on my soul or remembrance of me].

154. Graffito on plaster of wall near door of 171/1.

nicDT MNr
AKClJANq 6BOX2N

NAMNA. . . HANieX

epenqzAN . ak

5 NAM . .01

Nn6K

155. Graffiti on the walls of room 171/1.

^- * ANOK BIKTtOp niNKepN6C Nn6NICDT 2AMHN

I, Victor, (the) butler"' of our father'^'. Amen.

b. ^ n:5co6icooYN mhaponc

Lord, know (1. nxoeic cooy") my- •

c. >i< nexc poeic epoN NAPAnH anon n6i . .nzinonoc

AnOAAOJ MNBlKTCDp KOy' ApinAM66Y6

NArANH 'i>

tjf Christ, watch over us in love, us the humble under-clerks(?) ''' Apollo, and Victor the Less; remember

me in charity >{«.

156. Graffito written within a red border on wall of room 1716.

AriOC ANAC

. .CDX KOY'

np6<Hp06ic

Holy Apa. . . Enoch the Less, the watchman.

'') Cf. n" i33. — ''' /. e. the Abbot. — ''' 1. n6I6x/ N2YnoNOc(?).
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157. Red paint on limestone block (sebakh).

HE< lepHMIAC •OYT'

<|>AMC1J6 MAfHC

M6NNCJ). . NHT

A.PKA.CIA

5 Y'''^ poeic 6poY
2AMHN ^

Jeremias the Less(?) t^' the carpenter (of) the South country '^' and the. . . .of the work (eprAcix?) God(?),

watch over them. Amen.

C. — OSTRAGA.

158. Ostracon from room 700 K.

AMMONe
MMNA niZMOY

nKepze iazangc

<j>IB n. AHA KXOY^

ANOYn MA.N6

<])OIBA.MCDN nK. p

TOYPCIN

AnxcD niBOj^c

Ammonius, Mena(?) the sa]t-seHer(?) W, the bald'*'' John , Phib , the papa(?) CoHuthus, 6. Anoup the herd(?),

Phoebammon the . . , Toursin , ApoHo the ... .

159. Ostracon from room 700 K.

neecDcip nxzam

ICAK MATOI

ICDZANMC nU)OI N

A.NOY" AHA NUtf

5 16A

3. 1. 1CD2XNHC.

Pegosh f^', Isaac (the) soldier, John, Pshoi(?) l"'. .Anoup, (the) great Apa, Isa(ac?) (7)

(')
I. KOYl(?).

CI Gf. n-gS, io4.

(') Cf. n°89(p. 54,nole7).

''' A bohairic word; of. Lemm, Kl. Kopt. Stud., XXVI, p. a3o; Amehneau, M. A. F., IV, p. 119.
'*' The word is x2am ; of. n" 1 6 1 , 1 63 , and n must be the counective particle. The word ajam is new as far as I know.

Perhaps it is a nick name from xzcdm rt eagle (-nosed), aquiiiaei.

'*' Either a proper name, as often, or perhaps descriptive, trlhe elongaled, lankyn (pseudop. of cyiAi, e.g. hai, v, 18).
<'' It is possible to read N^^NOYnAnx noc- rrthe great Apa is excellentn , but probably it was not so intended. I suspect

the writer has noted down the names of four of his friends vvilh satirical nicknames.
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160. Ostracon from room 700 K.

73

KrixATepccu

MXKITONC
5 r

Papnoute the. . . ,, Makare Kandjodj (^', Macedonius(?), 3.

161. Ostracon.

MHNA A2XM

MHNA. nl'O <OYC
ncijNe6A.oc6

nM6X6 nupoi

5 K

Mena .

.

162. Ostracon.

', Mena the. .
. , the son of Theodosius, the. ... , the lanky(?) '", 20.

nnx recDpre

\\1\ IA2ANHC

KOXXA.e6

nixoeeoc

5 A.

Papa George, Apa John, Collulhus, Philotheos, 4.

163. Ostracon.

iCAK peqo

n6Tp6 nGpNGMCUX

n^Y^G A2A.M

5 nAnMANZAKIN

IH

Isaac. . . . , Peter the son of Enoch, Paul. . . . '*', who belongs to the doctor's(?) '^' house, 18.

(') N. pr.(?). Cf. Grum, B. M. Cat., p. 448 and n. 16 ib.

(=) Cf. note 3 above.

''1 Cf. note 4 above.

<*' Cf. note 3 above.

<=)
(?) ^U.

Excavations at Saqqara, 1907-1908.
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164. Ostracon from room 70 5.

>i< eicnize

njjco'ic A.q

21TNIC7IC

5 TA.TH6CP

Behold is the dwelling (of) the Lord, which is t^' through Jesus Christ

165. Ostracon from room 799.

.OYN ^nX MHNA

AMc|)H \nx lepHMixc

AHCtDCNAY

5 AM-j-. OY^.

lY • •

166. Ostracon from room 782 (pi. XLIl, 3).

2\ . OYUJXApA,, . A.XA.pX

"AM2A.. I : OYMI .0

GApHMANZAXXnA.

2\ . IOYM6ICTOYP

5 iqXZOMM.B.Mn

.XpX.OYUJMHN

.... MXpX

167. Ostracon from room 1706.

zewnpAN enniicDT

ncijHpe M6N riNA. m

neNTAB: B6N6PKI 2ITAnpO N6q

npcu. HTHC GTOY^^B ic XC n6M

5 nxoeic ApmMeeY nicxN e^ojcDNe

KXeCDXIKH N6KKXHCIX T .XXK'}-n6K

zxpxc XY«> xNcy.epxiep. . neNnNiiY-

In the name of the Father, the Son and (the) Spirit of Him t^' who worketh by''' the mouth (of) his holy

prophets, Jesus Christ the .... the Lord; remember the sick brother (the) catholic church'*' for whom(?)'^'

thou didst give thy '^' for her and

O
i. 6q(?).

'^' It is difficult not to think that MneNTXB is somehow corrupted from 6toy-^'»^k. Then a fresh sentence would begin.

B6NerK'i (= MGNepri) whe workethn. As it stands the colon and the following b have to be suppressed in order to translate.

'^' 2iTxnFO, etc., should be 21tn or 6BOX2iTNTTxnfo NH6Mnpo^HTHC {Luke, I, 70).

'*' Can this be a reference to persecution by the Arabs?

<') 1. T6T6AKf (?).

'"' The substantive is omitted, presumably cnom ttbloodi or ccdmx tr body 71, unless it is corrupted from TeTSXKTxxK

2xroc (cf. Ephes., V, 25).
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168. White marble slab with inscription in black ink on both sides found in room 706.

KECTO.

6HNIOYN
.e.pix. . . .n.poc enNXY- ntxhanaxco

PITHC 26MnjCA.6 6T21200Y
Q)X^\ NA.CMOY epoK

5 2A. ncoNG Nxeci)

. epOK OY-^6 nXGKG GpOK2 .

Tq M6KC9ANA2.pAK .2HTq NN6XA.A.Y NTG
Om Oyjs^e TINXMIC NX6C1J2CUYN .620YN

6P0]k'0YT6 MMX 6TOYNA2a>Bq NTIMPAC6YXH NH
10 Tq AXAA. GYNAXCUpi HXy NN6n2KO Nni6<DN NX6

. . KBX N<yOM NN6YnCDT 620YN 6nMX6TOY
CDUJ NT IM PA.C6Y^*: H N2HTH OYT6 .

VERSO.

6P6KBAXC1)CDCDT NX

OC X6 OC. NTCOM NnnpOCG
i5 Y'^H 6T neKxxoc nxc^cdk

NOY6 nCDP2CD<l>.

T6 2IT6 M H6T

OY • .6pnN6YMX
T . . .A-YNXMIC NIM 6

20 2a)N 620YN 6TGn
CGNX.XXCDpiNXY N<yi T6 . XN1CT61

C. .T6 nKK6 NX6CJi^2CUHN e20YN
6Tinp06XH 6'rOYA.XY

1. Partofaheadingwritleninlargerlelters with small circles at Ihe extremities as in lheBer/?« ^opi. Urk.,n°'&, ii-i5, 18

and frequently elsewhere. On this account, Mr. Crnm (who has not seen the original) is inclined to think this is also a spell

to protect anchorites from harm. — The writing is for the most part very faint and in some places has entirely disappeared.

The translation is fragmentary and in parts uncertain.

RECTO.

rfviov

. . .for the time when the anchorite (goes to live?) in the desert, which inflicts(?) evil he does

shall hless thee the stone shall he able to ... . thee, neither thee hefore it before any

power; nor shall a power be able to approach thee, nor the places to which he shall be sent to make prayer (''

therein; but they shall depart. The poor of this world shall not (be able?) to punish(?) the power; they shall

not rush into the place where this prayer is recited therein nor

VERSO.

thy( want of sight(?) shall the power of this(?) prayer '^' which(?) .... thy people shall . . .

be spiritual (?) every power approach the they shall depart viz. the power (?)

of the. . . .nor(?) shall darkness be able to come near this prayer which is offered up.

'''
1. nfoCGYXH N2HTq. — '''

1. NTinpoceYXH.
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INDEX OF PROPER NAMES.
(The figures refer to the numbers of the inscriptions.)

AB6X, 527.

AKFA2AM, 2, 89, I08.

An*,, 1 17.

Anx, noccDCDpe, 27.

ArxetDN, PatP. , ii5.

\M.\M, 37, 29.

XTXM , 28.

xeA.NA.cioc, Patr. , ii5.

xAesxNjk,poc, Saint, 5.

Archimandr. , 1, i5o.

xxes, 9, 5i (?), i4o.

XMBPOCIOC, AHA, 26, 36, 76.

AMMCUNIOC, 62, 118.

AMMOM6, l58.

AN .... , xnA, 89.

AN.A.FeAC, 89.

Ap., L
ANoyn, 33, 89, 58, 169.

AHA, 27, 76.

ANTCDNIOC, ANA, l5.

AnoxxcD, 6/i, 75, i5i, i55.

AHA, of Bawit, 27, 29 (?), 76,

10l(?).

• • nnANA, 76.

. noYoeiN,27.

Anxo, 2.

AnxcD, i3, i58.

Apostles (The), A, 27, 4/1.

APMAT6, 89.

AfCDN, 61 ; cf. ZAfCDN.

AxiAXAC, Patr. , 11 5.

AcynHF (?), 106.

BCNiAMiN, Patr., Il5.

BTKTCDF, 3/1, 99, l32, l33, 1/11,

1^9, i56.

Mai-lyr(?), 89.

exoy4'^'^6> 1^6.

rABFiHx, Archangel, passim.

recDpre, 1, 6, 9, 24, aS, 28, 34,

5i, 75, 89, 119, 120, 121, 123,

126, 129, 189, i44, i5o, 162.

ji..AYeij^, 49, io6.

ji,A.A., sg.

-&,10CT[»0<|>6 (?), 111.

eiciTCDpe, 49.

6ICITOFOC, 106.

Eiders, the twenty four, 27.

CNCDX, 9, 10, i3, 3o, 3i, 59, 78,

i2i,i33,i38,i46,i4o,i56(?),

i63.

AHA
, 91 , 98 , invoc. passim.

eYMGNoc, Pair., ii5.

ZA.
.

, i44.

ZAXApiA, 98.

zHe, i5, 27.

eejs..oce, 161.

eeo^cupoc, 79, i45.

ecoTfe, 60, 89.

e60c]>ixoc, 1 14.

eojMAC, Ap. , 4.

lAKCUB, l42.

lAKCDBBOC, Ap., 4.

lApCT, 27.

IBPAZIM, l3l.

sefHMiAC, 6, i3, 22, 53, 89, 106,

108, i33, i5i, 167, i65.

\u \,iiwoc. passim, i4, 91 (?).

. Archimandrite, 20, 69.

Bishop (?), 110.

lOY^^^c, Ap., 4.

lOY^. • .
5o.

lOYCxe, 70.

iCAK, 35, 55, 58, 159, i63.

ICAAK, l5l.

ia)CH<|>, 27, 34, 67, 81, 89, i42.

neecuu), 89, i46, i48.

1U>2ANNHC, 1, 26, 3o, 69, 77, 78,

89, 92, ill, 117, 121 (?), i34,

i35, i5o, i58, 159, 162.

29"* Pair., 11 5.

3o"'Patr., 11 5.

MNAKC, 27.

KAXXINX, 65.

KANXCDX, 160.

KexxAjs^[icDN], Pair. , ii5.

KxoYX, 45, 48, i58.

Kox. . ., i48.

Koxxxee, 169.

KOY'i i46.

KOYnpe, 149.

KYF6, 11, i3, 94, i34(?).

Kipe, 6, 34, 84.

KC, i5o.

KYPXKOc(?), 19.

KiplKOC, 35.

XIXXMMCUN, 96, 98, l5o.

Mxeeoc, Ap., 4.

MxeoYCxxx, i5, 27.

MXKxpe, 89, 147, i48, 160.

of Egypl(?), 27.

MAK6NT6, 1 o6.

MAKITONC, 160.

MApeA, 85.

MApiA , 45, 58, 85.

The Virgin invoc. passim.

MApKiANoc, Pair., ii5.

MApKOC, 99.

MApTOYF'*>, 27.

Martyrs (The), 27.

MHNA, 34, 4o, 69, 106, i33, i5o,

i58(?), 161, i65.

Saint, 26.

MixAHx, 68, 109.

Archangel , invoc. passim.

MCDY^HC, AHA, 27.

NAqp(?), 108.

NAzpooY- 63, 189.

NBCUXOA-ONOCOP, 194.

NCCNHY, 65.

NicyTcpcuYi 10.

NON6, 44.

NtDze, i5.

OYert96NOY'<e, 49, 55.

nAie, 43.

nAiOY, 71-

nAMOY' (?), 73-

nAMOYN, I'l^-

nANAYN , 54.

nANiCNHY, AHA, 26, 29, 36.

nANCCNHY, qS-

NAnNOYTe, 8, iio(?), i49, i43,

160.

nAnOY(?), 78.

nAno26(?), 106.
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nxc. .
.

, it).

nAT6FMOYTe, 46.

Patriarchs (The), i5, ai, 27.

nxTp. . IN6, i/i4.

n^Y^e, 16, 47, 5i, 61, 89, 107,

i63.

nxcDNe (?), 116.

n^cyTOcij, 106.

nA.aa)M, 3o.

neTpe, 19, 26, 3i, 83, 98, io4,

i63.

nexpoc, i7"'Patr., ii5.

Ap., 4.

nescDuj, 95, 169.

Prophets (The), i5.

nroxeMioc, 81.

ncyoi (?),i59, i6t.

xnx, 26, 36.

CxpMA.T6(?), V. AFMXT6.

cxrMXTe(?), Kn\, 96,36,75,76.

cxxiwFi^, 107, 108; V. zxxxrix.

cereioc, i33.

Sath, V. ZHe.

ceyHpoc, 122.

ciEY-^-'^^, vars. xma. 1, 5, 19, 28,

26, 29, 3o, 3i, 82, 43, 44, 48,

5o, 53, 54, 59, 62, 65, 76(7),

82 , 190, i5o.

CIMCUN Hk/, Ap., 4.

COYPOYC, AHA., 27.

COYCXNNA, 97.

CTe<j>XNOC, 122.

CT6<J>HNA.KI (?), 125.

T.\YriN6, 83.

TGfMOYTe, m., i3.— r., 45.

TIOCK6, 88.

TOYfciN , i58.

<|>iB, 28, 73, ii3, i58.

,\n\, 97, 73, 76.

<j)IXA.IX, 76.

<|>ixoe60c, 11, 66, 89, 162.

<))oiBXMMa)N, 10, i3, 92(7), i58.

c|)Oi . . HF, 60.

<|>oicy, i3.

CDF, 3.

cycNOY're, 129, i3o, i33, i34.

cyitiOYTe, 89.

cyoi, 21, 32(?), i45(?).

ZXFCUN, l46.

zepMiNe, 7.

2HX1XC, 8g.

ZHX. eixc, 89.

2CDF, 89, 106, i34.

xnx, 26, 36, 76.

XCUCUFS, 124.

exMoyx, i3, 49 (?).

TITLES, OCCUPATIONS, ETC.

XMX, passim.

xmif/, 111.

xnx, passim.

( = xnx leFHMixc), 89 (?),

48, 91, 182.

xpxHroc (?), i5.

XFX1MXNJS..FITHC, 1, i5, 20, 69,

i5o.

xaxM, 169, 16), i63(?).

BXFCD2, l3.

rFx<|)eYC, i3.

J1.1XKCDN, 6, i3, 24, 124, i46.

j^OY-^oc, i34.

6KCDT, 89.

enicKonoc, i5, iio(?).

zcurpx^oc, 99.

icDT nxNra)x(?), 189.

lOJT NexClJCDN6, 69.

lOJT nMXNeTOJCDNe, 2, ll8(?),

ii7(?).

KxeHreTHC, 94.

KXC6, 89.

K6FXM6YC(?), 108.

KooFe, i34.

XX50C, i3, 106.

xoroeexHC, 111.

MXXY NTNO(y(?) MMONH, 97.

MXN6, l58.

mxfth[foc], 97.

MXTOI, 159.

MONxxoc, i33, i43.

NOXXFIOC, 10, 11, i3, 16, 96,

117, i33, 187, lig, i5o, i5i.

OIKONOMOC, 78, 117(7).

nxnx, 6, 19, 96, 99, 47, 48, 55,

64, 71, 76, 80, 98, 95, i58, 162.

nxneFNez, 182.

nxnMXNOycuM ,18, 64, 116, 198.

nxnMXN2XKIN, l63.

nxnpo, 147.

nxreujNH, 8, 81.

nxTFi Nxnx, 48.

nXTFI NGKOYI, i44(?).

niBCD. c(?), i58.

niNKEFNec, 188, i55.

nFecBYT6FOC, 91.

nFoecTcuc, i5, i5o.

FX2T, 16.

FMA-IXKONI, 9.

Fipoeic, 61, 106, 188, 147, i48,

149, 157.

FMtDCy , 122 , l43(?).

cxMnx. . .(?), 129.

cx2('fx2), i3, 16, 95, 34, 78(?),

i84(?).

ciooM (?), i33.

cioYF. 33.

•^XXMCOA-OC, 119.

^XXTHC, 94.

qcDa;(?), 160.

zxMcye, 6(?), 78, 89, 109 (?),

i45(?), i46, 157.

2XYu»(?) (4'-^Y^)) 66.

2HroYM6NOC, 68, i5o.

2MOY . 89, i58.

aynoji^ixKONOC, 192.

2YnoNOTxFioc, 98, i33, i55(?).





EGYPTIAN TEXTS (I)

BY

PROF. W. SPIEGELBERG.

DANKSCHREIBEN DES KONIGS ESSE AN SEINEN VEZIER.

\ 111/ J^ J^- B 1 '^1^ AWSMA -^^

I l^f'iklT

'' Dia samtlichen hieroglyphischen Tcxte sind nach den Photographieen und Abschriften Quibelis gegeben, mil Ausnahme

von C, wo mir nur die lelzleren zur Verfiigung slandea. Der obige Text, dessen wahre Anordnung man ebeuso wie die

genaue Form der Hieroglyphen aus der Lichldrucklafel LXl entnehmen kann, isl nach dem Vorbilde der Urkunden (ed.

Sethe-SleiudorfF) in Satze abgeleilt worden.
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UMSCHRIFT.

j
W6? s'w^M/" s',b si/i.<(?) f,w«/' mr ' swtnj Spss[w)-R'

'. 'iv m'-n h-m^'^1(l)[-j) ss pn nfr nfr rdjj{-w)-n-li 'n-t-f m stp-s', m hrw pn nfrn sndm 'h 'ss' mf

mf
I

m mrr-t-fm'J' mf mrj h-m''^^[l)[-j) m'A ss-k pn r 'ht nh rh-tw tr id mrr-t h-m^^^[l)[-j) ?- 'ht nb

twt tr n[-j) dd-k r 'ht nh j 'w hm h-m^^^[1)[-j) rh{-j) mrr-k dd 'ht nb mrr-t h-m^^'> {^){-j)

I

' Spss[w)-R 'w dd hr-k hh n sp

^^ m dd
J
mir-w n nbw(^sicyf

^ hssw n nb-f

' 'mj 'b n nb-f

'i°
hrj sst', n nb-f

Y hr nhm[-wj) mrr-^ R" lir rdjj-t n[-j) tw y ^nh 'ss dt dd-k s'-k nb n h-m^^'>[l)[-j) ^^ rf-t[iyk

hr 'w(j) m hriv pn djj /i-??j(^) (?)(-;") 'r-t-f hr ^iv{j)

tJBERSETZUNG.

I

Koniglicher Erlass (i) an den Oberrichter und Vezier, den Leiter der koniglichen Kanzlei

Schepsesu-Re (ii).

J
Meine Majestiil hat diese sehr schone Schrift gesehen, (in) welche du an den Hof hast bringen

'' Siehe Erman in Sitiber. Bed. Akad. , 1907, S. 4o8.
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lassen, an diesem schonen Tage, da das Herz des sehr gerechten (rv) Konigs Esse erfreut

wurde (v)
,
durch das, was er, der sehr Gerechte (iv), liebt.

Meine Majestat wunsclite (ja) (vi) iiber alles, diese Schrift zu sehen. Denn du weisst das (vii) zu

sagen (viii), was meine Majestat iiber alles liebt, iind dein Sprecben gefallt (?) (ix) mir iiber

alles.
I

Weiss doch meine Majestat, dass du alles das zu sagen liebst, was meine Majestat

liebt.

0, Schepsesu-Re ! Sage (x) unzahlige Male
|
folgendes :

Geliebt von seinem Herrn.

^ Gelobt von seinem Herrn
I

8

I

I
Im Herzen seines Herrn befindlich.

'" Geheimrai seines Herrn.

Y Denn, wahrlicb (xi) ich bin ein von Re geliebter, weil er dich mir gegeben hat.

Y So wahr Esse lebt'^), wenn du deinen ganzen Wunsch (?) meiner Majestat ^ sofort heute in (xn)

deinem Brief sagst, so liisst meine Majestat ihn sofort erfiillen.

KOMMENTAR.

I. Auch laier ist der Titel des Erlasses '"' wie auch sonst '" in riicklauGger Schrifl geschrieben.

n. Dieser bisher nicht bekannte Vezier ist auch in der Inschrift des Kl-m-tnn-t (B lo, la) erwahnt.

III. Vergleiclie dazu den Briefanfang Sethe, Urk., I, 6o,i6, [llV^^^y.'—*!
"^"^

-^^ "^
, wo

^"^

weiblicli (= s^i?) den ff Briefn bezeicbnet.

rv. Dasselbe Epitheton in :^
"
^^^^, Urk., I, 68 ult. In Z. U, schliesst es sich an das Suffix an. — Iden-

tisch damit ist das von Gardiner in Aeg. Zeilsrhr., XLV (1908) Seile iSa besprochene j^°, das auch hinter

dem Konigslitel (hm) erscheint.

V. Diese Forme! des Briefstils (auch z. B. Urh., I, 61, 4) entspricht spaterem swd', 'b.

VI. Zu der Form mrjj vgl. Sethe, Verbum, II, § 176.

VII. tr steht hier und in dem nacbsten Satz nicht wie gewolinlich im Frage-, sondern im Aussagesatz. So kenne

ich es auch sonst z. B. Sinuhe, 1 14 :
—

- '®'~^*^^4' '^ """-wil^^l J --^'^jj^''— « ich kenne ihn nicht,

denn ich bin nicht sein Genossen oderfiee. , IX, 84 (Luxor) : ^\^^ ^ f^ClrJ "^'® gross sind doch deine

Geisler! -n. Kl-m-tnnt, A 1 7 =
| \ \k ^

f "o" "^og^ ich doch kennen! 15. Auch in Lebensmiider, 3 1 u. 3:2 scheint

tr im Aussagesatz zu stehen.

VIII. Danach iasst sich jetzt die Liicke in Urk., I, 61, 6, mit Sicherheit in : ["©"^^^f] ^''^c^-'

( 1^ I
J,

erganzenl'''.

IX. Ich kann diefe Bedeu[ung, die sich aus der von tfgleich sein, entsprechen n leicht entwickeln Iasst, sonst

nicht nachweisen.

X. Das Tempus sdm hr-f mit einleitendem ^w ist mir sonst nicht bekannt. Es steht hier wie so haufig zuni

Ausdruck der Aufforderung. Namentiich in der Verbindung dd hr-k ist es z. B. im Pap. Ebers heliebt. Der Sinn

dieser AulTorderung wird der sein, dass Schepsesu-Re' sich die bekannten Ehrentitei der Giinstlinge des Pharaos

recht zum Bewusslsein bringen soil.

'"' D. h. tfso wahr ich leben, denn Esse spricht ja selbst. '

'*' Siehe Erman in Aeg. Zeilschr., XXIX (1891), S. 117.

''' Siehe die von Borchardt, Aeg. Zeilschr., XLII (1905) 4, vermerkten Beispiele.

W Vgl. auch die dunkle Stella, Urk., I, 129, 5, ^
^~^ t {^ ^ ^=^^ T''*=X^I \ IT'*'^-^'^- ^s

scheint, dass hier ® = rlj trwisseni) ist (vgl. dazu Sethe, Verbum, I, S 245, 6).

Excavations at Saqqara , 1907-1908. 11
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XI. Zu dieser Partikel vgl. Recueil, XXIV (1902), 35, und Gardiner, Aeg. Zeitschr., XLIII (1906), 159.

XII. Zu diesem Gebrauch von <=», \b\. Urk., I, 128, ik :
"^ -=>~'^ ^ wdu hast in diesem deinem

Brief gesagtu.

INHALT.

Der Text ist also ein konigliches Dankschreiben an den Vezier, und zwar in der Form eines

Erlassesf'^, und beriihrt sich in den Formeln ebenso stark mit denen der Briefe dieser Zeit(^\ wie

es von denen der spateren Zeit abweicht. Man fiihlt deutiich heraus, welchen hohen Wert der

Verfasser, vermutlich ein cc Koniglicher Schreibeni auf die Form legte, wie es der Orientale zu

alien Zeiten that. So mag auch die PVeude des Konigs Esse iiber den Brief seines Veziers mehr

dem gewahlten Stil'^) als dem Inhalt gegolten haben, von dem unser Text uns nichts verrat.

Sollte etwa der Vezier iiber die Reisen des Prinzen
jj
^ ^"^ -1" 4- •" Kl-m-tnn.t berichtet haben, in

Verbindung mit denen er in den folgenden Inschriftfragmenten (B 10, 12) erwahnt wird?

FRAGMENT A (tafel lxi, 3).

T ^(')

j ;^;^;ifc^^D:^;^;^

I

* ""^-v—\~ra-"

"

I :iP)"'-k-'¥r.

I i;<Pi!^-ik>5^Am-"P

f *Mi
(5)

<'' Soicher Eriasse aus dem A. R. siiid jetzt eine ganze Reihe bekannt z. B. Borchardt in Aeg. Zeitschr., XLII (1906),
S. 1 ff.; Petrie, Abydos, II, Tafei 17-18 (=i4 — Vgi. dazu Maspero, Recueil, XXVI (igod), 286); Sethe, Urkmden, I,

60, 62, 128.

'^' Vgl. besonders Uric, I, 60. 62.

''' Das Motiv der Bauerngeschichle ware also schon sehr friih nachweisbar.
W QuibeU: p j-
'') = B 17. Zu der Schreibung des Tilels vgl. Sethe, Urkmden, I, 66, 2. i48, 10.
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I -VHI^i^k^
I w-^^^

T y>«3!-^

A*wi«A 1 I ill .^^^ ''^ C~3

T V"r\^^^h\

i4

I

i5

16

17

]!V^)in

[Anderer Stein, Tafel LXI, U.]

]y^)!S-^¥HPiv^.^i.^-

1" :st

''' Vgl. Urhmden, I, 99, i3.

<^) Quibell: g.
''' Danach ist die Stelie, Urkunden, I, 66, 7 zu ergiinzen.

<*' Weitere Erganzung etwa nach Uric, I, 108, 5.
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32

P-^¥HM^iJ-ITT^'i^y^T:

]\-^Ssr-4k-^^v
n

]Mw

X J^J 1 I f""^ -F

FRAGMENT B (tafel lxi, 5).

t ]— (^):^;P~i,

o

J ]4^TCI1!^T~^:^'^^^\^

''' Vergleiche elwa Annalen Thulmosis' 111 (ed. Sethe, Urkunden, IV, 655, g). | ^ ^ [a ^o] \ ^ o '^
Pi''

[rf] sw-t ct wenn der Schallen sich gewendet hati d. h. (ram Nachmitlagu Unsere Steile wiirde ich iiberselzen rcum zu sein(?)

wie das Wenden des Schatlens, wenn der Tag zur Neige gehts. Zu sw-t ffSchaltenn siehe jelzt Gardiner, Admomtmis of an

Egyptian Sage, Seile Sg.
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1 ]T¥

1- !^J^

I ]T1T

\ l-i^li^^-k^U^

I ]^

^ ' !"-
1 ^^^^^^^ 1

f ]vi_p«i^^a-""

T H<P.lnlb.^rijiPP:^V*

1
J

(') 1st etwa nach Urk. , I, 44 , g , zu ergiinzeu : [— i^ * CTCTI -^J
(») Ouibell : S!..
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T ]"

P-nk^Z^PP:itn3'kw

]-^P»>»T^

^t\—1=^

I
» m I

«^
1 JIM JI\ 1 '^^-^ AvwmA ^11

I ]

-Pl^Pik^lT^

Y ]

P-«^i^»^~P^

FRAGMENT C''l

T II ^ ?!

i ]^°>Z\

I ]i-~}^.»-p

(') Ohne Nachvergleichung von Photographieen nach Quibeils Abschrift.
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i m
I ]-yn!^l\h:^-^

I J > .o^ft-^

8 -1 I

I

******
JViTAflAnA

n >*""^T V 4=

• ]-vr>r'

In diesen Inschriftresten hat uns Quibell den Text wiedergegeben, der unter den Papieren

Mariettes {Mastahas, S. i88) verloren gegangen war. Wie die Zitate in Brugsch's Worterbuch IV

S. 1675 zeigen, war ihm der Text zugangiich gewesen.

Es ist sehr zu beklagen, dass von dieser Inschrift nur die unteren Zeilenreste, vielleicht nur V^

des urspriiaglichen Umfangs, erhalten geblieben sind. Denn was man jetzt noch feststellen kann,

zeigt uns, dass der Text von ganz besonderer Wichtigkeit war. Er enthalt die Biographie des

Grabinhabers
| ffk i .. •> K'-m-tnn.t, der, wie die Erwahnung der Veziers5cAepesM-/?e' zeigt,

unter dem Konig Esse lebte. Er war 1 t^^ H T "lJ^ Ik, U ^ -^^ 1 -"^isiz

tfKonigssobn, einziger Freund, Schatzmeister des Gottes {i. e. des Pharao), Vorsteher alier

(') Vgi. obeazuB, 8.

m^?,*^-
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Arbeiten des Konigs, welchen sein Herr liebt, Vorsteher aller Erlasse des Konigs, der den

Schrecken des Horus in die Fremdlander setzt. i5

Soweit ich sehen kann('), findet sich die letzte Wendung stets bei hohen Beamten, welche

Expeditionen ins Ausiand geleitet haben, Darauf vveisen.auch der Titel |^^und die militari-

scben Titel, welche sich auf seine Stellune im Landheere Jk, Ijl^ und bei der Flotte ^HVs^

vj^ -»— , ^H Vj^ A A beziehen. Als Kapitan A i, mr pr, ist unser K',-m-(_nn.t wahrscheinlich

auch im Grabe des Ptahhotep (ed. Davies II Tafel lo) dargestellt, wo er in Verbindung mit

SchifFen erscheint.

In der That nahm in seiner leider so verstiimmelten Grabinschrift seine Thatigkeit als Seemann

den grossten Raum ein. Seine Fahrten galten, soweit ich die inschriftlichen Reste deuten kann,

friedlichen Zwecken, und zwar dem Transport von Baumaterialien fiir Grabbauten (Fragm. A,

Zeile iB-ig)^^', fcEs geschah nun die Fahrt auf zwei grossen Schiffemi beginnt der Bericht. Ein

besonders grosses Stiick von 5 Ellen x [x Ellen] war fiir den tcschonen Platz der Ewigkeitn

also ein Grab, wohl das des Konigs Esse bestimmt. Sehr bedauerlich ist die Liicke hinter Z. 19.

cr Seine Majestiit sah dieses, was an(?) diesem Sphinx-Lowen war. n Wer weiss, ob bier nicht von

dem grossen Sphinx von Gise die Rede war! Besondere Beachtung verdient der Name T!J^
m] cfLowen fiir das Lowenbild des Konigs '').

Ob B, 9 fg., sich noch auf dieselbe Expedition bezieht, ist mir nicht sicher, aber auch hier

handelt es sich um eine Unternehmung auf dem Nil (jtrw Zeile k, 6). Ein heftiger Sturm

uberraschte die Flotte, auf der auch Ki-m-tnn.t war, ctan diesem Tage des iiber alles heftigen

Unwettersri. Sie wurde in alle Winde zerstreut, wenn ich recht verstehe und ergiinze— ct nicht

fand ich irgend welche Leute (wieder), sie waren iiberall hln zerstreut(?) infolge des Sturmesn.

Auf diesen k heftigen Sturm'"' auf dem Flussn wird auch spiiter (Zeile 6) Bezug genommen.

Indessen scheint schliesslicb die Expedition gut verlaufen zu sein, und der Kommandant der

Flotte(?) ctwar iiber alles froh, (denn) es fehlte ihm nichtsn*^'. Dem Bericht iiber diese Fahrt

erstattete K',-m-inn.t anscheinend selbst dem Pbarao, der darauf erwidert fres war wie das Fahren

auf dem grossen See des Ren, was vielleicht ein Lob der gliicklich verlaufenen Fahrt bedeuten

soil. Darauf berief der Konig den Vezier Schepsesu-Re an seinen Hof und ordnete die Auszeich-

nungen fiir Krtn-tnn.t an, die unter anderem darin bestanden, dass der Konig ihm ccTotenopfer

aus alien Ressorts der Finanzverwaltung festsetzen liessi^.

Das ist etwa der Inhalt, den ich dem Fragment entnehmen zu konnen glaube. Wie viel daran

problematisch ist, brauche ich kaum hervorzuheben. Gewiss wird eine weitere Bearbeitung noch

manches Interessante trotz aller Zerstorung ermitteln konnen.

c Vgl. Urh., I, 126,3 i3a,3, i35,6, i4i,i6.

''' Vgl. z. B. dea ahnlichen Bericht in der Unaioschrift Z. 87 ff.

''' Vgl. Sethehei Borchardt, Sttzungsber. , BerJ. Akad. XXXV (1897), S. 769 Amn. 2.

<*' Dijselbe Verbindung (frnklj audi Bauer 246-5.

'^^ Zu dem Ausdruck vgl. Urk., I, 16, 16. 182, 16.
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DIE NEKTANEBES-STELE") (tafel lid.

Hohe 1,62 m, Breite 0,92 m, Dicke 0,60 m. Material : Nach Daressy Sandsteinkonglomerat

(gr^s jaune siliceux) des Gebel el-Ahmar bei Cairo.

Das obere Halbrund ist durch das dem abgerundelen Rande folgende gebogene Himmels-

zeichen (•—^"j begrenzt, unter dessen beiden Enden je ein Scepter! erscheint, welches den

seitlichen Rahmen der Stele bildet. Unter dem Himmel ist die geflugelte Sonnenscheibe mit

zwei Uraeen dargestellt. Auf sie bezieht sich die Inschrift ^». |ti

Darunter folgl die eigentliche Darstellung, die Verehrung des Apisstieres durch den Konig,

der zur Anbetung des heiligen Tieres niederkniet. Yon seinem Namen ^ ^.y oon— es ist Nektanebes— ist noch erhalten : Jjit,^ J^ '

Die Konigsnamen sind in dem Loch verschwunden, welches bei der

spateren Renutzung der Stele fiir die Thiirangel ausgehauen worden

ist.

Hinter dem Konig ist sein Ka dargestellt, der jfj hh
fy

in der iiblichen Weise

mit dem Konigskopf auf einer Stange, die von einem der zwei Arme gehalten vvird, die aus dem

P

m wmm.
o:

Ka-namen herauskommen.

Vor dem Konig stand ein Opfertisch, der ebenso absichtlich ausgekratzt ist wie die Kopfe des

Konigs und des Apis. Die zugehorige Inschrift 1 #§ zeigt, dass der Konig ein cr Totenopfern

darbringt, also den toten Apis (Osorapis) verehrt. Dieser ist als S ^ ^^ t(^) ^^
bezeichnet.

HIEROGLYPHISCHER TEXT.

''' Fiir die Feststellung des Textes war ich auf die Textausgabe Daressys in den Annahs du Seroice des Antiquites, IX (1908)

,

S. i54 fF. angewiesen, die ich nach einem sehr ungeniigenden Papiei'abdruck und einer guteii pholographischen Aufnahme

revidierl habe. Wo icli Daressys Text nicht kontroilieren konnle, d. h. wo die Photographie versagle, habe ich ihn durch

ualergeselzle Punkte gekennzeichnet. Zweifellos wird aus der schwer iesbaren Inschrift am Original noch mehr heraus-

zulesen seio.

(') Vgi. Recueil, XXII (1900), S. 171, n° GIL

Excavations at Saqqara, 1907-1908. 12
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mi:] o

J\ -

mfeU^CH o -

4 ^B' I IC)
i f I I inA(?)rW!iri-iMr
i tH,M\ 1 -^^^ H— I I^ ' • • • H—

l(?)

I I ll^l:!

o !J^T ig^^ ^,.,srniT /ii?',"3:!J^a'

i!^3

I I I

nasn e e n n I J III

• • •

J 'I 1.4:^0So .,lo.±siwJlln S[®]J
e e n ni J III ^=5 GGCGC^^nnn'Mi
ennnii rar> |T]T]<2ennn,'fi
<s n mil I L • ^ • k t i i ic^^nnniMi

: eee Aw»ywvO III

ST,Cr^!!yill°^Mi:"'.,"^J.I^]11111
Q ^w^^^^ I

• • • 1

1

i» O ^^ <= o ^ *
i<s €••>« eMsno iii»«on n ii s

Q A»«»^» ^=) n n I I I
A«*«A <2 n ttHItt '*'***^ C e <2 / „ ^

M. Ill (?)

(?)•

^*e<2e n nnn I ^^-r—^^nn nil

J! r.)iRR:rjfJL]r;;(')':!y>'ii]iii

i^-i^.^.l^r'-kJ:? I I II I I

'' Vgl. Satrapen stele, 7.
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« J©

^», m. A«««wv ^ ^=)
J
A « A«««v '^M ^=) J

-1 o ^=5 n n ^ o
/ 1 I I <=» >^^Q*i I I li I \^mmmn X J ^1 I i^n nn W I I I

I 1 1— en nn^'''"'^''"! i i—nnn ^''•— ee 9. —Ill I ® -B

1 111 ee-=»* iiM * I I ill'* 1 Aww«v 1 •* e s s e I I i i*=-'5t in

^ill/»i..:sfci|-t(^)i^
(?)

n rm

' m.:.:„„;.„::.:./A ^^- ^mii^m. ! J «-,Cn x w > /«v««a i =« s=> 1-4 © ill

nni
I II

I I ^^^i^^^ * /I »»--- --* I A... ...* f^H 11 t I « J... ...» I 3C

''''^sn^
,111 li see Avww«v 1 =^—_ JJ

SiJir^iiiiizi2iim|,^S^rik^C:^?5l?,
Ill

nil

>7
I ^^
I ^B

tJBERSETZUNG.

j
fflm Jahre 2 unler der Majestat des Konigs Nektanebesl^', des ewig Lebenden, der von dem

Apis, dem sich erneuernden Leben des Ptah, geliebt ist, der mit Leben begabt ist.

I

Der lebende, giite Gott, Sohn des Osiris, geboren von Isis, um(?) in den Tempeln

der Gotter zu opfern, Nektaneb^s'^', der ewig lebende. Als seine Majestat in seinem Palast, in

dem Leben imd Gliick herrscht'^', in Memphis war, indem er herrlicbe Thaten volibringen

woilte unter

''' Die iibrigens uasichere Erganzung nach Recueil, XXII (1900), 1 1, Zeile 8.

<^' Ich seize den bekaanten nianethonischen Namen fiir das lange ProlokoU ein.

'^' Vgl. Recueil, XIX (1897), 89 Anm. 3 und Setiie in Aeg. Zeilschr., XXXVIII (1900), i/i3.
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I
[den Gottern Aegyptens(?)], da befahl seine Majestiit, die Statte des Apis zu bauen, in

vortrefflicher Arbeit der Evvigkeit. Nach einiger Zeit kam man, um seiner Majestat zu sagen : Die

Statte des lebenden Apis ist gebaut

\
[nach dem BefehlJ deiner Majestat. Ihre Thiiren sind mit Gold verziert(?) ihre Thiirfliigel

[ ]
viberzogen [ ] aus Silber, iiberzogen [ J,

iiber alles schon anzusehen.

Nachdem seine Majestat dieses gehort hatte, begab sich seine Majestat in den Tempel des Ptah.

Er machte

I
[ J

welche seine Majestat gemacht hatte. Nachdem seine

Majestat einen Platz gebaut hatte, an dem dieser Gott sich zur Ruhe begab (=starb) in vor-

trefflicher Arbeit von

^ [ J
in dem Einbalsamierungsraum an diesem schonen Tage bis zu dem

Tage der Beisetzung. Verzeichniss der Dinge, welche seine Majestat in den Einbalsamierungs-

raum bringen liess :

Gold — krjGd^b^nS Kite.

Silber— 5698 (/^J^w 3 Kite.

] ] fiirdiesen Einbalsamierungsraum i^66d^b'n, . . . von Vieh(?)W 3226, 'n/'(?)-'2)

Mineral 100 d'b'n, aus dem Konigshaus geliefertes Gewebe(?) iiioo d'b^n, bitumen'') aus

Phcenizien, bitumen

I

[aus
] ^ d'b'n, Myrrhen 3o,ooo d'b'^n, . . . Cyperus 100 d'b^n, frisches

HarzW 1 5,000 d'b'n, Oasen-Harz 200 d'b'n, aegyptisches Harz 10 d'b'n, Harz produkt(?) 25

d^b'^n, Pech

9 [x d'b'n]. Natron vom Wadi Natrun 59 d'b'n, (Natron) aus der Oase 900 (d'b'n), Natron

von El Kab i5oo(?) [d'b'n) mit alien [. . . . wiej es aufgezeichnet ist(?), dnj 2000 d'b'n, Honig

2000 /im-Maasse, Oasen-Oel 20 Aww-Maasse, unteraegyptisches Oel

T [^+] 3^9^ [Maasse] .... Ricinusoel 12,000 [4-^] Am-Maasse [ ] + 1000,

394 Hinder ('A) 29 Stiere('w^), 773 Mastganse, 285 Tauben,

V ] Wein aus der Oase 22 (Am-Maasse), Most aus der Oase 5(?) [hinr-

Maasse), tpj 35ooo d'b'n, 100 mkj aus Cyperus, reich gefullte(?) Korbe(?),

? ] viele schone und susse Dinge, 20 Artaben . (?) Augenschminke
aus Koptos 100 d'b'n, Augenschminke aus Byblos(?) 100 d'b'n 3 Kite, das beste von. .(?). . 10

d'b'n, Ato-Mineral ho d^b'n, /mi/'-Mineral

'\ xd^h'n
J
^ho{l.)d^b^n ..(?)... 5o d^b^n ..(?)... 3oo d-'b^n, 20,000 Akazien-

holzer, i5oo Artaben Brennholz(?), 20,000 Bundel '4-Papyrus, 5oo Matten aus '4-Papyrus,

[^] Bundel trJ^-Papyrus,

'1 ••••]••• (^) (^) Stoffe von Priesterarbeit(?) und die Vorlese-

priester und die Arbeiter(?), welche in dem Einbalsamierungsraum die Reinigung machen(?).
Da machte seine Majestat

'•) Vgi. Pap. Berlin 3o3i 6/4 (Hierat. Pap. II, ig).

<'' Brugsch : Wb. V. 98.

« S. LoRET : Recueil, XVI (189/1), S. 167 [T.

'*' Vgl. LoRET : Kyphi 58 ff.
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'] [®'" gi'osses Opfer] . . (?) mit alien Dingen [ ] im Einbalsamierungsraum

...(?)... Seine Majestat liess ein grosses Opfer veranstalten iS Tage lang. Seine Majestal

liess schone Taiismane machen aus Gold und alien echten Edelsteinen, nicht war friiher gleiches

gemacht worden, sovvie Kleider(?).

'l
j Da machte seine Majestat die Einbalsamierung. Es wurde Oei an die

Gottes-Glieder gethan. Seine Majestat liess StofFe bringen aus dem StofFmaterial (?)(') aller Gotter

und Stoffe aus dem Siid-und Nordzimmerl^), gewebt(?) von der Gottin Tait. Am 19. Choiak

7 ]
Seine Majestat [brachte ein

J
grosses [Opfer] dar mit Stieren, Mastgiinsen,

Wein und alien schonen Dingen in der grossen Opferhalle des Einbalsamierungsraums . • (?) • . .

Seine Majestat liess 6000 d'^b'n Binden(?) in das Serapeum bringen.

'1* [Seine Majestat ] um ihn beizusetzen in dem Serapeum neben der Nekro-

polis von Memphist'*'. Naclidem seine Heiligkeit(?) (d. i. der tote Apis) mitten in (?)<"' die beiden

grossen Thore gekommen war, fand er seine Majestat dastehen in seinem Gefolge wie den

Falken, der auf seinem Banner steht. n

INIIALT DER STELE.

Der Inhalt ist kurz folgender. In seinem 2 Regierungsjahre, also etwa 877 v. Cbr., hatte

Nektaneb^s neine Statte des lebenden Apisn bauen lassen. Vielleicht ist diese Baulichkeit mit dem

Tempel des Nektaneb^s identisch, den Mariette siidlich von dem Serapeum entdeckt hat, dem

ff temple de Nectan^bo P"", qui est un temple d'Apis vivanln^^'i. Er war also fiir den lebenden Apis

bestimmt, der dort seinen Stall und seine Kultraume erhalten soUte, nachdem sein Vorgiinger

gestorben war. Auf die Bestattung des letzteren bezieht sich der grosste Teil der Inschrift, Z. 5-i 8.

Der Konig liess seinen Grabraum im Serapeum herrichten und sorgte fiir die Einbalsamierung

des Tieres in der f |^]*^^ , w'b.t^''\ Das ist, wie wir aus zahli^eichen Serapeumsstelen wissen,

der Baum, in welcbem die Einbalsamierung der Apisstiere vorgenommen wurde, die zapiy^dtx in

der Schilderung des Diodor I, 83, 5. Fiir diesen Zweck hatte Nektanebes eine grosse Stiftung

gemacht ''), die einmal in der Lieferung alles dessen bestand, was fiir die Einbalsamierung notig

war, und weiter auch die Opfer betraf, welche der tote Apis verlangte. Sodann verfiigte der

Konig die Beisetzung des mumifizierten Stieres in dem Serapeum und nahm personlich an der

Bestattung teil, indem er in der Prozession folgte. Das diirfte der Sinn des Schlusssatzes sein.

Vgl. Petrib, Abydos, II, 36 und Stele Berlin ijaSg (bei Schafer, Mysterlen des Osiris in Abydos, S. 29).

''' Brdgsch, Dicl.geogr., 462 und 1175.

'"' Dieselbe Bezeichnung fiir die Apisgraber bei Memphis fiudet sich, Recueil, XVI (1896), S. ig.

(') m 'k— Darunler ist vielleicht die Mitle des uach aussen von den rtbeiden grossen Thoreni, den Pyionen, abgeschlos-

senen Tempelhofes zu verstehen.

''' Le Serapeum de Memphis (ed. Maspero), S. 76.

<"' Recueil, XXI, 79, n" 35; Zeiie 2, 7, XXII, 20, n° 63; Zeile 4, ib., 91, n° 64; Z. 4, ib. 167, n' 90; Z. 4, ib.

175, n° 1 1 6, Z. 6, u. s. — Siehe jetzl auch Gardiner, Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage, Seite 96. — Infolge der unrich-

tigen Deutung dieses Wortes hat Daressy den Text in einem Hauptpunkle missverslanden.

'') Welche Summen noch in der Plolemaerzeil und spater fiir die Beisetzung eines Apisstieres ausgegeben wurde, ersieht

man aus Diodor I, 84.





DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.

Frontispiece.— From a watercolour copy of the painting in the niche of a cell (n" 709)^

now removed to the Museum.

Plate I. — Plan of the monastery so far as it was excavated at the end of this season. On no

side were the limits of the huilding reached. Two blocks of buildings were cleared; the larger

one, the southern, includes the church and the mandara; the northern the hospital (?) and the

wine-cellars; between them was a large mound which was left to the next winter. The numbers

on the plan are those of the field notes; their sequence is one of time only, the cells with lower

numbers being those dug first. It would perhaps have been more convenient to the reader to

have renumbered the rooms according to their position but this would have involved either a

second marking of all the objects found or else the use of two different sets of numbers; the risk

of error would have been considerable.

The following table gives references to the plates for all the rooms of which an illustration

is given or in which any objects reproduced were found :

Rooms. Plates,

703. Capital XVI i, 2.

— XXII, 1.

Inscription XLVIII, 7.

704. View XV, 1.

Capital XXII, 3.

705. Capital XVI, 2.

Stoup XXIX, 6.

Gate jambs XXX.

Cornice XXXV, 5.

Cross XXXVIII, 1 , 2.

Bench XLIII, U.

Greek inscription. . . LI, 1.

706 . Paintings XI, 3.

Nekhthorheb inscr.

.

LII.

709. Paintings Front., VIII, IX, X,

1,2,3.

710. Capital XVI i, 1.

— XVI, 1.

Inscription XLIX , 1

.

712 . Cross XXXVIII, 5 (left).

722. Impost XLV, 3.

726. North door XIV, 1.

South door XIV, 2.

Capital XXVIII, i,i, 5.

Rooms. Plates.

726. Stones of south door. XXXI.

Pilaster capital. . . . XXXII, 1.

Bricks of roof. XLIII, 3.

727. Painting XI, 4.

Inscription L, 2.

728. View VL

East wall XIV, 3.

Conch XXXVII, 1.

Inscription L, 3.

733 . Painting X, 4.

Bench XV, 2.

740. Inscription XLV, 6 (top).

744. Inscription XLVIII, 8.

773. Paintings XII, 1, 2; XIII, 1.

Buttresses XIII, 2.

Capital XXIV, 2.

Inscription XLIV, 4.

779. Inscription XLV, 4 (low).

781 . Capital XXIV, 6.

785. Stones XXXV, 1, 2.

787. View XIII, 3.

Inscription XLIX, 4.

788. View Xm, 3.

789. View XIII, 3.
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Hooms. Plates.

789. Pilaster capital XXXII, 2.

Stone XXXVI, 3.

Inscription XLV, 1 . .

792. View XV, 3.

Stones from wall... XXVIII, 9.

— ... XXXIV, 1, 2, i.

— ... XXXV, 7.

— ... XXXVI, 2.

— ... XLV, 4 (mid).

— ... XLIX, 5.

793. Pilaster capital XXXII, 3 (top).

796. Capital XXII, 2.

797. Capital XXVIII, 3.

Stones XXXIV, 3.

1701. View XIII, h.

Stone from arch.. . . XXXVf, 5.

Wooden cat XL, 5.

1702. View XIII, k.

1703. Frieze, fragment of. XXXV, 4.

1704. View VIL

Stones from screen.

.

XXXIII.

Console XL, 1 (right).

Graffito L, 1.

1706. Capitals XXIV, 3, 4.

— XXVII, 1.

— XXIX, 1.

Screen XXXIII.

Abacus XLV, 4 (top).

1714. Painting X, 5.

Capital XXIX, 2.

Church :

Views II, III, IV, V.

Pillars XI, 1 , 2.

Narthex XV, 3.

AT SAQQARA, 1907-1908.

Chorch [conf) :
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the narthex, lying on its side, is the cylindrical tub of limestone which was once embedded in the

floor close by.

Plate III.— The church and part of the mandara as seen from the south-east, with the double

stairway in the foreground. On each side of the main stair stood a column, against the base of

which leaned a slab with a roundel on top enclosing a cross; one of them only was found but

the plaster by which the second was attached is visible. On one of the stones on the face of the

wall on which this base stood is a graffito of the Muslim profession of faith; it is shown in

plate L, h. Between the seated workman and the standing half-column is the end of the remaining

portion of the south wall of the church. Only one face of the wall had been left, so we see here

the rough inner side of the blocks. To the right of the man is a disorderly heap of stones, which

we left at the time from an idea that there might be some meaning in it; it seems however to be

only a heap made by the destroyers of the building.

On the floor of the church most of the bases of columns in the south row are visible; on

the right, between the octagonal marble base and the prostrate column is one of the piers (?)

of dry masonry, of which it is difficult to say whether they should be attributed to the latest

times of Coptic use or to the Arab destroyers. Of the northern row of bases two only are clear

(high on right), and of the capitals three. The standing stone beyond them is the Nekhthorheb

stela, moved from its original position in the doorway, which appears behind and to the left.

On the west of the church the most prominent objects are the two prostrate columns of granite

marking the western door. Between them, but lying inside the narthex, is the limestone tub

seen also in the last plate. To the right of the columns is a part of the west wall of the church,

composed of two courses of masonry above a beam of wood; the lower course is plastered.

Of the narthex little is to be seen except the cross wall of brick. Further to the west is the

buttressed wall which was built to defend the approach to the church. The lower courses of this

wall are largely composed of stones taken from the ruins of the first church; the upper part is

of brick.

Plate IV. Above. — The Step Pyramid forms the background : in the middle distance is a

group of cells (709, yiS) fortified by a buttress wall on the south. The east wall of the church

is represented by the trench on the right, at the far end of which is seen the granite foundation-

stone. To the left of this trench rise the foundations of the earlier apse : the topmost stone , against

which another leans, is all that remains of this apse. Further to the left is the shell of the oblong

block of brickwork which served as foundation to the later apse. Of this apse two stones

remain in place.

Still further to the west are two of the alabaster blocks which formed the base of the altar

screen. In the foreground on the right is a small stair of red brick, symmetrically placed to

another which appears in the photograph below.

Bebw. — The same area viewed from the opposite direction. The trench which marks the

former east wall is now in the middle of the picture, low down. The granite foundation stone,

over which a man is visible, is at the south-east corner. The solid stone foundations of the earlier
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apse are now on the left and the very inferior brick foundations of the later one on the right.

Above the three alabaster blocks is seen the basalt base of a statue : it bears the name of

Khaemuas.

Just below it is a part of the plaster bedding for the floor of the haikal, once covered with

marble. A little further to the right and at a higher level is another bit of flooring which may

have belonged to a very small chapel.

In the foreground on the lowest level are several of the peculiar blocks found there which

must have come from a semidome. They are slightly curved, of varying sizes, deeply channelled

along the edge, smooth on the inner, concave face but rough on the face hidden from view.

Plate V. — A view of the church, looking south-east from above the narthex which was not

then cleared. In the background are the trees of Saqqara village and a hill remarkable as containing

no known antiquities. The cemetery of the monastery lies in the low ground below this to the

north. The standing columns are those of the mandara : against one of them leans a heavy plank

of timber, far the largest piece of wood found in or near the church. The solitary square pier

has built into it the inscription of plate XLVI, i, and below this a triangular niche flanked by

two incised crosses : it has been blackened by smoke, partly, it seems, by a lamp and partly

by a fire lighted at the base of the pier. The piece of the south wall of the church contains two

pilasters. They are 9 m. 89 cent, from centre to centre. In the floor of the church the large

hole in the central line is the suggested site of the Epiphany tank.

All the capitals and other important stones have been left approximately below the positions

in which they were found. The large Corinthian capital in the mandara is an exception ; it was

found inside the church and rolled down a sand slope out of harm's way to the south. A large

part of the stones on the floor are fragments of the continuous moulding which must have run

over the arches.

Plate VI. — The chamber with an apsidal niche and two windows with sloping sills is marked

728 on the plan (pi. I). It is shown again on plate XIV, 3. The north wall bore paintings. To
the right and further back is the entrance of the long room (729) which we have called provi-

sionally the hospital. On the stone pier may be seen the inscription of rr Abraham of the hospitals

which forms the sole ground for this rather hazardous attribution.

The dark space below it was occupied by a thick wooden plank. The mould of a slighter

piece of wood is to be seen on the top of the pier. The handsome gatepost with its chevron

pattern above and the imbricated design below is of a kind found later to be very typical of the

site. By its side stands a piece of a column, hollowed out at the top as if used as a support for

a basin. It was in front of this gateway that the series of stones of plate XXXI were disclosed.

Along the east wall of the large room we may notice the buttress, the blocked doorway and

the cupboards, all of them features continually recurring throughout the building. The blocked

door in the north wall appears again in plate XIV, 1, but viewed from the other side.

Plate VII.— At the north end of the southern of the two groups of buildings (pi. I, 1706,
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1706) are two chambers, separated by a screen formed of columns and piers. This screen is here

shown as it appeared when half dug out : the view is taken from the west. The combination of

good ornament with unsound design is remarkable; it will be noticed that the blocks of stone

above the pillar on the right are supported by a wooden plank. The structure cannot belong to

the first foundation; the decorated pilaster built into the pier on the right is not in its original

position; though the floor in use at the time the screen was built had mostly disappeared, traces

of it remained, and another floor exists 5o cent, below, on which rest the foundations of the

piers — singularly inadequate masses of unburnt brick. The spaces between piers and columns

were filled no doubt by woodwork, but this had been later on removed and a blocking

wall of crude brick substituted.

Plate VIII.— Photograph of the picture given in colour in the frontispiece. It is a painting

in a rounded niche from the east wall of a cell near to the church on the north (pi. I,

709). The title of altar given on the plate is, no doubt, a mistake. Oratory or icon would be

better. The arch was ca. 1 metre high.

The wall on which this painting was executed is very poorly built and is certainly later than

the other walls of the cell. It is curious that none of the other cells in this group have any

decoration on the walls, while all four sides of this tiny room were elaborately painted.

Plate IX. — The figures of Faith, Hope and Charity from the south wall of the same cell.

The names, spelt nicTic, eexnic and TA.rxn6 are written above the figures. The colours

are as follows : nicTic, chiton yellow with folds marked in red, shawl white with folds of gray;

exnic, chiton white with grey folds, shawl white with red folds; Ar^nH, chiton white, shawl

yellow with red folds. The discs held in their hands are grey, outlined in black with inner rim and

cross of white; the central boss is black with white spots. The coil pattern below the figures

consists of two intertwined strands — one with outer scalloped border of red and inner one of

pink with white between and a black edge where they cross— the other grey and dull green res-

pectively with white between. The background is black; the spots are white. This is a favourite

pattern, both at this site and at Bawit.

Plate X. — 1. The south-west corner of the same cell (709). The three new virtues have

lost their names; further to the right were three more. Patience, Prudence and Fortitude.

2. The southern half of the east wall of the same cell (709). Above the interlacing border

are two jewelled crosses on stands, hung, as it seems, with ribbons. Between them and to

one side are plants. Below the border were two peacocks facing each other.

3. The figure of Patience [zxpecyzHTJ from the east wall of the same cell. The chiton is

yellow with red folds, the shawl white with lines of grey.

d. Figure of Christ from a niche in a room (733) in the north group. The table had been

broken ofl", the picture bricked up and the praying niche converted into a cupboard.

i3.
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The Christ wears an inner robe of yellow, an outer one of purple. On each side was

an angel with hands raised. The stars (?) were black with white spots; the oval background

was of slatey blue; outside this was a line of black with white spots, then a light line, then

red with similar groups of stars of white on dark red. The painting Was small (ca o m. ^o cent.)

and in very bad condition from salt, and we did not succeed in moving it.

5. Painted plaster decoration from a long magazine ( 1
7 1 A), not at this time completely dug

out. The scale is smaller than in the rest of the plate.

Plate XI. — 1. The lower part of the limestone pillar in the middle of the west end of

the church. The decoration is given again in line in figure 1 (p. 3). The painting is directly

upon the stone.

2. Upper part of another pillar at the same end of the church.

3. Close to the door of the chamber rt where Jeremias used to sitn was a small room (706)

which served for the guards, and on the wall of this these watchmen had found leisure to

daub in red paint figures intended for their portraits. Over each one is a name such as

tt Father Hor, the watchman •» ; above the heads is a drawing of a ship.

4. A medallion and part of a second representing an archangel and the Virgin Mary, from the

west side of the wall between 722 and 797. The painting was interesting as being better

and earlier in style than most of those we found, but it fell before a coloured copy could be

made. Below it was the list of patriarchs (inscription n" 1 15).

Plate Xll. — Paintings on plaster from the south wall of the founder's room (773); the two

pictures fit together, the top one to the right of that below. The decoration of the central panel

is new to us. In the centre between the pillars is a well-head and, rising from it, an object

looking like a long glass bottle with a series of bulbs blown at intervals. It is yellow in colour.

This cannot be a plant, and looks more like a trophy or iabarum. On each side of it, though, there

is a plant form, then come the two pillars with a curtain hanging between them, then the

elaborate geometric pattern flanked by very conventionalised vines growing out of vases. On the

left, finally, is the pattern of lozenges with single leaves in the centre, a better example of which

has already been seen ia Saqqara, II, pi. LVIII.

Plate XIII.— I. The east wall of the same room (773). The plaster has been repaired in

antiquity in the roughest manner. Between the two panels of geometric ornament is an epitaph

(n° 1), reused as a support for a metal cross; the bronze nails remain. Below is a section of a

column, once a support for a table or bowl.

2. The Avest side of the room (773). In the background the paintings of the last plate : on

the right are two buttresses designed to support the west wall, which was, indeed, leaning at an

alarming angle when we uncovered it. Into the buttress are built a whole series of capitals and

pilaster capitals taken from already ruined parts of the building.
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The column made of two stones, at the end of the buttress, bears an incised inscription, a

prayer for the soul of a brother who was a baker (?)

:

nNOYT6
HAKAeOC

PIOYNXMN

5 cONrecDpre

nitDTnnxNTCDX.

nxcoNNAzpooY

3. The rooms west of the church (pi. I, 798, 79^, 789, 787, 788) taken from the south.

The thick wall on the right is in most parts double, consisting of the original walls and a buttress,

made up in part of fragments of stone from earlier buildings. It is from this wall that several

good reliefs were obtained. Leaning against the wall near the little stair is the block with

inscription in very high relief, shown again in plate XLV, 1

.

h. Two long rooms (1701, 1702) seen from the west. The small square openings in the wall,

framed in stone, were used for tying cattle; a bar of wood fitting in holes in the side blocks

remains in place, and on the floor is a layer of manure. This use of the room as a cowbyre was

not, probably, the original one. The floor is 3 metres above that of the room beyond (1704) to

the east; only in the later times of danger would the cattle be brought so far into the interior of

the monastery.

Plate XIV. — 1. The north door of the hospital(?) (pi. I, 726) from the outside. The door-

jamb on the right with the shell was meant to be laid horizontally and its base to be placed

standing up : there must once have been a jamb corresponding to the one on the left : indeed,

when afterwards the blocking was removed, part of this stone was found in it.

The object inside the shell may have been a human figure : on each side of it is a sea monster.

2. South doorway of the same room, seen already in plate VI.

3. East side of room 728 showing the square opening with sloping sill in the middle of the

niche (cf. pi. VI). On both sides of the opening is a painting of a dove : the aperture goes directly

through the wall; it cannot be a cupboard of which the back wall has been destroyed, and the

object of the construction is not clear. The capitals of the two pillars have holes pierced through

the upper corners as if for hanging a curtain.

4. Remains of a holy-water stoup (?) in the corridor north of the church. A section from a gra-

nite pillar of Rameses II served as the base; the top of it was hollowed out so as to fit a basin like

that in plate XLII, 1. The base is of brickwork and at each corner was a little column : the basin

was therefore roofed in.

Plate XV. — 1 . Two ovens for baking the eucharistic bread (pi. I, 70/1). The use of the stone

trough was recognised by the workmen; in it was dipped the cloth with which the oven was
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cleared of ashes after the fire had hlazed out and before the loaves were put in. The roof of the

bakery was upheld by a column the capital of which lies on the floor.

2. The bench in room 788 showing the stone vase embedded in masonry.

3. A view of the narthex, the western approach to the church and the buttressed wall which

bounded this approach. In this wall the fine relief of plate XXXIV, 1 , is seen.

4. We have not, as yet, dug in the cemetery, but the sebakh diggers work there and this

year found a few standing gravestones, two of which are shown here. The inscriptions face east.

The bodies close by were in a state of hopeless confusion : the cemetery was dug out some years

ago by the villagers.

Plate XVI. — 1. The finest of the smaller capitals (height cm. 33 cent.). It is of soft limestone,

the ornament deeply (0 m. o5 cent.) cut with free use of the drill. The horizontal section is 8-lobed.

The design is one that will frequently recur, that of the vine springing from a vase : the vases are

here very small, the shape of the leaves elongated and the leaflets separated by deep drill-holes.

The capital was brightly painted in red and blue. It was found in the passage (710) leading to

the cell (709) the walls of which bore the paintings of the virtues.

2. A capital similar in form, design and dimensions (height m. 34 cent.) to the last, but the

egg and dart pattern is replaced by a floral motive, the fillet at the base is different , the work is

less delicate and the bunches of grapes do not hang downward. This capital was found in room 705.

Plate XVI A. — These two figures are reduced from pen and ink sketches by Mr. Fitzroy

Darke. The upper capital, o ra. 33 cent, high, from room 710, is seen again in plate XVI, 1

;

the lower, o m. ko cent, high, in plate XXII, 1. The first retains considerable traces of red and

blue paint.

Plate XVII.— One of the finest of the vine-leaf capitals (height m. 58 cent., top m. 75 c.

square) found in the south aisle of the church near the east end. In plate III it is shown in

position as found, close to an octagonal marble base. On comparing this with the last two capitals

and with plate XIX we see that the leaf-like object rising from the fillet at the base prolaably

represents a vase. The capital was marked on the base with the letter B incised.

Plate XVIII. — Capital built into a block of dry masonry in the middle of the south row of

columns. (Height o m. 67 cent.) Here the intertwining stems of the vine have almost lost con-

nection with the leaves and have developed into a separate pattern. Rosettes, pomegranates
and crosses are inserted in the loops.

Plate XIX.— Large tub-shaped capital much inferior to the last two (height m. 55 cent.).

Inscription on the edge ZAXAPIAC and loycTe. Found close to the west door of the church.

Plate XX. — 1. Capital (height m. 5o cent.). From north-west angle of the church.
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2. Capital (height o m. 5o cent.), found at the west end. It retains a good deal of colour,

each leaf having been painted with one side red and the other yellow.

3. Capital (height o m. ho cent.) from the south aisle of the church.

4. Capital (height o m. 55 cent.) from the south aisle.

Plate XXI.— 1. Capital (height o m. hU cent.) of the 8-Iobed type. Two slots have been cut

in it after the decoration was finished, so as to insert a wooden screen. This seems a strange

method of working but was reasonable enough where stone was soft and easily cut and wood

was dear.

2. Capital (height o m. 46 cent.) similar to the last in shape and also in having the two

vertical channels cut to fit the woodwork.

3. Capital (height o m. 67 cent., diameter at base m. 3o cent.). From east end of south

aisle. The capital appears to have been engaged in a wall. There is a vertical slot but this time

the pattern runs over into it.»

4. Part of a capital (height m. lid cent.) with no sign of decoration on one side; it was,

probably, like the last, engaged.

Plate XXII. — 1-3 are vineleaf-capitals from rooms in the monastery and are smaller and

less carefully executed than those in the church.

1. Capital (height m. lio cent.) from room 708; a line-drawing in plate XVI A.

2. Very small capital (height m. ak cent.) found inverted and used as abase for a pillar

in the wall which divided room 796 into two parts.

3. Capital (height o m. tio cent, square above) from the bakery (70^); found under the

ashes in the south-west corner.

4. Capital of the acanthus and palm type (height m. kj cent.) found near the west door of

the church.

5. Similar capital (height m. 53 cent, top o m. 71 cent, square, diameter of base

m. 45 cent.). The palm-fronds are painted with roughly drawn strokes of red and green; each

frond has a green and a red half but the colours change sides from leaf to leaf, so that two

green half-leaves come together, then two red ones. This arrangement was not a mere mistake

as it occurs again in the next capital.

6. Capital (height m. 55 cent.) like the last; very brightly coloured.

Plate XXIII.— Four capitals from the north side of the church. All in this row were of one

type and very similar to one another, though no pair matched exactly.

1. Height o m. 4o cent., diameter at base m. 87 cent.

2. Height m. 44 cent., diameter at base m. 34 cent.
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3. Height o m. 38 cent., diameter at base o m. 36 cent.

k. Height m. /19 cent., diameter at base m. 36 cent.

Plate XXIV.— Six samples of the oblong-topped capital with vertical grooves for insertion

of a screen. These grooves appear generally to have been cut after the decoration was finished.

1. Capital found in a hole below the south-east corner of the church.

2. Capital from a buttress in the abbot's room (773).

3. Capital from room 1706, from the east to west row of pillars which were, therefore,

probably joined by a screen of lattice work.

li. Another from the same room. Letter \ is incised above.

5. Height m. 34 cent.

6. Is brightly painted on one half only.

Plate XXV. — Large capital of the type with 8 projecting lobes (height m. Zi6 cent.). It

has already appeared in plate XXI, 9.

Plate XXVI. — The finest of three large Corinthian capitals found in the church (height

m. 63 cent.). It retains considerable traces of colour.

Plate XXVII. — A set of capitals of the simpler and less decorative types, but including one

(n° k) like that of plate XXVI; n" 3 may be unfinished.

1. This is much of the type of the north row of capitals (pi. XXIII) but taller (height

m. 46 cent.). From room 1706.

2. (Height m. 63 cent., diameter at base m. 37 cent.) From north-west quarter of the

church, near the north door. The curled ends of the leaves have been made into rude animal

faces.

3. (Height o m. 34 cent., diameter at base m. 29 cent.) From near the north wall.

4. Large Corinthian capital (height m. 60 cent.) from the east end of the church, close to

the alabaster bench. It retains traces of colour.

5 and 6. Two capitals from near the stair at the south-east of the church (height m. 3o cent,

and m. Ss cent.).

Plate XXVIII. — A series of engaged capitals.

1. (Height m. 37 cent., top m. ki cent, by m. 67 cent.) Was found in the yard marked

799 on the map, came probably therefore from the south gate of the hospital(?). Two animals

represented between the leaves, high on the left, have been chiselled out in antiquity.

2. A similar engaged capital found built into the buttressed wall (792) (height m. 39 cent.,

top m. 4o cent, by o m. 46 cent.).
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3. A smaller capital with leaves in low relief, found in the same wall further south (797)
(height m. 29 cent.).

4. From the yard (799) south of the hospital (height m. 39 cent.).

5. From the hospital (?) 726 (height m. 92 cent.).

Plate XXIX. — 1. Another of the capitals with eight lobes. Found in the long room (1 706)

at the end of which was the screen of plate VII. It was the only one of its type (height

o m. 45 cent.).

2. Capital from the long barrel-vaulted magazine (1716) not completely dug (height

o m. 43 cent.).

3. Capital from the east end of the church, near to the alabaster bench (height

o m. tii cent.).

4. Stand to hold a marble basin (height m. 80 cent.) found in north-east quarter of the

church.

5. A marble base (height m. 70 cent.) from south-east part of the church. It is seen in

position in plate III. It is octagonal in section, the surface is left rough with edges only dressed

but the moulding is sharp and good. It may be that blocks were sometimes imported half-finished,

to be polished in Egypt.

6. Another stand for a basin, from the hall (706) to the north of the church. It bears traces

of colour (height o m. 63 cent.).

Plate XXX.— The two door-posts from the south door of the hall 706 (height 1 m. 85 cent.).

Both had been broken in antiquity through driving in iron nails. A closely-similar design in

plate XIV, 1.

This door was an elaborate and important one : it must have formed the main entrance to the

monastery from the church. In the door jambs carved wooden beams were inserted; two reliefs

from an Old Kingdom mastaba, depicting fishes, were also placed, one on each side of the door,

and for the threshold the great quartzite stela of Nectanebo was employed.

Plate XXXI. — A collection of limestone blocks found close together near the south door of

the hospital (726) and doubtless forming part of that doorway.

1. Lintel (length 9 m. 08 cent.). The animals on each side of the cups in the two end-panels

have been chiselled out. The asymmetry of the key-patterns in the middle is curious.

2 and 3. Two blocks, each 1 m. 5o cent, long; they look as if they should be placed hori-

zontally.

d. These pieces and the two below are on a larger scale than the rest. They are flat blocks

about o m. 35 cent, high (a unit of the ornament is m. 90 cent. long). One would suppose

Excavations at Saqqara , 1907-1908. I'l
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that these would stand upright but a fragment of a stela found the next year showed that the

pattern might also run horizontally.

5. Two blocks, one o m. 3i cent., the other o m. 36 cent, high, showing shrines in which

were seated figures of Our Lord; these have been carefully chiselled out.

6. Block, 1 m. 6o cent, long, with eight arches, seven of which contained a standing figure

of an Apostle and the last that of the Saviour, as the names left above inform us,

Plate XXXII. — 1. A large false pilaster capital (height o m. Sa cent.), from the hospital

(796). Only the capital is shown : the stone extended about o m. 1 5 cent, on each side.

2. Pilaster capitals from doorways, found reused in a wall (789). The lowest piece is

o m. 90 cent. wide.

3. Pilaster capital, doubtless from the inside edge of a door (length m. 96 cent.). From

south-east end of church. Shown near original position in plate IV, 1, on the left.

Plate XXXIII.— A group of stones from the screen between rooms 170/1 and 1706 (pi. VII).

1. Capital from south pillar with slot for insertion of wooden screen (height m. ia cent.).

2. Two double capitals from the sides of the piers (length of base of upper one m. Sk cent.).

3. Block from east face of centre of entablature (not visible in plate VII) (length 1 metre,

height m. 38 cent.).

i. Doorjamb (1 m. 20 cent, high) reused in south pier of screen on west side (pi. VII, right),

presumably of earlier work than the rest.

5. Pilaster capitals. The lowest is m. 86 cent. long.

Plate XXXIV.— 1. A fine block, 1 m. 98 cent, long, found inverted, built into the face of

the buttressed wall west of the church. Visible also in plate XV, 3.

2. Another block (1 m. 58 cent, long) built into the same wall. The central circular space,

from which the original interlacing ornament had been broken out, was filled with plaster. The

pattern may be restored from plate XXXI, 1.

3 and &. Two more pieces from the same wall (0 m. 60 cent, and m. 80 cent. long).

Plate XXXV. — 1 and 2. Two blocks (0 m. 5 2 cent, and m. 56 cent, high), found in a

small brick chamber (786), but doubtless originally derived from the church.

3. Fragment of frieze (0 m. 55 cent, long), from north-east quarter of the church.

A. Fragment (0 m. 37 cent, high), from a chamber on the north-west (1702).

5. Piece of cornice m. 66 cent, long from the important room (705) with two still standing

columns.

6. Fragment of cornice (0 m. 63 cent, long), from south side of church.
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7. Another from wali west of church (length o m. 86 cent).

Plate XXXVI. — 1. Three fragments of a cornice of which many other pieces were found.

These from were the west end of the church.

2 and 3. Flat slabs, o m. 66 cent, and o m. 82 cent, in length, with wreath carved on the

edge. Both were reused in the wall west of the church.

h. A fragment (0 m. 5i cent, long), found at the east end behind the altar. No other piece

quite in this style was found.

5. Curved block (0 m. 85 cent, long), from an arch. Found in the long room (1701) which

was reused as a cowbyre (pi. XIII, h).

6. Another curved block which must have come from the base of an arch. It shows the

favourite pattern of the vine springing from a vase.

7. Fragment of cornice o m. 70 cent. long.

8. Two similar pieces.

Plate XXXYII. — 1. Shell-shaped stone from the niche in chamber 728, visible also in

plate VI (breadth m. 85 cent.).

2. Fine conch removed at least a generation ago from the monastery and now used as a lintel

in the tomb of Sidi Khoder south of Abusir village.

3. Fragment of another of these curved stones from a niche. The border is brightly coloured.

Inscription n" 7, p. 29.

k. Fragment of yet another (0 m. 5o cent, long) from the east end of the mandara. Inscription

n°8, p. 29 :

^eMTONMOqN'^OYK.eN6MC96ipXMr

mnxnNOY'renxTeujNHxqMTONM^

Plate XXXVIII. — 1 and 2. The two sides of a stone used first in the XIX''' Dynasty for a

stela, then by the Copts as a cross with two steps in front. Cf. the cross leaning against the

column in plate III. The stone was found, apparently in its original position, close to the south

door of the hall (705) which communicated between the church and the monastery.

The mscnption reads :

, j
^. ^^, ^^,

^>^^
| ^oIMMITI^ I I . ^

lower scene :
I
+, fl 8 '^ i \-^^\^ZZ \lF!f^,U • ^T^ !

'*'*^
I

'^= I ^ . . ^ •'-'
I mJ^ m X <=>- J J AWWMV I ^^m I € I III 11 I I I J I I II J A«WM^ I I ® I I I A A A

ill.
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3. A stand for water-jars found inside the church, on the north side of the west door (length

1 m. o6 cent., height o m. 3o cent.). The two circular basins drain into the central cavity which

is deeper (o m. \h cent.). On the left are two holes for cups. On this side is an inscription

CTXYpe BOHeicoN. The head in the centre, generally taken to be a lion in this class of objects,

must be rather a seamonster.

h. A block (o m. 98 cent, wide) originally a lintel, reused as a stand for jars.

5. Two crosses, that on the left o m. 26 cent, square. This was in room 712; the other was

near the surface and had been moved from its original position.

Plate XXXIX. — Line drawings of the designs on some pieces of wood found in the church.

N"' 1-5 are in colour, painted on thin boards; n"' 6 and 7 are carved pieces from wooden

Screens. The scale is about 1 : 5. The preservation is poor; the paint is dull and flakes off

readily. Some of the colours are noted below.

1. Thick lines are green, leaves pink. On the right the stars(?) are white on a red ground;

the leaves are green.

2. Foliage is white (probably a decayed green), the ground red, the birds dark-green and

white.

3. Background red, main lines black, back of the bird green. The thin painted boards ( i-5)

may have covered the beams that tied the columns together, or the timbers of the roof.

Plate XL. — 1. Two consoles of palm wood, the larger one m. 84 cent, long, found in

the church, the smaller in room 170/1 where it had been reused to roof a cupboard. Both had

been gaily painted. The sharpness of cutting in so fibrous a material is remarkable.

2. Part of the door of a cupboard, m. 27 cent, high, found outside the church at the

north-west corner.

3. Fragments of carved wood, some of them painted. The uppermost piece which is brightly

coloured, is from the north-east of the church. The others, with the exception of the chair-leg

which was found by the sebakhin, also come from the east of the church and are, doubtless,

fragments of the haikal screen. The lowest piece is m. 28 cent. long.

h. Door and frame of a cupboard in a wall at the south of the altar at the lowest level. The

body of the cupboard was an earthenware vase. The device on the two doors is the same.

5. A group of small wooden figures of animals— a bull and three cats (bull is m. 1 cent,

long). These, if they belonged to the monks are curious relics of the older religion; they may
however be children's toys.
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Plate XLI. — 1. Two uprights from a wooden chest("?) with delicate ivory inlay (length

m. 52 cent.).

2. Small objects of bronze : the main group, surrounded by the chain, were found at the east

end of the church, at the lowest level, and north of the apse. Most of them are parts of a lamp.

The stud and nails on the left and the spoon on the right were found separately.

Plate XLII. — 1. Marble basin, o m. 64 cent, in diameter, found broken in three pieces but

complete. The largest fragment alone has been photographed in order to show the thickness

of the side and the shape of the socket, which must have fitted into a stand and formed

a holy water stoup (cf. pi. XIV, k).

2. A group of lamps; two in the upper row are of stone, the rest of earthenware. Lamps

are not numerous on the site.

3. A small ostracon, probably in the Blemmye language (Griffith). So far as it can be

read the text is:

m^. • Axi 2A. • YoYM le

^expMMXNZxxxnx
lOYMGICTOyp-

^IHXZOqM • K- Mn
^XpXOYtUMHN

i. Fragment (o m. 1 1 cent, long) of a shallow marble dish or plaque found by the sebakhin

to the south of the monastery while our work was going on. It represents Jonah being

swallowed by the whale.

5. Small objects of bone.

Plate XLIII. — 1. A selection from a group of blocks of a special shape found at the east

end of the church, north of the earlier apse and at a low level. Their smooth face is slightly

concave, one end is a little shorter than the other and the edges are deeply channelled.

They vary from o m. 12 cent, to m. 3o cent, in length and were evidently built into a

semidome.

2. Two consoles and a small capital, also from the haikal. The capital is m. 58 cent. wide.

Consoles were curiously rare, perhaps because they could easily be dressed down square

and so were all carried away and reused by the Arabs,

3. Red bricks with deep semicircular grooves on the face, found in the hospital (726).

Such bricks would only be useful for roofs and we may conclude that this room was covered

either by a double barrel-vault or by two rows of domes.

i. A support from a bench in room 705.
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5. Parts of stone trough (the smaller piece o m. 65 cent, long) found in the corridor north

of the church. The round spoon-like end was the inlet into which the skins or jars were emptied.

Plate XLIV. — 1. Two slahs from the floor of the mandara south of the church, photogra-

phed in position. (Larger stone i m. 6o cent, by o m. 59 cent.) Text and translation are

given as n°' t o , 1 1 , p. 3 , 3 1

.

2. Third epitaph from the same floor, n° 12, p. 32.

3. Inscription, m. 3o cent, high, referring to the restoration of the church, n° i3, p. 32.

h. Slab in the floor of room 773, near the blocked north door : its position is marked on

the map in plate I : tcThis is where Apa Jeremias sat^i. N" ih, p. 33.

Plate XL\ .
— 1. Three pieces of a long flat slab with an inscription in very high relief along

the edge. Two of them were found in room 789, one was built into the buttressed wall west of

the church. The dimensions of the largest piece are : length 1 m. 55 cent., height m. 1 1 cent.,

depth m. 25 cent. Inscription n" i5, p. 33.

2. Inscription on a block found loose near the line of the north wall of the church and

,

most probably, derived from the wall. It states that ffthis is the place where the fullers sitn. Are

we to suppose that each trade had its special place in church or that the fullers alone, from the

dirty nature of their work, were kept apart from their fellow-worshippers? Copy n° 16, p. 33.

8. Two flat slabs, the larger m. 69 cent, by m. 36 cent. The inscription runs along

three edges; in the smaller slab it is written from right to left. These stones must have

served as a kind of abacus or impost to a column. Copies n°' 17, 18, p. 33, 36.

Ix. Three more slabs, two of them similar to the last pair. The upper one (0 m. 32 cent,

by m. 2 5 cent.) fell from the central opening of the great screen between rooms 1706
and 1706. It had been reused at least once : of the two inscriptions that in high reUef is

the earlier. The middle block comes from the often mentioned thick wall west of the church.

The lowest stone, m, 45 cent, long, is inscribed on one edge only and seems not to have

come from a pillar. Inscriptions n"' 19, 20, p. 34.

5. Three fragments of epitaphs, all from the church, having been used there, probably, as

paving stones. Inscriptions n°" 21-23.

6. Above, a stone, m. 60 cent, long, part of a hntel; below, another fragment of a Ijnlel,

found built into a late wall in the mandara. Inscriptions n"' 26, 9 5.

Plate XLVI. — 1. Block, 1 ra. 20 cent, by m. 3o cent, from north face of the pier in the

mandara south of the church. It is seen in position in plate VI. Inscription n° 96.

2. Long epitaph on block o m. 45 cent, wide, found by the sebakhin in the cemetery south

of the site. Singularly the name of Jeremias is not in the long list of saints invoked and the

inscription is not finished. Inscription n" 27.
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3. Another inscription from the cemetery (height i m. Bo cent., breadth o m. 5o cent.).

Copy n° 28, p. 87.

4. Graffito in red paint on a block originally m. 78 cent, by m. 4 9 cent, found in

fragments at the west end of the church. Copy n° 89, p. 53.

Plate XLVII. — 1. Inscription from the floor of the mandara just above the steps (length

o m. 5o cent). Copy n" 29, p. 87.

2-5. Epitaphs from the cemetery, found by sebakhin : the last two are reused New Empire

blocks. Copies n°^ 3o-33, p. 38, .89.

Plate XLVIII.— More Coptic inscriptions. Copies n°'' 84-4 1, p. 89-/11.

1. o m. 29 cent, by m. 28 cent.

2. m. 80 cent, by m. 20 cent. From sebakh.

3. m. 67 cent, by m. 38 cent.

4. About m. 35 cent. wide.

5. About m. 85 cent. wide.

6. From the pavement before the altar.

7. Used face downwards in the pavement at the entrance of room 708.

8. Inscription from room 'jlik. Fayumic dialect.

Plate XLIX. — 1. Unfinished epitaph (0 m. 45 cent, by o m. 35 cent.) from south of bake-

house (7 1 0). Jeremias and Enoch appear between the Trinity and the Archangels. Copy n° 4 2 , p. 4 1

.

2. Unfinished inscription from pavement before the altar in the church. Copy n" 48, p. 42.

3. Inscription from sebakh. N" 44, p. 42.

4. Inscription from room 787. N° 45, p. 42.

5. Two fragments, the larger m. 56 cent. wide. N° 46, p. 42.

Plate L. — 1. Inscription from the west wall of room 1704, high up and close to the door

into 1701. Written in a cursive and rather illegible hand and apparently one of the latest

of the graffiti. Copy n" 90, p. 54.

2. From room 727, as yet but partially excavated, from the east wall. The inscription is

older than the running pattern in red paint which obscures it. The text is in black, the

rope border black, white and yellow : it gives or gave the anniversaries of the birth, con-

secration and death of the two founders. Copy n° 91, p. 54.

3. From room 728 below the window south of the niche , visible also in plate VII. Copy n° 92.

4. Arabic inscription scored on the right side of the large stairway (pi. Ill), not in

ancient Kufic but in a script of about 1000 A. D. as Prof. Moritz and Marcos Bey Simaika

both inform me.
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Plate LI. — 1. Part of a small marble plaque, o m. a 3 cent, high, with a Greek in-

scription.

2. Part of a marble altar-top (?) with inscription in Greek hexameters (breadth' o m. 79 cent.).

3. Slab from an Old Kingdom mastaba used as a paving-stone in the mandara south of

the church. It depicts a fishing scene.

k. Paving stone from the corridor north of the church, near the south door of 1706,

from a XIX"' Dynasty tomb. The inscribed side was underneath.

Plate LIl. — Large quarlzite stela of Nekhthorheb, 1 m. 63 cent, high, employed as thres-

hold in the south door of room 706. The inscription was uppermost and has suffered much

from the monks' sandy feet. The heads of the king and the bull have been wilfully destroyed.

In the square hole the door was pivoted. Copy and translation p. 89.

Plate LIII. — A view, taken from the summit of the pyramid of Teta, of the excavations

in the temple. On the right is the small pyramid described in the last report. Three of

the XIX''' Dynasty shafts have been left, standing now as towers above the Old Kingdom

pavement. A great deal of this pavement has been ripped out; on the right it is belter preserved

and the lowest course of two walls also remains. One large block from the roof is to be seen.

On the left side there is a drainage-channel running below the pavement.

Beyond is the yet unexcavated part of the temple site covered with some metres of lime-

stone-chip. .

Plate LIV. — The main pieces of relief from the temple walls. In one piece is a bronze

inlaid eye still in position.

1. The spirits of Pe; the only large block.

2. o m. 55 cent, by m. 48 cent.

3. 1 m. 0^1 cent. long. From a Sed-heb scene.

li. o m. 52 cent, by m. 2 5 cent.

Figure of a princess (?), not known hitherto.

5. m. 55 cent, by m. 3o cent.

6. o m. 55 cent. long.

7. 1 metre by m. 3o cent.

Text on left :

\ \y (\^\)̂ ^-

Plate LV. — A deatli-mask of rough plaster found in the temple at the north-west corner,

at some height (ca. m. 70 cent.) above the floor.
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The photograpli of the mask itself (
i
) is not a success as it gives an effect of relief to those parts

of the face which are sunk deepest. From the mould a cast was made at the Museum by

Herr Fanghaenel, and of this Briigsch Pasha took two views. These (9,3) are on slightly

different scales and much larger than (i).

The face is a remarkable one : it is easy to believe that this person was of importance in

his day. Now, of whom could a death-mask be needed in the temple of Teta save of Teta

himself or, possibly, his queen ? It may well be that statues of the king were made close by,

as those of Usertesen P' at Lisht are said to have been, and that this mask, after serving

its purpose as a model to the sculptors, was buried in the sand which would collect outside

the temple wall, and has been preserved through all the quarrying that the site has since

undergone.

It is easier to suppose that this is the very death-mask of Teta than that the mask of

another great personage should have been left here with no other proof or suggestion of

a monument in his honour having existed. There is, we may at least say, a presumption,

thougii by no means a sure proof, that we have here a mould taken from the face of Teta

immediately after his death.

Plate LVI.— Two views of a head of a limestone statue of the Old Empire, found in

the temple of the pyramid of Teta (height o m. 21 cent.).

Plate LVII.— 1, 2 and 3. A squatting statue of limestone from the pyramid temple (height

o m. 70 cent.). Three views are given, as the text is of some interest from the large number of

pyramid temples in which Teta-em-saf held oflice.

Vertical column in front : (— ) §Q I IV (TJIj f j j j A ®"^Vr^^~-

On the left side of the statue are six lines :

i5k1E]T:fJikQ(Eimi^VQ(E!lElia(^ZIDP

4k (lEEl11 (SEEI • :V (EIS:i :^2^f:T!i.TA 2
^—

«

mm
SH W^~'

Excavations at Saqqara, 1907-1908. i5
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On the right side of the statue are six lines : (—>)

i^.
w§f^^'^'f'f/rfw/f wfwiwmwm^'wn

J^ i-Wt» d^i I

'

On this side there is also a vertical column

:z^-
(")3--i!;f°j::!^

000-
=11 J r

k. Two small stelae (o m. 28 cent, and m. 27 cent, wide) of the XIX'*" Dynasty found in

the pyramid temple. One is interesting as showing the deified Teta. Better stelae of this period

were found in the earlier digging on this site by Barsanti.

5. An alahaster vase, m. 26 cent, high, with an incised inscription of Bameses II, the

two cartouches with cr beloved of Bast and Sekhmetn.

6. A table of offerings (0 m. 54 cent, x m. 36 cent, x m. 2 4 cent.) from the XIX""

Dynasty level in the temple.

Plate LVIII. — An interment (2) found in the debris of the Teta temple with the small

objects (1, 3, 4) laid with it. The man was buried in a mat of stems of palm-leaves, on a

slope, north and south, among rather large stones. Some of the bones were broken : the

body may have been moved since it was buried. By the knees to the left side lay a very perfect

draught-board of solid wood with a small drawer at the end : in this were two wooden knuckle-

bones and ten wooden draughtmen, five tall and five flat, with an extra disc of faience.

Below the head was a wooden pillow m. 98 cent, long, with a fluted stem, and near it an

alabaster vase, a reed kohl tube and a dangerous looking kohl-stick of bronze with a wooden
handle. Behind were two staffs, 1 m. 3o cent, long, one with the bark on, the other peeled.

On and near the fingers were three rings of faience, two bearing names of Sety F, thus

anc and a scarab of Thothmes III inscribed

t
^^^
u t
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Plate LIX. — The designs on the two faces of the draught-board and the inscriptions along

the sides.

Plate LX. — Head of a lifesize wooden statue from the serdab of Rashepses. The hair is

painted black, the face red : the eyes are executed with great care and the small veins in the

eyeball indicated. There is over the wood a thin layer of plaster on which the colour was

laid with a size medium. The wood has shrunk with time and the plaster has in places

blistered up and is readily broken away.

Plate LXI. — 1 . Limestone stela of Khennu or Khonsu (height o m. 98 c.) from tomb n" 906.

Left outer jamb : (^-) M^'~*^]^^^J^.

Bight cute,- jamb : («) Q^f jiji^:::^j;.

Inner jambs : ^ ^ ® V and X Z3 I © V •

2. Photograph, taken by reflection in a mirror, of the royal rescript of Assa inscribed on the

south side of the outer door of the tomb of Rashepses. Copy and translation on p. 79.

3,-4 and 5. Blocks from the forecourt of the mastaba of Kaemthenenet, m. 80 cent.,

o m. 65 cent, and 1 m. o3 cent, long respectively. Copies and translation on p. 82-88.

Plate LXII. — From tomb of Her-n-kau and Sekhem-Hathor.

1. East wall, north of door. Painted scene. Fishing, fish-curing.

2. East wall, south of door. Painted scene. Games, huntsman leading dog. Asses feeding in

the desert (?), men heaping chopped straw into a stack, carrying away of corn.

Plate LXIH. — From the same tomb. West wall, south stela.

Plate LXIV. — West wall of Her-n-kau and Sekhem-Hathor. Between the two stelae. Painted

reliefs.

Plate LXV. — Same tomb. West wall, north stela.

Plate LXVI.— Same tomb.

1. South wall, painted only, unfinished.

2. North wall, painted only.

3. West wall, south of south stela. In relief.

A. West wall, north of north stela. Painted only.

i5.
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ERRATA.

Page 25, n''9i5,reflrf:(gp|®^.

33, bottom line, for : Tuk, read : Tuki.

37, I. iU,for : Hoe, read : Mock.

Page 39, 1. 3, /or : pi. XVII, read : pi. XLVII.

67, n" iSg, 1. 10, for : nxNrcox, read: nxii-

TCDX.
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